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ABSTRACT 
The application of a kinematic minimum principle involving a 
continuous functional subject to inequality constraints is described 
for the incremental analysis of elasto-plastic continua. A simple 
algorithm is used for solution of the resulting mathematical programming 
problem. The formulation is presented for problems in plane stress, 
plane strain or axial symmetry, using triangular constant strain finite 
elements, and is extended to the use of cubic quadrilateral isoparametric 
elements for which a numerical integration technique is employed to account 
for elasto-plastic interfaces within elements. The material is assumed 
to obey the von Mises yield condition, and be either elastic-perfectly 
plastic or linear kinematic hardening. Computational details and solution 
techniques are described, and numerical examples compared with experimental 
and numerical results in the literature. Some assessment is made of 
the relative computational efficiency of the method. 
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Deformation matrix 
cijkt Isotropic tensor relating elastic strain to stress 
o.. Weighted Cartesian strain tensor, o .. = V'E .. 
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E Plastic modulus 
p 
F. Body force 
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U~, w° Functionals used in kinematic minimum principle 
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V Volume of body 
w Band width of elastic system stiffness matrix 
x. Cartesian coordinate 
i 
x,y,z Cartesian coordinate system 
(Prime) denotes quantity associated with a finite element 
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C H A P T E R 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The simplicity of the laws governing the mechanical behaviour 
of elastic solids in many cases permits an analytical solution. In 
elastic problems of greater complexity with regard to geometry, boundary 
conditions, loading or nonhomogeneous material properties, recourse 
is generally made to numerical solutions which exploit the minimum 
principles governing the mechanical behaviour of elastic solids·. In 
particular the finite element method has been extensively used to 
determine approximate solutions by discretizing the description o;f the 
spatial field to a finite number of parameters. 
For elasto-plastic solids the complexity of mechanical behaviour 
generally prohibits an analytical solution. Although the minimum 
principles governing the mechanical behaviour of elasto-plastic solids 
have been established for some time (Prager [l], [2]; Hodge and Prager [3]; 
Greenberg [4], [5] and Keiter '[6]), it was only with developments in 
numerical methods that their exploitation become feasible. More recently 
Ceradini [7] and Maier [8] have given alternative forms for the minimum 
principles using elastic solutions for residual fields. Maier's 
kinematic minimum principle was derived from quadratic programming 
arguments. 
Direct methods of elasto-plastic analysis which use the minimum 
principles and the finite element method include initial strain/initial 
stress and tangent modulus approaches. In the initial strain method 
e. 




strains during a load increment are treated as initial strains, the 
system stiffness matrix remaining elastic and unchanged. This iterative 
procedure fails for an elastic-perfectly plastic material as plastic 
strain increments are not uniquely described. The initial stress 
approach of Zienkiewicz, Valliapan and King [11] entails the iterative 
elastic distribution of 'initial stresses' until the requirements of 
equilibrium, the kinematic relations and constitutive laws are satisfied, 
again the system matrix remaining unchanged. Since the stress dis-
tribution is uniquely described by increments of strain, ideal plasticity 
can be accommodated. For the initial strain/initial stress methods the 
system matrix need be inverted once only, however the number of iterations 
required for convergence at each load increment may increase as plastic 
strain increments become larger. In these methods elastic unloading 
is automatically accommodated as the system matrix always reflects elastic 
stress-strain relations. 
The tangent modulus or variable stiffness method of Pope [12], 
Swedlow [13], Marcal and King [14], and Yamada, Yoshimura and Sakurai [15] 
requires reformulation of the system matrix at each stage in the incremental 
loading procedJlre, taking account of adjustment to stress-strain relations 
due to plastic strains. Further, iteration is required for any load 
increment in which elastic unloading occurs as the system matrix must 
reflect the true stress-strain relations. This method can be used for 
perfectly plastic materials. Marcal [16], in comparing the two methods, 
derived the initial strain formulation from the tangent modulus approach. 
More recently efforts have been directed towards formulating 
elasto-plastic problems as formal mathematical programming problems 
and to use standard programming techniques to determine a solution. 
Some examples are the work of Hodge, Belytscho and Herakovich [17], 
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Sayegh and Rubenstein [18], Giacomini, Maier and Paterlini [19], 
de Donato and Maier [20], and Anand and Garg [21]. As shown by de 
Donato and Franchi [22] a linear complementary problem emerges which is 
fully equivalent to two dual quadratic programming problems. The 
solution can be determined from any one of the five formulations. However, 
in applying nonlinear programming algorithms, the size of matrices to 
be calculated for any of the formulations is prohibitive even for small 
numbers of finite elements. The most efficient formal programming 
technique for incremental elasto-plastic analysis appears to be the 
'multistage loading' and 'reduced problem technique' used by de Donato 
and Franchi [22] 1:j.nd de Donato and Maier [20]. For this the yield 
surface is piecewise linearized, transforming the domain of permissible 
stress states into a series of linear inequalities. Since a plastic 
multiplier and linear inequality are associated with each yield plane 
the numbers of variables and constraints increases rapidly. 'Multistage 
loading' consists of the initial division of the load into a given number 
of 'sub-loads' each of which is increased from zero to its final value. 
Elastic unloading can only be considered at the beginning of each loading 
stage. To decrease the large number of variables the 'reduced problem 
technique' is employed in which yielding modes that appear unlikely to 
be activated are omitted from that stage of the problem, and any standard 
nonlinear programming technique used to determine the solution. Violation 
of ignored constraints necessitates iteration. To the writer's knowledge 
there is an absence in the literature of numerical applications of the 
formal mathematical programming approach to three-dimensional continuum 
problems, which though conceptually quite feasible, must present a formidable 
computational task. 
In investigating Maier's theorem [8] derived from quadratic 
programming arguments, Martin [23] has given a simpler result in a 
kinematic minimum principle for the rate problem in elasto-plasticity, 
involving a continuous functional subject to inequality constraints. 
6 
This was applied in incremental form to the plane truss problem by Martin 
and Reddy [24], resulting in a quadratic programming problem. A 
simple algorithm was suggested in which the programming problem reduced 
to solution of simultaneous linear equations subject to checks on 
constraints, violation of which necessitates iteration. In this thesis 
application of this minimum principle is extended to the incremental 
analysis of elasto-plastic con~inua. For the resulting programming 
problem it is not necessary to piecewise linearize the yield surface 
as in the formal quadratic programming approach, and thus the continuously 
differentiable van Mises yield function is assumed. For stmplicity 
discussion will be limited to two-dimensional problems (plane stress, 
plane strain and axial symmetry); however the extension to general 
three-dimensional continua is directly obtained by inclusion of field 
variable components ignored in the two-dimensional case. 
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C H A P T E R 2 
SOME FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 
2.1 Introduction 
In this thesis discussion is limited to bodies composed of 
an isotropic, homogeneous material. In the plast~c range the material 
is assumed to obey the von Mises yield condition, and be either 
elastic-perfectly plastic, or linear kinematic hard~ning. Deforma ... 
tions are assumed to be isothermal and small in the sense that kine .. 
matic relations are linear in strain and displacement and equil~brium 
equations linear in stress and force. Loading of the body is assumed 
to be quasi-static so that inertia terms can be ignored. 
In developing the general relationships governing the deforma-
tion of an elasto-plastic continuum, consider a body of volume V 
and surface Sin a Cartesian coordinate system x.(i = 1,2,3). The 
1. 
body is subjected to body forces F.(x.) on V, and surface tractions 
1. K . 
On the remainder of the surface 
S displacements u.(x.) are prescrib~d. 
U 1. K 
The governing relations 
comprise yquilibrium equations, kinematic relations and constitutive 
relations. 
2.2 Equilibrium 
The equilibrium equations are characterized by 
ao .. 





lJ = cr .. ' Jl (~.2) 
and cr . . v. = T. on S, 
lJ J l 
(2.3) 
where cr .. (i,j = 1,2,3) is the stress tensor, and v. is the outward 
lJ l 
normal vector at a point on the surface. A statically admissible 
set of body forces F., surface tractions T., and stresses cr .. must 
l l lJ 
satisfy equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). 
2.3 Kinematic Relations 
The strain field £.j is obtained from the displacement field 
.l 
u. by means of the strain-displacement relations 
l 
£ •• = 1J 




+ ~ . ax. 
1 
(2.4) 
Further, the compatibility condition ensures the integrability of the 
strain field to within a rigid body motion, and may be expressed as 
+ = + 
A kinematically admissible set of strains and displacements must 
satisfy equations (2.4) and (2.5). 
2.4 Constitutive Relations 
The constitutive relations are written after breaking the 






= + (2.6) 
The elastic strain and stress are linearly related: 
e e: •. 
l.J 
= (2.7) 
where Cijki is an isotoropic fourth order tensor. 
A yield function ~ is introduced to describe plastic behaviour. 
In this thesis it is assumed that the yield function is a convex con-
tinuously differentiable scalar function and may be written as ~ = ~(o .. ) 
l.J 
for elastic-perfectly plastic materials. For elastic-plastic or harden-
ing behaviour we shall limit our discussion to a linear kinematic 
hardening model for the material. 
yield function may be written as ~ 
In this case the subsequent 
= ~(o .. ,e:~.), where the plastic 
l.J l.J 
strains e:~. represent the history of plastic strain from the virgin 
l.J 
unstressed state, [25]. 
Yielding occurs when ~ = 0 and stress states such that ~ > 0 
are inadmissible. The plastic strains remain unchanged for any stress 
increment imposed on a stress state for which~< 0 (elastic behaviour), 
or for which ~ = 0 and __i2__ do. . < 0 (unloading) . Thus changes in 
dO.. J.J 
l.J 
plastic strains can only occur.for stress increments imposed on stress 
H states for which~= 0 (yielding) and -..,--do .. > 0 (loading or neutral 
oO. • J.J 
l.J 
loading). 
Figure 2.1 shows directions of stress increments from points 
on the yield surface ~ = 0 in stress space. In the case of hardening 
~ = ~ ( o .. e:~.) and thus the curve ~ = 0 in stress subspace represents 
l.J) l.J 
the current yield surface corresponding to current plastic strains. 
Figure 2.1 
a<1> -dcr .. > O 
(JCT.. IJ 
. IJ . 
</> < 0 
CJ</> --du .. < 
CJu.. IJ 
IJ 
Directions of stress increments in stress space 
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Wh~n plastic strain changes do occur the plastic strain increment 
is proportional to the gradient of the yield function. Defining a 




0 if <I> < o, de: .. = l.J 
or <I> = 0 _£.L O· (2.8) and 8 da .. < ' (j ij ].J 
and p .A --2.L if <I> 0 and -2..L da .. o. (2.9) tle: .. = = > l.J ea ij ea ij iJ 
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In the case of an elastic-plastic or hardening material 
:\ = (2.10) 
where the scalar G is positive definite. We shall consider the more 
general problem of a hardening solid as the elastic-perfectly plastic 
problem can be recovered as a special case. 
For perfect plasticity stress changes such that ~ dcr .. > 0 
ocr.. lJ 
J.J 
are inadmissible since they lead to stress states for which ~(cr .. ) > O. 
J.J 
From equation (2.9) it follows that :\ can then only be non-zero when 
2L dcr = 0, and hence i.n equation (2.10) :\ can only be finite and acr. . . ij 
lJ 
non-zero if G + oo Thus the elastic-perfectly plastic case is recovered 
from the elastic plastic case as the limit G + 00 , in which case :\ is 
non-negative but otherwise undetermined. 
2.5 Von Mises Yield Condition and Linear Kinematic Hardening 
The von Mises initial yield condition [2_6] assumes that plastic 
deformation becomes possible when the shear stress on a particular plane, 
the octahedral plane which is equally inclined to the three principal 
axes, reaches a limiting magnitude k. This is conventionally written 
in quadratic form so that the von Mises initial yield function is 
2 = cr so 
where cr is the octahedral shear stress. so 
(2.11) 
Expanding cr in terms of so . 
stress components in arbitrary Cartesian coordinate directions this 
becomes 
12 
= 13 {CJ .. CJ .. 
l.J l.J 
(2.12) 
For a hardening material the yield function is~= ~(CJ .. ,£~.). 
lJ lJ 
Adopting a kinematic hardening model such that subsequent yield 
surfaces are translations of the initial yield surface in stress space, 
retaining a constant shape, size and orientation, we may write the 
von Mises subsequent yield function as 
= 13 { ( CJ . . - c £~ • ) ( CJ . . - c £~ • ) lJ . lJ lJ lJ 
(2.13) 
where c is a constant. 
p 
(The term C£kk vanishes since there is zero 
volume change associated with plastic deformation). 
The most convenient idealization for the scalar hardening 
coefficient G in equation (2.10) is 
1 
G = (2.14) 
This leads to a bilinear stress-strain curve in a monotonic loading 
test in simple tension, from which c = E , the plastic modulus, [25]. 
p 
Th~s writing 
-a.. = lJ ( CJ . . - E £~ • ) ' . lJ p lJ 
the von Mises yield function becomes 
= 1 {- 1 (- )2} 2 ~ 3 CJij CJij - 3 CJkk - k ' 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
-where crk.k = crk.k. The limiting value of octahedral shear stress k 
is conventionally related to the uniaxial yield stress a as 
0 
13 




= 1 {~ ~ - 1 (~ )2 -3 vij vij 3 vk.k (2.18) 
The elastic-perfectly plastic case is recovered by setting E = O, p 
-in which case a. . = a . .. 
1J 1J 
2.6 Plane Stress 
In formulating particular continuum analysis problems it is 
often possible to reduce the complexity of a general three-dimensional 
formulation to one of two dimensions. Such idealizations include 
problems in plane stress, plane strain and axial symmetry. In this 
thesis we shall limit our discussion to this class of problems, 
although the formulation presented may be readily extended to general 
three-dimensional continua. 
In the case of plane stress we consider thin sheets (plates) of 
material subjected to loads and imposed displacements at the boundary 
of the sheet and in the plane of the sheet. Let such a sheet lie 
in the x,y plane of a Cartesian coordinate system x,y,z. The non-
zero stress components are a , a and a , which are assumed to be xx yy xy 
constant through the thickness of the sheet (z-direction), while the 
components crzz' ayz and azx are taken to be zero throu~hout the body. 
14 
In consequence the associated strain components £ , £ and £t are zz yz zx 
ignored in the analysis, which leads to minor violations of the com-
patibility condition (equation 2.5). However, the assumptions of 
plane stress provide very good approximations for thin plates under 
in-plane loading. 
If u and v are respectively the displacement components in the x 





Clx ' £yy = = 
Clu + Clv 
Cly Clx (2.19) 
For an isotropic material the elas-tic constitutive relations (equation 
2.7) are 
e 1 
£ = E ( cr - vcr ) xx xx yy ' 
e 1 
- \)(J ) (2.20) £ = - ( (J yy E. yy xx ' 
and ee = 2(l+v) (J xy E xy 
where E is the elastic modulus and v is Poisson's ratio. Further, 
the von Mises yield condition for a kinematic hardening material 
(equation 2~18) in plane stress reduces to 
t 
shear strains with Cartesian subscripts x,y,z denote engineering 
(and not tensorial) shear strains, 
= = = 
15 
a a + 3cr2 - cr2} xx yy xy 0 ' (2.21) 
-where a = xx E 
C"p t .. , e c. 
p xx 
2.7 Plane Strain 
A body is considered to be in a state of plane strain if it 
extends a large (theoretically infinite) distance in, say, the 
z~direction, and has boundary conditions independent of z. In this 
case a representative sheet of unit thickness is considered in the 
analysis, as the displacement components u,v are functions of x and 
y only, and displacement in the z-direction is zero. It is evident 
that the strain components E , E and E are zero. zz yz zx 
The stress components a , a and a can be non-zero, but xx yy xy 
although the shear components a and a are taken to be zero through-yz zx 
out the body, in general a does not vanish. zz 
'deformation occurs ( cp = 0) then 
= ;\ _.£!._ aa zz 
Thus if plastic 
However, plane strain assumptions give the total strain in the 
z-direction to be zero. 
equation (2.6) we have 
or 
dE zz = 
= 
Therefore, from the incremental form of 
= O, 




Thus the strain-displacement relations (equation 2.4) reduce 
to those of the plane stress problem (equation 2.19) with the additional 
relation E = 0. zz For an isotropic material the elastic constitutive 
relations of equation (2.7) become 
e ~{a - v(a +a )}, E = xx xx yy zz 
e ~ {a - v(a + a )}, (2.24) E = yy yy xx zz 
e 1 {cr - v(a + cryy)}, E = zz E zz xx 
and e 
2(l+v) 
E = a . xy E xy 
The von Mises yield function for a body in plane strain and composed 
of a linear kinematic hardening material is 
= £ {02 + a2 + o2 9 xx yy zz 
- -a a 
xxyy 
- -a a 
yy zz a 0 + 3o
2 
- cr 2 }. zz xx xy 0 
(2.25) 
2.8 Axial Symmetry 
A problem frequently encountered in the analysis of continua 
is that of a body of revolution (axisymmetric solid) under axisymmetric 
loading. As in the cases of plane stress and plane strain the 
geometric representation can be reduced to one of two dimensions. 
From considerations of symmetry the state of strain at a point in the 
body is completely described by two displacement components lying in 
the plane containing the point and the axis of symmetry. 
A polar coordinate system is conventionally employed. Let 
r and z denote respectively the radial and axial directions, and let 
e denote the circumferential or tangential coordinate direction. 
Any displacement in the radial direction will cause a circum-
ferential strain Eee' but since stresses and strains are symmetrical 
with respect to the z-axis and are therefore independent of e, it 
follows that the stress components are' aze and strain components 
Ere' Eze must vanish throughout the body. 
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If u and v are respectively the displacement components in the 
r and z directions then the strain-displacement relations may be 
written as [ 27] 
£ rr = 
au 
ar ' £ zz = 
av 
a z ' = 
u 
r 
£ rz = 
For an isotropic material the elastic constitutive relations are 
e ~{a - v(a + aee)}, £ = rr rr zz 
e ~{a - v(a + aee)}, £ = zz zz rr 
e ~ {aee - v(a +a )}, Eee = rr zz 
and e 2(1+v) £ = a rz E rz 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
For the axisymmetric case the von Mises yield function of equation 
(2.18) reduces to 
18 
= g_ {02 + (12 + o2ee 
9 rr zz 
- -
CJ CJ rr zz 
(2.28) 
C H A P T E R 3 
THE KINEMATIC MINIMUM PRINCIPLE FOR THE 
RATE PROBLEM IN ELASTO-PLASTICITY 
3.1 Introduction 
As a fundamental problem in elasto-plasticity we consider the 
response of a body to successive increments of load thro.ughout its 
entire.stress history. This incremental analysis is formulated 
initially in terms of rates (time derivatives) of the field variables. 
3.2 The Classical Rate Problem in Elasto,.;.Plasticity 
The classical rate problem in elasto-plasticity may be stated 
as follows. Consider a body of volume V and surface S in a Cartesian 
coordinate system xi, subjected to known body force rates F.(x.) 
J. J 
on V, known traction rates T.(x.) on part of the surface ST' and 
J. J 
known displacement rates u.(x.) on the remainder of the surface S 
J. J u 
As solution to the rate problem we seek displacement rates u.(x.) 
J. J 
on ST and V, 
and a strain 
reaction rates T.(x.) 
J. J 
rate field E:. • (x. ) • 
J.J K 
on S , a stress rate field a . . (xk), 
u l.J 
The governing equations comprise 
19 
the rate forms for infinitesimal displacement of the equilibrium equations, 
kinematic relations and constitutive relations. 
Since the equilibrium equations and kinematic relations 
(equation 2.1 through 2.5) are linear in force, stress, displacement 
and strain, it follows that the rate forms of these equations will be 
linear in force rates, stress rates, displacement rates and strain 
rates, and thus 
and 
acriJ . 
~ + F. = 0 on V, 
oXj 1 
. 
cr .. v. = T
1





on V. (3.3) 
Rewriting the constitutive equations of section 2.4 .in rate 
form we have 
€:. . .e + .p (3.4) = e: •• e: •• ' 1J 1J 1J 
.e 
cijkt 0kt' (3.5) e: •• = 1J 
.p = 0 if cf> < 0 e: •• 1J 
or cf> = 0 and 2L.. < o, a a .. a.. iJ 1J 
• p = A 2L. if cf> = 0 and 2L. . > 0 (3.7) e: .• aa .. 0 ij 1J aa .. 1J 1J 
and where for hardening materials 
A = (3.8) 
. with G a positive definite scalar. For elastic-perfectly plastic 
behaviour. A is non-negative but otherwise undefined. 
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Although all the governing equations (3.1 through 3.8) are 
linear in rates of the field variables, it is not known a priori 
whether loading, neutral loading or unloading will occur in plastic 
regions of the body (~ = 0), and thus the rate problem is not truly 
linear. 
The rate problem at time t may be considered to be preceded by 
a succession of rate problems over the time interval 0 < T < t. 
The response of the body over this interval is characterized by body 
.forces Fi (xj, T), surface tractions Ti (xj, T), displacements ui (~, T), 
stresses aij(~,T) and strains Eij(~,T). It is assumed that at time 
t = 0 the body is unstressed and the material in its virgin state. 
Knowing the complete solution at time t we consider body force 
. . 
rates F. on V, surface traction rates T. on ST' and displacement rates 
]_ ]_ 
u. on S . ]_ u The rate forms of the governing equations permit a unique . 
solution for the traction rates T. on S , displacement rates u. on ]_ u ]_ 
ST and V, the. stress rate field 6 .. and the strain rate field€ ..• 
1J 1J 
Before formulating the kinematic minimum principle for the 
solution of the rate problem, it is necessary to discuss inversion of 
the constitutive relations to give the stress rate 6 .. in terms of 
l.J 
the total strain rate € ..• 
J.J 
3.3 Inversion of Constitutive Equations 




1J = (3.9) 
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Hence, for€~. = 0 we have 
J.J 




If for hardening behaviour€~. # O, then substituting for the elastic 
. J.J 
and plastic strain rates, equations (3,5), (3,7) and (3.8), in the 
expression for the total strain rate, equation (3.4), we have 
Rearranging as 
= E:. •• 
l.J 
and premultiplying by Dijk£ gives 
cr .. 
l.J 
Further, multiplying by a!:. leads to 
J.J 
a <P • -.,-cr .. ocr. . J.J 
J.J 
= D acp E: 
ijk£ aa.-:- k£ 
J.J 




G D ~ _l.l_ _l.l_ a 
mnpq acr acr acr.. ij 
mn pq J.J 
23 
D ...l1._. 
acp • -,.,-o .. = 
ijk.R. ao .. e:k.R. 
1 
(1 + G D ...l1._ -1.L) . 
(3.14) 
aO.. 1J 
1J mnpg, ao ao mn pg, 
Substituting this expression in equation (3.13) and multiplying out 
gives finally 
= 
for = 0 and D acp • o --e: > • ijk.R. aoij k.R. 
D _l_L. 
Prirs ao e:rs ':!. pg, . 
!.+D _l_L_l_L 
G mnhg ao aoh .mn g 
(3.15) 
Equations (3.10) and (3.15) are thus the inverted constitutive 
rate equations for hardening behaviour, the elastic-perfectly plastic 
case being recovered as the limit G + 00 in equation (3.15). The 
inversion of the constitutive equations may .be shown to be unique, [25]. 
3.4 The Kinematic Minimum Principle for the Rate Problem 
Martin [23] has proposed an extended kinematic minimum principle 
for the rate problem in elasto-plasticity. Consider the inverted 
constitutive equations (3.10) and (3.15). These may be derived from 
a discontinuous potential functional w0 defined by 






de: • • 
1J 
(3.16) 





for ~ < 0 
or ~ = 0 and 
WO 




= 0 and D --2.L . 0 E > • ijk~ aaij k~ 
(3.18) 
So as to construct a kinematic minimum principle for the rate 
problem let us suppose that£~., u~ defined on V satisfy the rate 
1J 1 
form of the strain-displacement relations (equation 3.3) and the 
kinematic boundary conditions u~ = u. on s . 
1 1 u 
The solution of the rate 
problem is that member of the class€~., u~ which renders an absolute 
1J 1 
minimum the functional 
Uo ("* •*) E .. , U. 
p 1J 1 f W
0 (£~. )dV 
v 1J = f 
. 
F.u~dV 





Because the functional w0 is discontinuous, Martin broadens the 
class of variables and replaces w0 with a continuous potential 
functional W° subject to ineq~ality constraints. Dividing the body 
into two regions, let the plastic part of the body (where ~ = 0) 
be denoted collectively by V , and the elastic part of the body 
p 
(where ~ < 0) be denoted collectively by V • Defining a non-e 
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negative scalar field A*(xk) over VP, Martin introduces the functional 
+ 
and the constraints A* = 0 in V 
e 
For an arbitrary choice of A* 
W°U:~.' A*) > w0 U: .. ) 






with equality occurring when A* takes the value which gives the minimum 
value of W° subject to the constraints of equations (3.21). In 
this case the actual plastic strain rate is given by 
= (3.23) 
The proof may be obtained by differentiating the quadratic W° with 
respect to A*. A stationary value occurs for 
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A.* = 
1:. + D _j_L _j_L 
(3.24) 
G pqrs acr acr pq rs 
The second derivative of W° with respect to A.* is 
1:. + 
G 
and since G > 0 this expression is positive definite and indicates 
the stationary point is a minimum. 
. ·~\ . 
From equation (3.24) we see that the sign of A.* is governed by 
the sign of Dijk.R. a!;j E:k.R.' Substituting the expression for A.* in 
equation (3.20), the least value of W° is given by equation (3.18) if 
1 (3.25) 
\I 
If the expression (3.25) is less than zero, the least value of W° is 
given by A.*= O, in which case W° reduces to equation (3.17). 
The minimum principle (3.19) is thus extended: the solution 
of the rate problem is given by that member of the class u*(~), 
E:ij(~), A.*(~) which renders an absolute minimum the functional 
::ou ( • * . * ·~ * ) u.,e:: .. ,/\ = I W°(E:~.,t..*)dV - J F.u~dv - J 1'.u~ds p ]_ l.J v l.J v ]_ ]_ s 
T 
subject to the constraints A.* = 0 in V (where ~ < 0) e 






C H A P T E R 4 
APPLICATION OF THE KINEMATIC MINIMUM PRINCIPLE 
TO THE CONTINUUM PROBLEM 
4.1 Introduction 
The complexity of the governing equations for the extended 
kinematic minimum principle excludes the possibility of an analytical 
solution to any realistic problem. However, by employing numerical 
analysis techniques the minimum principle can be exploited directly. 
To this end we discretize the spatial field into an assemblage of 
finite elements. The degree of accuracy with which the numerical 
solution corresponding to the assemblage of elements approximates 
the true so~ution of the original continuum problem, depends on the 
fineness of the finite element subdivision and the sophistication or 
complexity of the individual elements. 
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Limiting discussion to the two~dimensional case we initially 
consider subdivision of the body into simple triangular constant strain 
finite elements, as the constant strain (and therefore constant stress) 
condition within each element enforces elastic-plastic interfaces 
to occur only at inter-element boundaries. Later the formulation will 
be extended to higher-order finite elements where numerical integration 
techniques permit elastic-plastic interfaces to occur within individual 
elements. 
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4.2 Application to Constant Strain Finite Elements 
We discretize a continuum into an assemblage of m triangular 
constant strain finite elements. These give continuity of velocity 
along common boundaries of adjacent elements. Velocities of the 
assemblage are described by velocity components at each node. 
Consider a generic element lying in the x-y plane of an x,y,z 
coordinate system, with apices 1,2,3 numbered anti-clockwise and having 





). Since discussion is limited 
to problems in plane stress, plane strain or axial symmetry, the 
velocity field of the element is described by two components of 
velocity u, v respectively in the x,y directions, at each apex. 
Adopting the approach of Zienkiewicz [34],. we choose a linear 
velocity function over the element 
u(x,y) = 
v(x,y) = (4.1) 
The six constants a1 , •.. , a6 are obtained by solving six simultaneous 










al = X2Y3 - X3Y2' 
bl = Y2 - Y3, (4.4) 
cl = X3 - X2' 
with remaining coefficients obtained by cyclic permutation of sub-
scripts in the order 1,2,3. Further 
2!::. = 1 = 2 x area of triangle 1,2,3. 
1 (4.5) 
1 
For the case of plane stress the strain-displacement relations of 
equations (2.19) give in rate form 
u.1 . 
bl 0 b2 0 b3 0 e: xx 
v-1 
£ 1 0 0 0 = cl c2 C3 yy 2!::. u.2 




and for plane strain 
30 
u.1 
€: bl 0 b2 0 b3 0 v-1 xx 





€: 0 0 0 0 0 0 zz 
u.3 
£ cl bl c2 b2 c3 b3 xy 
v-3 
(4.7) 
Writing equations (4.6) and (4.7) in matrix form 
{~'} = [B']{u'}, (4.8) 
where the prime denotes an element matrix or vector. Components of 
{u'} are element node velocities, and [B'] is a linear matrix which 
depends on element nodal coordinates only. The third row of [B'] 
is zero in equation (4.7) enforcing the plane strain requirement 
of zero total strain in the z-direction. 
So as to employ a consistant notation, for the axisymmetric 
case we replace r, z and 6 with coordinate subscripts x, y and z 
respectively, to give the rate form of the strain-displacement relations 
(2.26) as 
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£ bl 0 b2 0 b3 0 xx 
£ 0 cl 0 c2 0 c3 yy 
1 
{ U I}' = 
£ 26 dl 0 d2 0 d3 0 zz 
€: cl bl c2 b2 c3 b3 xy 
(4.9) 
where (4.10) 
with similar expressions for d2 and d3 
obtained by interchange 
of subscripts. 
In view of equation (4.10) coefficients corresponding to the 
circumferential strain rate € are dependent on position within the zz 
element. To facilitate integration of the strain rate field by 
enforcing constant strain conditions, it is convenient to treat the 
centroidal value of circumferential strain rate as constant across 
the element. Thus the x,y variables in equation (4.10) are replaced 
by centroidal values x,y, where 
-x = -y = (4.11) 
Hence equation (4.9) may also be written as {£'} = [B 1 ]{u 1 }, 
where [B'] is a linear matrix depending only on element geometry. 
Breaking the strain rate tensor into elastic and plastic parts 
as before, it is convenient to introduce weighted strain rates defined 
by 
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.e V' .e 
oij = e: •• J.J 
.p = V' .p Oij e: •• J.J 
. .e + .p (4.12) oij = oij Oij 
where V' is the element volume. In the case of plane stress the element 
is assumed to be of uniform thickness and in plane strain unit thickness, 
so that the element volume is given by the product of element area 
and thickness. For the axisymmetric case the element volume is that 
of a body of revolution ~nd is therefore given by 2Tixb, where x is the 
radius to the element centroid and b is the triangular sectional area. 
Consider now the assemblage of elements. It is assumed that 
certain nodal velocity components are constrained to be zero throughout 
the loading history. Ordering remaining velocity components we 
define the velocity vector {u} of say, n components. Ordering the 
elements of the assemblage and taking weighted strain rate components 
in turn gives a weighted strain rate vector {8} of say, k components. 
Using the strain rate-velocity relationship of equation (4.8) for 
each element of the assemblage and taking account of the element volume 
leads to a k by n weighted deformation matrix [B] for the system: 
. Cs} = [B]{u}. (4.13) 
The inverted elastic constitutive equations for an isotropic 
material are written in matrix form for an element as 
· {a , } = [ D , ]{ 8 e} , , (4.14) 
where for plane stress 













1 E(l-v) 1-v [D'] = ( l+v) ( l-2v) 










0 l-2v 2(1-v) 
(4.15b) 
Writing the constitutive relations (4.14) in terms of weighted strains 
and in rate form gives 
{ 0 I} = (4.16) 
Taking stress rate components of the ordered elements in the same manner 
as the weighted strain rate vector {8} we define a stress rate vector 
. {6}, also of k components. Using equation (4.16) for each of the 
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ordered elements in turn, we may assemble a weighted elasticity matrix 
[D] such that 
The matrix [D] is k by k, symmetric and block-diagonal. 
Weighted plastic strain rates are given by 




Diffe~entiating the von Mises yield function for plane stress (equation 
2.21) gives 
·P 20 -oxx 0 xx yy 
.p 
V':\ 20 - (4.19) oyy = 0 yy xx 
.p 60 oxy xy 
where 0 = 0 E e:P etc. xx xx P xx' 
For plane strain or axial symmetry the yield functions of equations 
(2.25) or (2.28) give plastic strain rates as 
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.p 2a - -cSxx a a xx yy zz 
<Sp 2a - -a a yy yy xx zz 
= V''A (4.20) 
.p 2a - -0zz a a zz xx yy 
.p 6a cSxy xy 




and introduce a different scalar A such that the weighted plastic 





Defining a vector {A} as being the ordered multipliers for the assemblage 
of m elements, and using equation (4.22) for the ordered elements in 
turn, a gradient matrix [N] is assembled for the system: 
(4.23) 
The matrix [N] is k by m and has in its first column the gradient vector 
{~}
1 
for the first element appearing in the first few rows; in its aa 
~· second column the vector {a
0
} for the second element appearing in 
the next few rows, and so on. All other elements of [N] are zero. 
In section (2.5) the idealization chosen for the scalar 
hardening coefficient G is 
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1 
G = (4.24) 




G = E . p 
introduce a k by k diagonal 
E 
consist of the terms v1f" for 
matrix [D ] whose non-zero 
p 
the ordered elements. The 
elastic-perfectly plastic case is recovered as the limit Ep + 0. 
(4.25) 
Consider now the functional U° of equation (3.26) and· assume 
. p 
for the present·that all elements of the assemblage undergo plastic 
deformation. Expressed in matrix form the volume integral of the 
functional W° of equation (3.20) is 
f W° dV = ~( { 6} - [ N] {A })T [ D ]( { 5} - [ N] {A} ) 
v 
(4.26) 
Velocities on the boundary of the assemblage can be expressed 
as linear functions of velocities at boundary nodes. Hence the 
rate form of potential energy of the boundary tractions T. can be 
:L 
written in terms of a load rate vector {p} and boundary node velocities. 
The elements of {P} are calculated from 
= 1'.u~ds. 
:L :L 
In the absence of body forces, substitution of equations 
(4.13), (4.26) and (4.27) in the expression for the functional U° 
p 




Introducing a column vector {u:A} comprising of n elements of {u} 
and m elements of {A}, this becomes 
• T • 
{u:A} {P:O}, 


















The upper left submatrix [BTDB] is the usual displacement method 
elastic system stiffness matrix. Indeed, if {A} = O, then U° 
p 
reduces to the rate form of potential energy for the system. 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
The solution to a particular rate problem is thus given by 
that value of {u:A} which minimizes ff in equation (4.29) subject to 
p 
the constraints that for each element of {A} 
A = 0 if ~ < 0 (elastic), 
and A > 0 if ~ = 0 (plastic). 
(4.3la) 
(4.3lb) 
It is implicit that {p} is given, and that {o} and {EP} are known for 
the assemblage so that the constraints (4.31) can be explicitly determined. 
Since U° is homogeneous in the rates we may determine the 
p 
solution to the incremental problem: minimize U° with respect to 
p 
. Um: A}, where 
-:o 1 T J Up = ~lm: A} [K* {Au: A} T {Au: A} {AP : 0} , 
subject to the constraints of equations ( 4. 31) • 
. This constrained minimization problem can be stated as a 
formal mathematical programming problem and a general algorithm 
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(4.32) 
employed to determine the solution. Defining a vector {~} corresponding 
to mag~itudes of the yield function for the ordered elements, the 
quadratic programming problem is 
(4.33) 
A quadratic functional is to be minimized subject to bounds (non-
negativity constraints on {A}) and linear constraints to ensure A 
is zero if ~ < O. 
The state-of-the-art in general quadratic programmi.ng 
algorithms is such that computer running times increase significantly 
with increase in numbers of variables and constraints. Moreover 
.this problem must be solved for each load increment and hence computation 
time for any realistic continuum problem becomes prohibitive. 
Fortunately because of the nature of the minimization problem and 
its constraints, it is possible to develop an efficient intuitive 
solution algorithm which does not rely on formal mathematical programming 
techniques. This will be presented in the following section. 
4.3 An Algorithm for the Minimization of U° 
p 
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In Martin and Reddy's [24] application of the minimum principle 
to the truss problem, an algorithm was suggested for solution of the 
programming problem. This algorithm may be extended to the continuum 
finite element formulation. 
Consider the assemblage of elements at an arbitrary stage in 
the loading program when the load on the structure, which was 
initially in the virgin state, is {P}. Further, let {P} be such that 
at least part of the structure is plastic (i.e. some elements in V ). 
p 
The displacements, elastic strains, plastic strains and stresses of 
the assemblage correspon:ding to the load {P} are known. 
For the solution to the next load increment {t.P} we are required 
to minimize U° (equation 4.32) subject to the constraints of equations 
p 
(4.31). Those elements governed by constraint (4.3la) are elastic 
(ie in V ) and are easily identified. 
e However for those elements 
which are plastic and are therefore governed by constraints (4.3lb) 
we do not know a priori which will load or which will unload. 
If all elements of the vector {t.u:A} are non-zero the least 
value of the quadratic functional U° is given by solution of the set 
p 
of simultaneous linear equations 
[K*]{t.u:A} = {P:O}. 
This suggests an algorithm for the minimization of U° based on an 
p 
initial guess that elements in V are such that A = 0 or A ~ O. 
p 
(4.34) 
We proceed as follows. Identifying all elements for which 
<I> < O, and those elements for which <P = 0 and in which unloading is 
guessed to occur, we eliminate corresponding rows and columns of [K*]. 
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The remaining simultaneous linear equations (4.34) are then solved 
for {bu} and proposed non-zero elements of {A}. This represents 
a trial solution for {bu} and {A}. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the solution to be 
correct are: elements of {A} are non-negative if they were assU111ed to 
be non-zero, and ~ bcr .. < 0 for those elements for which ~ = 0 
crij 1J 
but were guessed to be unloading. If these checks are not satisfied 
the solution has not been found and we must revise the choice of 
elements in V for which we guess A is zero, and re-solve equations (4.34). p . 
In revising the choice of loading or unloading finite elements 
in V we consider those elements of {A} which did not satisfy the p 
constraints of equations (4.3lb). If on one hand A was assumed to be 
_li_ A > zero and ~ ocr .. 
ocrij iJ 
0, this element of {A} is now assumed to be non-
zero. On the other hand if A was assumed to be non-zero and A is 
negative, it is now assumed to be zero. 
Convergence of the iterative procedure has not been conclusively 
proved, but experience indicates that it is rapid and fails only as the 
limit load is approached in the elastic-perfectly plastic case. 
Further, it will be shown in the following section that the formulation 
and minimization algorithm can be reduced to the conventional tangent 
modulus approach. If loads are increased monotonically unloading of 
elements very seldom occurs, and thus the best initial guess in the 
iterative procedure is that A is non-zero for all elements in V . 
. P 
This initial assumption was also used for non-monotonic loading, in 
which case the algorithm was found to converge within one or two 
iterations. 
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4.4 Reduction to Tangent Modulus Approach 
Consider an arbitrary stage in the loading program at which 
some finite elements are plastic. For the next load increment the 
system matrix [K*] is evaluated and, following the minimization 
algorithm, particular rows and columns are eliminated corresponding 
to elastic elements, or plastic elements guessed to unload. To 
perform this elimination process it is convenient to consider these 
rows and columns as set to zero and unii{rinserted on the leading 
diagonal, thus retaining the original dimension of [K*]. 
Let the system matrix corresponding to the correct solution 
be (K*]. That is, the solution of the equations 
[ K*] UIU : A} = . { 6P: 0} (4.35) 
is {6u:A} = · {6u:K} where {bu:A} satisfy the constraints of equations 




- BTDN 6P I bu I 
I 
I 
---------1--------~-- = (4.36) I 
- NTDB 
I 
NTDN + D I A 0 I 
I p 
I 
with certain rows and columns set to zero. 
Partitioning equations (4.36) gives 
+ = {O}. (4.37) 
Since [D] and [D ] are positive definite it follows that p . 
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{A} = (4.38) 
Substituting for {A} in the remainder of the partitioned equations 
(4.36) gives 
= { f..P}' (4.39) 
where [DJ = (4.40) 
This stress-strain matrix [DJ reflects the current constitutive 
relations for each element of the assemblage. Solving equation (4.39) 
will yield {f..u} = {t-.u}. 
Investigating the form of [D] we see that like the elastic 
system elasticity matrix [D], [D] is also symmetric and composed of 
submatrices along a diagonal band. Each matrix corresponds to an 
element of the assemblage. For the ith element, these submatrices 
1 1 li ' are V,[D'Ji and V'[D']i, and the normalized gradient vector is {acr}i. 
Consider this ith element of the assemblage. If it was 
elastic, or plastic and unloading, A. was assumed zero and the 
1 
corresponding row and column of [K*] set to zero. Evaluating equation 
(4.40) will result in 
[D']. = [D 1 ].. 
1 1 
(4.41) 
If A. was assumed non zero the ith submatrix of [DJ in equation (4.40) 
1 
is equivalent to 
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which is in an identical form to the element elasto-plastic matrix 
[D]* derived by Zienkiewicz et al [11] for the conventional tangent ep 
modulus approach. 
In following the steps of the tangent modulus approach a 
block-diagonal matrix [DT] is assembled for the system by considering 
each finite element in turn and using equation (4.41) if the ·element 
is elastic, or plastic and guessed to unload; and equation (4.42) 
if the element is plastic and guessed to load. Having assembled 
[DT]' a solution for {Au} is obtained from the equation 
(4.43) 
and Acrij evaluated for each plastic element. The solution is correct 
if for each element in V : ~ Acr < 0 for elements guessed to 
p acrij ij 
> 0 for elements guessed to load. ..1..l... unload, and ~ Acr.j 
ocrij 1 
If these 
constraints are not satisfied new assumptions are made as to loading 
and unloading plastic elements and a new tangent modulus matrix [DT] 
assembled. The process is then repeated. 
In the programming approach a solution is correct if: A ~ 0 
for elastic elements; 
to unload; and A > 0 
..1..l... t.cr < 
acrij ij 
for plastic 
0 for plastic elements assumed 
elements assumed to load. This 
non-negativity constraint on A is identical to the constraint on the 
sign~ t.cr.j for loading plastic elements in the tangent modulus approach. 
crij 1 
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Recalling equation (2.10) 
A. = 
and since G is positive definite, 
A > 0 _lL "' b.cr. • > 0. 
oCJ. • l.J 
l.J 
We have thus shown that the solution algorithm suggested for 
the kinematic minimum principle reduces to the conventional tangent 
modulus approach for incremental elasto-plastic analysis. The matrix 
[D] is identical to [DT]' and is a tangent modulus stress-strain matrix 
to account for modified stiffness under loading. 
To the writer's knowledge convergence of the conventional tangent 
modulus algorithm has not been proved, although it is widely accepted 
and used, [14], [15], [28]. Hence reduction of the solution algorithm 
suggested for the quadratic programming problem to the tangent modulus 
approach certainly provides a measure of confidence in the iterative 
procedure suggested in the preceding section. 
4.5 Solution Procedure for the Incremental Problem 
In presenting the application of the minimum principle to 
constant strain finite elements we have discussed the evaluation of 
the system matrix [K*] on a global basis. In so doing all m elements 
of the .assemblage are represented in e~ch submatrix of [K*], resulting 
in ari (n+m) square system matrix. Then, following the algorithm for 
minimizing u0 , rows and columns corresponding to elastic elements and 
p 
unloading plastic elements are deleted and a solution obtained. 
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In the computer implementation of the minimum principle both computational 
effort and computer storage requirements can be substantially reduced 
by evaluating only relevant element submatrices of [K*]. 
Further, for each load increment only part of [K*] need be 
reformulated. As noted previously the [BTDB] submatrix is the usual 
displacement method elastic system stiffness matrix and remains 
unchanged for each determination of [K*]. However, the remaining 
submatrices of [K*] must be calculated for each load increment since 
the gradient matrix [NJ depends on current stress, and in the kinematic 
hardening case, current plastic strain. 
Instead of the global approach pres·ented above we take each 
element in turn and evaluate the element deformation matrix [B']i, 
( i = 1, 2, •.• ,m) • These matrices are stored for later use. Each 
six by six ele.stic element stiffness matrix [ BTDB] ~ (i = 1,2, •.• ,m) 
is explicitly evaluated and assembled in appropriate positions corre-
spending to element node displacements, to form the n by n elastic 
system stiffness matrix [BTDB]. This is stored so that it may be 
retrieved for each reformulation of [K*]. 
The body is assumed to be initially in the vi:rgin state and 
therefore all elements of the assemblage are elastic. Thus, since 
{A} = O, the solution of the first load increment corresponds to a 
linear elastic analysis 
(4 .44). 
where {tiP} need give only relative magnitudes of components of the 
load vector. On the basis of this solution relative magnitudes of 
stress components are calculated for each element, and the smallest 
load factor determined to cause at least one element to enter V . 
p 
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(Fortuitously or through symmetry more than one element may correspond 
to the smallest load factor) . For the assemblage, increments of 
stress, strain, load and displacement are scaled by this load factor 
and become current totals of each respective quantity. All plastic 
strains are zero but for the following load ~ncrement there is at 
least one plastic element. 
Consider this as representing an arbitrary stage in the loading 
program when part of the structure is plastic (i.e. some eleme~ts in V). 
p 
The system matrix [K*] is required for the following load increment. 
Firstly, the elastic system matrix [BTDB] is retrieved from storage and 
entered into [K*]. To determine the remainder of the symmetric 
system matrix only terms on and above the leading diagonal are 
evaluated. Recall that the best initial guess for the solution 
algorithm is that /\. f:: 0 for all elements in V p. Beginning with [K *] 
corresponding to the elastic matrix [BTDB], each element is considered 
in turn, and if plastic the next row and column of [K*] assigned to it. 
For each of these elements in V a six by one element matrix p 
and scalar 1. ( {il} 'T[D'] {il}' + E 
V' l acr aa p 
evaluated and entered into the appropriate positions of its assigned 
column to form the upper triangle of [K*]. 
Thus a condensed system matrix is produced wherein the number 
of columns in the [ - BTDN] submatrix is equal to the number of elements 
currently in V . p The plastic submatrices of [K*] are also stored in 
case of iteration within a load increment, in which case rows and 
columns are deleted corresponding to unloading plas·tic elements. 
Having determined a satisfactory solution to the current load increment, 
totals of stress, strain, load and displacement are updated and fK*] 
determined for the succeeding load increment. 
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In this way the magnitude of each load increment is determined 
by the lowest load multiplier which causes an elastic element to 
yield. Without significant loss of accuracy the total number of 
load increments is decreased by including in V elements close to p 
yielding, and correcting stresses after the load increment. Further, 
symmetry and sparseness of the system matrix may be exploited and an 
efficient storage scheme and associated solution routine employed. 
These computational details will be described in Chapter 5. 
4.6 Applicatidn to Higher Order Finite Elements 
The use of constant strain finite elements· j:n the application 
of the minimum principle to continuum problems requires· discretization 
of the body into a large number of elements (especially in regions 
where plastic deformations occur) , if results· of an analysis are to be 
meaningful. This in turn implies, a lare;e number of displacement 
.degrees of freedom, and since an additional degree.of freedom corresponds 
to each loading plastic element, computer storage requirements and 
computational effort increase s:ignificantly when large regions· of 
the body are plastic. 
A savtng of storage requirements and computational effort can 
be achieved by use of higher order finite elements. Again limiting 
discussion to the cas·es of plane stres-s, plane strain and axia.l symmetry, 
we shall in.particular consider use of cubic quadrilateral isoparametric 
finite elements, [29]. 
·Since each of these elements is connected to twelve nodes-
(one at each corner and two on each side) , a cubic variation of the 
displacement field is defined across each element, This· implies 
quadratic variation of strain within an element and thus the strain 
displacement relations IB'] are no longer constant. In the cas·e of 
linear elastic analysis, integration of the strain field cannot be 
performed explicitly, necessitating use of a numerical integration 
technique such as Gauss quadrature. This technique is further 
exploited in the elasto-plastic case. 
Discretizing a continuum into an assemblage of cubic 
quadrilateral isoparametric finite elements consider a generic 
element lying in the x, y plane of a global Cartesian coordinate 
system x, y, z, as shown in Figure 4.1 A natural coordinate 
system r, s is defined on the element as shown, where -1~r~1, 




Coordinates x, y of any point within the element are 
3 
S• +1 
1 ,' , 
··-1 --4 
x 
A cubic quadrilateral isoparametric finite element 
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described in terms of element node coordinates by means of shape 
functions. A shape function h. is associated with each node of 
J_ 
the element and has unit value at that node and zero value at all 








y = (4.45) 
where xi,yi(i = 1,2, ..• ,12) are the global coordinates of the twelve 
no~es of the element. 
The shape functions h. are defined in terms of the na~ural 
J_ 
coordinate system of the eiement, which has variables r, s that vary 
from -1 to +l. Defining the quantities r 0 = rr. and s J_ 0 
for the ith node of the element, then for the corner nodes (i = :+,2,3,4) 
the shape functions are 
(4.46a) 
For the remaining element µodes (i = 5,6, ... ,12) 
(4.46b) 




for ( r. , s . ) = 
J_ J_ 
In view of equations (4.45) and (4.46) an advantage of the isoparametric 
formulation is apparent in that elements can have curved boundaries. 
The basis of the isoparametric forplulation is that the shape 
functions h. used to describe geometry are also used to describe 
1 
displacements at any ~oint in the element in terms of displacements 















where u,v are displacements respectively in the x, y directions at 
a point in the element, and u., v. are the element node displacement 
1 1 
components. As a consequence of ( 4. 45) and (4. 4 7) the cubic qi.ladri·-
lateral isoparametric element is both compatible and complete, [29]. 
Element strains are obtained in terms of derivatives of dis-
placements with respect to global coordinate directions. But, because 
element displacements are defined in the natural coordinate syst~m 
(equatiqns 4.47), the inverse of the Jacobian operator is used to relate 
global coordinate derivatives to natural coordinate derivatives: 
a _Q_ 
ax ar 





where J = (4.49) 
ax £X. 
as as 
The inverse of J exists provided there is a unique correspondence 
between natural and global coordinates for the element. Using equations 
(2.4), (4.47) and (4.48) element strains 8 •• are obtained from element 1J 
node displacements~ for any point within the element: 
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= (4.50) 
where the subscripts i,j refer to the:relevant strain components for 
plane stress, plane strain or axial symmetry. As before in the 
case of plane strain elements of Bijk corresponding to Ezz are zero. 
The element elastic stiffness matrix is 
[k'] = J BijDijktBktdV, 
V' 
where the integration extends over the element voltime. 
Writing this in matrix notation 






Since the elements of [B'] are functions of the natural coordinates r,s the 
volume integration is performed over the natural coordinate volume by 
writing the element volume differential dV in terms of r,s. This is 
dV = t det J dr ds (4. 53) 
where det J is the determinant of the Jacobian ope'l'.'a,tor (equation 4.49). 
In the case of plane stress t is the element thickness, in plane strain 
t is unity, and in the axisymmetric case t is 27f times the radius from 
the axis of symmetry to the point (r,s). 
In general the inverse of J in equation (4.48) and the integral 
in equation (4.52) cannot be explicitly evaluated and thus numerical 
integration must be used. The twenty-four by twenty-four element elastic 
stiffness matrix is evaluated as 
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anywhere in the assemblage. In a manner which is analogous to the 
treatment of constant strain finite elements discussed previously, 
the elastic-plastic interface is determined by eval~ating the yield 
function at each Gauss point of the assemblage and on this basis 
dividing the body into an elastic domain V where ¢ < O, and a plastic 
e 
domain V where ¢ = O. 
p 
To formulate the minimum principle the functional w0 of equation 
(3.20) is required, integrated over the body. Defining a functional 
w0 for the qth element of the assemblage as 
q 
WO 
q = (4.55) 




dV = ~ W° dV, 
q=l q v V' 
(4.56) 
q 
where V is the volume of the body and V' is the volume of the qth 
q 
element of the assemblage. 
Substituting the rate form of the strain-displacement relations 
(4.50) into the expression for w0 gives in matrix form for the qth element 
q 
()ti, I 
where {u'} are element node velocites, and [B'], A and{~} are 
functions of the element natural coordinates r, s. 
(4.57) 
Exploiting the numerical integration technique, a plastic 
multiplier A is associated with each Gauss point of the body, so that 
the plastic strain rate for the tth Gauss point is given by 
l 
(4.58) 
Hence, using Gauss quadrature to integrate equation (4.57) yields 
and 
I 
WO dV = q 
V' q 
substituting this 
. I w0 dV = 
v 
L O'.,. w0 (r. ,s.)t det J, 
i,j 1J q 1 J 
(4.59) 
in equation (4.56) we have finally 
(4.60) 
To formulate u0 the rate form of the potential energy of the 
p 
boundary tractions is required. In the isoparam.etric formulation 
velocities along the boundaries of an element are described directly 
by the shape £'unctions and element node velocities. Thus the rate 
. 
form of the potential energy of the traction rates T (r,s) can 
be written in terms of an element nodal load rate vector {P'} and the 
element node velocities {u'} as 




In general numerical integration must be used to evaluate the integral. 
Using Gauss quadrature the expression for {p'} becomes 
{P'} = 
12 
r O'.ij ( r Hp (ri ,sj )T(ri'sj l)t det J' 
i,j p=l 
(4 .62). 
where H is a vector of shape functions. The global load rate vector 
{P'} is obtained by summing contributions' from each element nodal 
load rate vector in appropriate positions corresponding to the ordered 
velocity vector {u} for the assemblage. 
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In the absence of body forces the minimum principle for the 
assemblage of isoparametric elements becomes: 
minimize 0° 
p = I 
v 
subject to the constraints A = 0 in V and A > 0 in V . 
e p 
(4.63) 
In a manner 
similar to the formulation for constant strain elements, a system matrix 
[K*] corresponding to all possible degrees of freedom may be assembled 
from e.quation ( 4. 63). Since a plastic multiplier A is associated with 
each Gauss point of the body, the size of this system matrix will be 
(n + 9m) square. As before the governingeiuations are homogeneous 
in the rates and hence a solution may be determined for a load increment 
{~p} by employing the minimization algorithm to delete appropriate 
rows and columns. !n so doing each Gauss point of the body is 
considered in an analogous manner to the treatment of each constant 
strain element, as described in the minimization algorithm given in 
section (4.3). 
The global formulation for the isoparametric problem has been 
presented for the sake of completeness and for comparison with the 
global constant strain formulation. In practice the full (n + 9m) 
square system matrix [K*] is not evaluated. We proceed as follows: 
at the start of the analysis problem the elastic system stiffness matrix 
[BTDB] is evaluated and stored. Since all integration points are in 
V the first load increment corresponds to a linear elastic analysis. e 
These results are scaled by a load factor just large enough to ensure 
~ = 0 for at least one integration point. 
At an arbitrary stage in the loading when part of the body 
i:::; plastic we wish to assemble the system matrix. As before the 
elastic system matrix is retrieved from storage and entered into 
[K*]. Considering each Gauss point of the assemblage in turn we 
identify tnose points in V and, beginning from [K*] - [BTDB], assign 
p 
an additional column and row of [K*] to each plastic integration 
point. For the ith plastic point the terms to be entered in appropriate 
positions of the ith additional column are evaluated as the vector 




+ E )t det J; 
1 ocr 1J oa oa p 
lt I . 
where [B'], { aa} , aij, t and det J are evaluated at th.e poi~t i. 
Having assembled the condensed system matrix the solution algorithm 
may proceed as described for the constant strain finite elements 
but analogously we consider each integration point instead of each 
element. 
Provided the isoparametric element discretization is not too 
coarse, it is found that a further saving in computer storage and 
computation can be achieved if only one column of the [-BTDN] and 
[NTDN + D ] submatrices is assigned to each plastic or partially 
p 
plastic finite element, and contributions from all plastic integration 
points within that element added into this single column. Thus. whether 
an element is totally plastic or an elastic-plastic interface occurs 
within the element a single 'average' value of plastic multiplier A 
is associated with all non-zero plastic strains within the element. 
In plastic regions stress gradients are generally small, especially 
in the case of no strain hardening. It follows that variation in 
yield function gradient (and thus plastic strain direction) across the 
plastic domain will also be of the same order. The effect therefore, 
of associating only one plastic multiplier with each plastic or partially 
plastic element is to average out plastic strain magnitudes across the 
element. However employing this device results in large savings in 
computation and computer storage, while still providing a reasonable 
approximate solution to the problem. 
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Illustrative numerical examples will be presented in Chapter 6 
for both constant strain finite element analyses and cubic quadrilateral 
isoparametric fini~e element analyses. In the following Chapter 
solution techniques and computational details will first be given. 
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C H A P T E R 5 
SOLUTION TECHNIQUES, UNIQUENESS AND 
SOME NOTES ON THE COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
5.1 Introduction 
The structure of the system matrix [K*] may be exploited to 
minimize comp~ter storage requirements and reduce computational effort. 
Consider solution of the system of simultaneous linea~ equations 
(4.34).. Let there be n displacement increment variables and at an 
arbitrary stage in the loading history, p plastic multiplier variables. 
Since only relevant element submatrices of [K*] are evaluated the 
system matrix is (n + p) square. [K*] is symmetric, and then by 
n submatrix [BTDB] is banded, the band-width depending on the nodal 
numbering of the assemblage. Let the half band-width be w. In 
general, employing a judicious nodal numbering scheme, w << n. The 
p by p submatrix [NTDN + DP] is diagonal, while the n by p submatrix 
[-BTDN] is sparse but of no fixed form. We may depict the set of 
(n + p) simultaneous linear equations as follows: 
n p 







p [-NTDB] : [NTDN + D ] 0 
I 'Z 
: 0 
(n+p) I . 
( 5 .1) 
(n+p) 
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The symmetry and sparseness of [K*] permit an efficient 
computer storage scheme: 
(i) only half the band of the elastic system stiffness matrix 
[BTDB] is evaluated. As this submatrix is identical for all system 
matrices [K*] throughout the loading progrrun, it is stored on a 
peripheral storage device (magnetic-drum, -disc or -tape) and retrieved 
at the start of each load increment. 
(ii) t:P,e submatrix [-BTDN] must be recalculated for each load in-
crement as entries depend on current yield function gradients for those 
stress points on the yield surface. For each load .increment this 
submatrix is stored on a peripheral device as unloading of stress 
points may occur necessitating iteration within a load increment. 
(iii) the submatrix [NTDN + D J is also dependent on current stresses p 
and is therefore evaluated for each increment, but since it is diagonal 
only the diagonal elements are stored. 
The minimum storage required to evaluate the (n + p) unknowns 
'in core' is that required in (i), (ii) and (iii) above, plus an 
additional work area of size p by p. This gives a total core requirement 
of (nw + (n+l)p + p2 ) for [K*]. In general w << n and p varies from 
zero according to development of plastic regions in the body. However, 
in t~e analysis of realistic problems the maximum value of p is 
~sually of order p << n. In comparison, core storage required for 
the complete system matrix is (n2 + 2np + p2 ) storage locations. 
Use of minimum storage requirements and variation in p throughout 
the loading history suggest consideration of alternate solution 




Figure 5.1 Minimum core storage requirements for system matrix [K*] 
5.2 Partitioning and Triangular Decomposition 
Rewriting equation (5.1) concisely as 
"~' ~ i K2 L:m t,.P 
-----~~----- = (5.2) 
T I A 0 
K2 ! K3'-
I 
and eliminating displacement increments from the second set of 
the partitioned equations gives 
· {-KT -1 } = K ls.P , 2 1 (5.3) 
where we note that the inverse of the elastic system matrix [K1 ] is 
required. This appears attractive as [~] is unchanged for each load 
increment and therefore need be inverted once only for each analysis 
problem. However the inverse of a symmetric banded matrix is symmetric 
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but not banded and therefore approximately ~ n2 storage locations 
would be required to store a lower or upper triangle. Instead, 
using elementary row operations [K1 ] is decomposed into the product 
of two triangular matrices, each retaining the half band-width of [K1 ]. 
Further, since [K1 ] is symmetric these triangular matrices are 
transposes of one another, and thus we may write 
= (5.4) 
where [U] is an n x n upper triangular matrix with band-width w. 
Entries in the band of [U] .are determined from [K1 ] in situ, occupying 
the storage space originally allocated to the half band of [K1 J. 
Substituting for [K1 ] in equation (5.3) gives 
( 5. 5) 
and writing [V] = 
(5. 6 )_ 
In evaluating [V] the ith column is calculated from 
(5,7) 
or more conveniently 
[UT] {V}. 
1 = (5.8) 
where the triangularity of [UT] reduces evaluation of {V}. to a 
. l 
forward substitution process only. The columns of [V] are calculated 
in situ.in [K2 ] and thus no additional storage is required. Once 
[VJ has b~en determined the p by p matrix [:K
3
J can be formed, where 
= T [K3 - V V], (5,9) 
and is stored in the p by p work area described previously. 
Using forward substitution on [UT] and pre-multiplying by [VT], 
~he ~ight-hand side of equation (5,3) is evaluated as 
{P} = (5.10) 
and hence equation (5,3) reduces to 
= {P}, (5.11) 
where the matrix [:K
3
] is symmetric. Hence the p plastic multipliers 
are obtained using Gauss elimination and back substitution. 
The plastic submatrix [K2 ] which was destroyed in the formation 
of [V] is now retrieved from peripheral storage (where it was retained 
in the event of iteration within a load increment). 
n equations of (5.2) as 
= 
the right hand side is evaluated explicitly as {?*}. 
new vector {v} such that 





{v} = [U]{6u}, (5.13) 
equation (5.12) becomes 
(5.14) 
from which {v} is determined by forward substitution. Displacement 
increments {Au} are then obtained through back substitution in 
equation (5.13). 
The [UT][U] decomposition of [Ki] is performed only once in 
the analysis procedure. Since the subsequent (p + 3) substitutions 
on [U] .(or [UT]) do not require much computational effort, the solution 
technique is efficient when p is small that is when loading is 
such that only a small part of the body is plastic. Computational 
effort increases significantly as p increases because in addition to 
forward and back substitutions on [U] or [UT], the plastic multipliers 
are determined from equation (5.11). This entails evaluation of 
[K
3
] and {P*}, and Gauss reduction of p simultaneous linear equations. 
5,3 Gauss Elimination 
The second technique considered involves Gauss elimination 
operating on both elastic and plastic submatrices of [K*] for each 
solution. ~gain referring to the matrices of equation (5.2) only 
the half band of [K1 ] and elements of [K2] and [K3
] on and above the 
leading diagonal are stored as depicted in Figure (5.1). A modified 
Gauss elimination procedure is employed to operate on the distorted 
matrix and load increment vector, reducing [K*] to an upper triangular 
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form. Plastic multipliers and displacement increments are then obtained 
by back substitution. 
Note that this solution procedure entails Gauss elimination 
of the constant submatrix [K1 ] for each solution, and is therefore 
in~fficient when p is small. 
5.4 Relat"ive Computational Efficiency 
In the preceding sections two different solution techniques 
have been proposed for solution of the set of simultaneous linear 
equations (4.34). The computational effort required by each method 
can be approximately assessed. 
Since zero entries in the system matrix permit a reduction in 
the arithmetic required to produce a solution, the density, or number of 
non-zero entries in a matrix, affects the computation time. Employing 
a judicious· nodal numbering scheme, for most assemblages of finite 
elements the elastic stiffness matrix [K1 ] is tightly banded. For 
convenience let us here assume that the band-width is fully populated 
with non-zero entries. Density of the [K2 ] submatrix is known; 
in the case of triangular constant strain finite elements there are 
only six non-zero entries per column, while for cubic quadrilateral 
isoparametric elements there are twenty-four non-zero entries per column. 
However, the number of arithmetic operations performed on [K2 ] during 
~ither solution procedure is dependent on the position of the first 
non-zero entry encountered in each column of [K2J. This, in turn, 
is dependent on the nodal numbering scheme and node numbers corresponding 
to plastic elements. Although overall computational effort expended 
in producing a solution by either method is therefore problem dependent, 
an 'average' assessment can be made. 
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Again consider the solution of a system of equations (5.2) in 
n displacement increment variables and at a stage in the loading when 
there are p plastic multiplier variables. As before let the half 
band-width of [K1 ] be w. Assume that the [UT][U] decomposition of [K1 ] 
has already been performed. Treating a computer subtraction operation 
as equivalent to one of addition, and considering only significant 
third-order terms in n, w and p, we find that the technique of partition-
ing and triangular decomposition requires approximately (np2 + 2nwp) 
additions and (np2 + nwp) multiplications to produce a solution. The 
second technique (Gauss elimination of [K*]) consists of approximately 
(ftnp2 + nwp + 2nw2) additi?ns and (ftnp2 + nwp + nw2) multiplications. 
Since an addition operation takes approximate~y three quarters 
of the execution time required to perform a multiplication operation, 
the number of computations for each technique may be written in terms 
of addition operations only as (2,3np2 + 3,3nwp) and (0,6np2 + 2,3nwp 
+ 3 ,3nw2 ) respectively. · Equating these numbers of addition .operations, 
the two methods have approximately the S8.Ille efficiency when 
l,7p2 + wp - 3,3w2 = O, (5 .15) 
i.e. when p = l,lw. (From equation (5.15) the comparison of 
computational effort for each of the two methods is independent of n). 
In summary, we deduce that the technique of partitioning 
and triangular decomposition· is more efficient than Gauss elimination 
of [K*] .until the number of plastic multiplier variables is approximately 
equal to the half band-width of [K1]. If p increases beyond this we 
expect the latter technique to become more efficient. 
Figures (5.2a) - (5.2d) show the execution timet required 
per solution plotted against p, for four analyses of continua, each 
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with monotonic increase of load. The nodal numbering of each problem 
was such that the band of [K1 ] was densely populated, having few zero 
terms. In Figures (5.2)(a) and (b.) the analyses employed isoparametric 
finite elements, while those of Figures (5.2)(c) and (d) are results of 
constant strain finite element analyses. Note in (c) and (d) the curves 
intersect at a value of p slightly greater than p = l,lw. 
As noted previously the number of arithmetic operations 
performed on the [K2 ] submatrix of equation (5.2) is dependent on two 
factors. Firstly, since a string of zero entries in a col'umn of 
the submatrix permits a reduction in computation, the position of the 
first non-zero entry encountered during solution affects the total com-
putation time. The second factor (which directly influences the 
first) is the overall density of [K2]. In the quantitative assessment 
of numbers of arithmetic operations resulting in the computational 
equivalence of the.two solution methods at p = l,lw, average density 
and random locations of non-zero entries in [K2 ] were assumed. In (c) 
and (d) the additional sparseness of [K2] for constant strain element 
analyses (six non-zero entries per column compared with twenty-four) 
causes the partitioning technique to remain more efficient for values 
of p slightly greater than p = l,lw. 
In the computer programs developed by the writer to implement 
the application of the minimum principle to elasto-plastic analysis 
of continua, both solution techniques are available. Since relative 
computational efficiencies of the two tec4niques are problem dependent 
with variation related to node numbers of plastic elements, the computer 
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programs select the solution method arbitrarily on the basis 0£ 
p < w or p ~ w: if p < w partitioning and triangular decompsition 
is used, and if p > w Gauss reduction of [K*] is used. 
5,5 Uniqueness of Solution in Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Case 
The functional w0 of equation (3.20) subject to constraints 
p 
(3.21) represents in rate form, the strain energy of the body. It 
follows therefore, that in the numerical application of the minimum 
principle the system matrix [K*] is positive definite unless flow 
occurs in the e1astic-perfectly plastic case. 
Consider an assemblage of elastic-perfectly plastic constant 
strain finite elements at the point of flow. Let there be say, p 
plastic elements at this stage. Ordering the plastic elements 
and taking the weighted plastic strain rate components in turn leads 
At flow the plastic strain rate is the total 
strain rate, hence 
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= [B]{u}, (5.16) 
where {u} is the vector of nodal velocities and [B] is a condensed 
system deformation matrix containing only rows of [B] corresponding 
to elements of {8P}. From equation (4.23) 
(5.17) 
where [N] is a condensed gradient matrix containing only columns of 
[N] corresponding to non-zero elements of {A}. Combining equations 
(5.16) and (5.17) gives 
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[B] {~} = [NJ {A}. (5.18) 
Now defining [DJ as a block diagonal matrix containing element 
elasticity matrices ~,[D'] for the ordered plastic elements, the system 
of equations at flow is 
. 
= {P} ( 5 .19') 
and (5.20) 
Substituting for [B]{u} from equation (5.18) in the partitioned 
equations (5.20) gives 
that is 
[ N-T--- DN + 
[O]{A} = {O}, 
= {O}, 
(5.21) 
indicating that the system matrix [K*] is singular at the load correspond-
ing to incipient plastic flow. The results (5.21) was obtained by con-
sidering an assemblage of constant strain finite elements. Following a 
similar argument for elastic-perfectly plastic isoparametric finite 
elements leads to an identical result. 
In the numerical analysis of test problems the value of the 
determinant was found to be unreliable in establishing the limit load. 
This is attributed to two causes. Firstly, the analysis procedure is 
incremental and piecewise-linear in the sense that elastic and plastic 
regions of the body are treated as unchanged during a load increment 
of finite magnitude. New elastic-plastic boundaries are then established 
and the next load increment applied. In this way the limit load of the 
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assemblage is not approached asymptotically, but in increments of finite 
magnitude. The second cause is attributed to numerical error accumulation 
during successive incremental solutions. Since the determinant is 
evaluated as the product of terms on the leading diagonal of the tri-
angulated system matrix, possible ill-conditioning of the system of equations 
as the limit load is approached makes the value of the determinant un-
reliable. At this stage the minimization algorithm does not always 
converge, but may iterate repetitively interchanging the sa.me'groups of 
loading and unloading plastic elements in successive cycles. 
In elastic-perfectly plastic problems a good estimate of limit 
load is obtained by determining the load at which load increment mag-
nitudes become negligibly small for several successive load increments. 
5,6 Load Increment Magnitude 
In.the finite element application of the minimum principle, the 
maximum magnitude of any load increment is determined by the smallest 
increment of load which causes an element of V (where <j> < 0), to enter 
e 
Consider an arbitrary stage in the loading program of an assemblage 
of elements. Current totals of stress, elastic strain, plastic strain, 
load and displacement are known. For the next load increment the system 
matrix [K*] is assembled. In determining a solution for this increment 
the load increment vector {~P} need only reflect relative magnitudes of 
load components. After a solution is determined satisfying the constraints, 
we have increments of stress, elastic strain, plastic strain and dis-
placement corresponding to the arbitrary magnitude of applied load 
increment {~P}. 
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To deter.mine the correct load increment magnitude we consider 
each elastic element (for the isoparametric case each elastic integration 
point) and determine a factor p such that <j>(cr .. + p6cr .. , E~.) = O, where 
J.J J.J J.J 
p cr.j and E .. are current totals of stress and plastic strain at completion 
J. J.J 
of the previous load increment, and 6cr .. is the stress incremen4 corre-
J.J 
spending to the current load increment {6P}. 
From the expression for the van Mises yield function (equation 
2.18) we have 
~ { ( (j. j + p 6cr. . ) ( a . . + p 6cr. . ) 
~ J. J.J J.J J.J 
2 2 
- (J = 0 9 0 
(5.22) 
T0 solve for p define a quantity <j>* as 
<f>*(a.,S) = ~3 a. .. s.j 
J.J J. 
(5.23) 
and expand equation (5.22) to give 
2 2 
- (J = 0 9 0 (5.24) 
Since <1>*(a,6cr) and <f>*(a,a) are non ... negative and <f>*(6cr,6cr) is always 
greater than zero, the positive root of equation (5.24) is ~iven by 
p = <P* ( 6i:r , 6cr) 
(5.25) 
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A value of p is calculated for each element of Ve and the smallest, pmin' 
identified. All increment quantities for the current solution are 
scaled by this factor p • and added to c~rrent totals to give the new min 
state of the assemblage. The element of V associated with p • is 
e min 
included in V for the next load increment, as its stress point now 
p 
lies in the yield surface. As noted previously, fortuitously there 
may be more than one element of V associated with p • , within the 
e min 
bounds of computational accuracy. 
5,7 Determination of V 
Following the procedure described in the previous section for 
determining load increment magnitudes leads to a large number of load 
increments, with actual magnitudes of increments becoming very small 
as large regions of the body be~ome plastic. So as to decrease overall 
computation time elements of v for which <I> is close to zero are included e 
in V . 
p 
At an arbitrary stage we wish to determine elements of V for 
p 
evaluation of the current system matrix ~K*]. For the previous load 
increment p • was determined and all increment quantities scaled by this min 
factor. Hence, current totals of stress, strain, load and displacement 
were established. Considering each element of the assemblage in turn, 
(for the isoparametric case e1;1.ch integration point), the von Mises-
equivalent stress cr is evaluated, where eq 
cr eq = /<1>(cr .. ) iJ 
2' 
+ cr • 
0 
(5.26) 
If cr > ncr , where n is a preassigned constant, the element (inte-eq - o 
gration point) is included in V for the start of the current load 
p 
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increment. After this increment stress corrections are made to ensure 
that ~ = 0 for each element in V • 
p 
Yamada et al [15] follow a similar procedure and arbitrarily 
set n = 0,995. However, for all the numerical examples investigated 
by the writer a value of n = 0,99 was found to introduce negligible 
errors whi~e decreasing computation time sign~ficantly. Unless other-
wise stated or for the purpose of comparison of computation time, this 
value 0f n is adopted for the numerical examples of Chapter 6. 
5.8 Correction of Stresses in V for Elastic~Perfectly Plastic Case p 
In the elastic-perfectly plastic case stress points which do not 
unload undergo neutral loading, and for an infinitesimal stress increment 
the stress point moves in the yield surface. For a stress increment of 
finite magnitude the stress point moves along the tangent to the yield 
surface at that point, resulting in an inadmissible stress state for which 
~ > 0. The stress point is returned to the yield surface along a radial 
path by scaling stress components by a suitable factor. 
In so doing equilibrium of the assemblage is violated. This 
could b~ accounted for by determining the nodal loads corresponding to 
the equilibrium violation and adding to the current total of load, 
continuing in an iterative manner until equilibrium is satis.fied. 
However, for the numerical examples investigated by the writer this 
was qeemed unnecessary as correction factors smaller than 0,998 did not 
occur. 
C H A P T E R 6 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
6.1 Introduction 
To illustrate application of the extended minimum principle 
representative results for analyses of some numerical examples are 
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given below. Where possible comparisons are made with published results, 
thereby indicating orders of accuracy and efficiency. In particular 
results are given for a Vee-notche~ tension specimen in plane stress, 
plane strain or axial symmetry for.either perfect plasticity or strain 
hardening. Comparisons are made with experimental and numerical results 
from the literature. The second numerical example is a deep cantilever 
in plane stress subjected to a parabolic shear distribution over the 
free end. No strain hardening is assumed, and upper bound valu~s 
of the limit load are obtained for monotonically increasing load. Ela~to-
plastic loading and unloading are shown for cyclic loading. Results 
ane compared with those of other numerical analyses. Finally, an 
axisynunetric pressure vessel-flush nozzle junction is analyzed under 
increasing internal pressure. 
and numerical results. 
Comparisons are made with experimental 
6.2 Vee-Notched Tension Specimen 
One of the earliest papers giving results of a numerical analysis 
of an elastic-plastic continuum is that of Marcal and King, (1967) [14]. 
A notched tension specimen was analyzed in plane stress, plane strain 
and axial symmetry, assuming an elastic-perfectly plastic von Mises 
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material. This problem has subsequently been investigated by others 
such as Yamada, Yoshimura and Sakurai, (1968) [15], Zienkiewicz, 
Valliapan and King (1969) [11], and Anand and Shaw (1977) [30], each 
giving results for plane stress analyses only. Experimental results 
for such a specimen have been reported by Theokaris and Marketos (1963) [31], 
who used a technique of birefringent coating and polarized light to 
determine principal strain distributions for the elastic-perfectly 
plastic plane stress problem. 
The geometry of the specimen is shown in Figure 6. 2. L The 
notch-depth to half~width ratio is 1 to 2 and notch angle 90°. For 
the present analysis mech~nical properties of the material are E = 20000 kg/mm2 ; 
v = 0,3; a = 30 kg/mm2, and for the case of hardening E = 650 kg/mm2. 
0 p 
From Figure 6.2.1 it may be seen that due to two way symmetry 
only one quadrant need be considered in the analysis. Loading consists 
of a uniformly distributed tensile load applied to the ends of th~ specimen. 
Using the computer programs listed in the appendix various analyses 
of the notched specimen were performed for monotonically increasing tensile 
loading. The first set comprises constant strain finite element ·analyses 
using 244 elements and 143 nodes. The element discretization of a 
quadrant is shown in Figure 6.2.2. 






Figure 6.2.1 Vee-notched tension specimen 
Figure 6.2.2 Constant strain finite element mesh for quadrant of 
vee-notched specimen 
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With no strain hardening, plastic elements at some representative 
stages of calculation are shown in Figure 6.2.3, 4 and 5 respectively 
for the cases of plane stress, plane strain and axial symmetry. In 
these Figures load levels are givep in dimensionless form as crm/cr
0 
where cr is the mean stress at the minimum section. m The effect of 
orientation of' triangular constant strain elements, previously observed 
by Yamada et al [15] and Anand and Shaw [30], is clearly evident. 
For the plane stress analysis the plastic enclaves of Figures 
6.2.6b and 6.2.6c were drawn by smoothing the jagged elasto-plastic 
boundaries of finite element analyses d~e to Yamada et al and the present 
method, respectively. Experimental results reported by Theokaris and 
Marketos [31] are shown in Figure 6.2.6a. Although the results of the 
present analysis are in excellent agreement with those of Yamada et al, 
the experimental results show development of a continuous plastic region 
across the width of the specimen at a lower load than that indicated by 
the numerical analyses. This is attributed to the fact that Theokaris 
and Marketos give only a minimum value for the uniaxial yield stress cr , 
0 
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Figure 6.2.3 V-notched specimen, plane stress: constant strain finite 



















Figure 6.2.4 V-notched specimen, plane strain: constant strain finite 
















Figure 6.2.5 V-notched specimen, axial symmetry: constant strain 
finite element analysis, plastic elements at 






















Vee-notched specimen, plane stress: plastic enclaves 
at values of a /a ; (a) Theokaris and Marketos, 
m o 
experimental; (b) Yamada et al; (c) Present analysis 
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from which the enclaves at dimensionaless load levels in Figure 6.2.6a 
were drawn. If the true yield stress was slightly higher than this 
minimum value, then all plastic regions of the numerical analyses would 
be in reasonable agreement with those of the experimental results, with 
the exception of the value of initial yield load. For the numerical 
analyses the initial yield load is dependent on the finite element 
mesh in the region of the notch root, while for the experimental 
investigation the notch root radius was 0,18 of the notch depth. Thus 
comparisons of initial yield load are not meaningful. 
Figure 6.2.7 shows in dimensionless form the maximum strain 
versus applied load for p~ane stress, plane strain and axisymmetric 
analyses using constant strain elements. The dashed curves in the Figure 
represent results of analyses assuming a kinematic hardening material 
with plastic modulus E =·650 kg/mm.2, (E. = 0,0325E). p p . For all analyses 
the maximum longitudinal strain occurred in the element which had become 
plastic at the initial yield load. Again strain magnitudes are 
dependent on the finite element mesh at the notch root. The influence 
of work hardening is only significant at high loads. 
Zienkiewicz, Valliapan and King (1969) [11] give results for the 
e1asto-p1astic analysis of a similar V-notched specimen under conditions 
of plane strain. No strain hardening was assumed. Mechanical properties 
are given as E = 7000 k~/mm2 ; v = 0,2 and cr
0 
= 24,3 kg/mm2 . Plastic 
enclaves due to Ziekiewicz et al are shown in Figure 6.2.8a for rep-
resentative values of cr /cr . m o Using the same constant strain finite 
element mesh as used by Ziekiewicz et al (149 elements, 94 nodes), plastic 
enclaves resulting from an analysis using the present method are indicated 
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Load-strain curves for V-notched specimen, constant 








V-notched specimen, plane strain: plastic enclaves 
at values of cr /cr ; (a) Zienkiewicz et al; m o 
(b) Present analysis 
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The next set of results represent cubic quadrilateral isopara-
metric an~lyses of a similar notched tension specimen. A mesh o;f 15 
elements and 100 nodes was used for the quadrant as shown in Figure 6.2.9. 
Nine integration po~nts are indicated for each element, corresponding 
to third order Gauss integration. Because of the coarseness of the 
mesh, a plastic multiplier A was associated with each integration 
point (and not one 'average' multiplier for each element). With no 
strain hardening plastic integration points are shown in Figure 6.2.10, 
11, and 12 respectively for cases of plane stress, plane strain and 
axial symmetry. Even though a coarse finite element mesh was used 
these plastic ·regions are similar to those of constant ·strain finite 
e+ement analysis shown in Figure 6.2.3, 4 and 5. Further, the curves 
of maximum longitudinal strain versus applied.load shown in Figure 
6.2.1~ for the isoparametric results are in excellent agreement with 
those of Figure 6.2.7. In both these Figures solid lines correspond 
to elastic-perfectly plastic analyses while dashed curves result from a 
hardening material E = 0,0325E. p In the case of Figure 6.2.13 the 
maximum longitudinal strain occurs at the Gauss point closest to the 
notch root. 
Figure 6.2.9 
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Cubic quadrilateral isoparametric finite element mesh 
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V-notched specimen, plane stress: isoparametric finite 
element analysis, plastic integration points at values 
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V-notched specimen, plane strain: isoparametric finite 
element analysis, plastic integration points at values 
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V-notched specimen, axial symmetry: isoparametric 
finite element analysis, plastic integration points 
at values of a /a m o 
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~he influence of the factor n (see section 5.7), the Gauss 
integration order, and the number of plastic multipliers associated with 
each element, are summarized i.n Table 6. 2. 7. Sixteen analyses of the 
V-notched specimen were performed using the element configuration of 
Figure 6.2.9, to a load of a /a = 1,473. m o Conditions of plane strain 
and no strain hardening were assumed~ The columns of Table 6.2.1 
repre~ent the following: analysis number; n, ratio of von Mises ~q_uivalent 
stress to yield stress for an elastic integration point to be treated 
as plastic; integration order; number of load increments to a final 
load of a /a = 1,473; number of plastic integration points at final m o 
load; number of plastic integration points at final load as· percentage 
of total number of integration points; u, longitudinal displacement 
(in mm) at end of specimen on axis of symmetry; and CPU time (mins:secs) 
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Load-strain curves for V-notched specimen, isoparametric 
finite element analysis 
Analysis Int. A./elem. Load Plastic % Plastic . u (min) CPU time n order incrmts. int. pts. (m: s) 
1 1,000 4 16 58 57 24 0,0927 10:30 
2 l,OOQ 3 9 32 31 23 0,0929 3:06 
3 0,995 4 16 24 59 25 0,0929 3:23 
4 0,995 3 9 19 32 24 0,0930 1:38 
5 0,990 4 16 19 63 26 0,0931 3:00 
6 0,990 3 9 15 34 25 0,0933 1:20 
7 0,975 4 16 14 70 29 0,0942 2:11 
8 0,975 3 9 11 37 27 0,0942 1:04 
9 1,000 4 1 26 25 10 0,0905 1:45 
10 1,000 3 1 17 16 12 0,0906 0:57 
11 0,995 4 1 21 33 14 0,0904 1:32 
12 0,995 3 1 12 20 15 0,0906 0:43 
13 0,990 4 1 17 40 17 0,0905 1:16 
14 0,990 3 1 10 22 16 0,0907 0:38 
15 0,975 4 1 13 55 23 0,0907 1:-02 
.16 0,975 3 1 9 28 .· 21 (),0908 .0:38 
Q:) 
\0 
Table 6.2.1 V-notched specimen, plane strain: analyses to cr /cr = 1,473 m o 
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The plastic integration points of Figure 6.2.11 correspond 
to analysis 6 in the Table. It may be assumed that analysis 1 produced 
the most accurate results since fourth order integration, sixteen plastic 
multipliers per element, and fifty-eight load increments were required 
to reach the final load, taking a total of 10 min 30 secs CPU time. 
With a small sacrifice in accuracy computation time can be drastically 
reduceq. Consider, for example, analysis 6. This consists of third 
order integration, nine plastic multipliers per element, and a value of 
0,990 for n. This reduced the number of load increments to fifteen, 
resu+ting in an 87% reduction in computation time. The sacrifice in 
accuracy amounted ~0 a 1% difference in the percentage of plastic inte-
gration points, and o,65% difference in deflection u. In analyses 9 to 
16 it is apparent that the finite element mesh is too coarse to consider 
only one 'average' plastic multiplier per ~lement. Although in these 
cases the deflection u is reasonably close to the value of analysis 1, 
the extent of the plastic region (shown by the percentage of plastic 
integration points) is not reliable. In comparison, the deflection u 
corresponding to a triangular constant strain element analysis to the same · 
load was found to be 0,0938 mm. 
Comparisons of computational efficiencies for different elasto~ 
plastic analysis techniques are not always meaningful. By considering 
an analysis method alone (and not the associated computer program) it 
is not possible to assess even approximate numbers of arithmetic operations 
to be performed, and thus the only measure of relative efficiency is in 
comparison of computation times required for the same numerical example, 
However, not only are program running times machine dependent, but certain 
quantities are dependent on the methpd of analysis - for example, number 
of stages in the analysis to a particular load. Thus strict comparisons 
of execution times for the present method and published results are not 
a 
Reference Method Element Nodes Elements m Load 0 0 
Marcal & King l 150 250 1,232 
Tangent Constant 
Yamada et al I Modulus Strain 149 259 1,192 
Yamada et al J Triangle 144 245 1,224 
Present analysis J 143 244 1,188 
Present analysis 1 A/int. pt. 
J J J 15 ] Isopara- 100. 1,257 Present analysis 1 A/element metric 
Anand & Shaw ] 
Linear Strai 
75 1,236 Tangent Triangle 
Anand & Shaw Modulus ] Constant 172 J 300] Strain 1,210 Present analysis Triangle 
Table 6.2.2 V-notched tension specimen in plane stres~, no strain hardening 
Stages 
8 ] 31 
51 




























meaningful. Further, numerical results in the literature generally do 
not state whether 'computation time' is taken to be total machine time 
or central processing unit (CPU) time, often significantly different. 
In this thesis all computation times given for results of the present 
analyses are CPU times. 
In view of the above, computation times listed in Table 6.2.2 
for the vee-notched specimen in plane stress should be assessed as only 
indicative of the order of magnitude of times required by the various 
analysis procedures. With tqis in mind the present approach appears 
attractive iq terms 0f relative computational efficiency. More meaning-
ful comparisons with published results for which similar computers were 
used, and to the same load level, will be given for the following 
numerical example. 
6.3 Deep Cantilever in Plane Stress 
The elasto-p1astic analysis of a cantilever of rectangular cross-
section in plane stress and with length, to depth ratio equal to unity has 
been reported in the literature. Zienkiewicz and Valliapan (1971) [32) 
used a constant elasticity matrix initial stress method, whereas de Donato 
and Franchi (1973) [22) and de Donato and Maier (1973) [20) employed 
quadratic programming techniques to determine a solut~on. Using a finite 
difference technique Neal (1968) [3~] established a lower bound for the 
limit load by determining loads corresponding to safe and statically 
admissible stres~ fields. 
. The cantilever depth d is equal to the length L as shown in 
Figure 6.3 .. 1. The built-in condition is represented by an L by 2d plane 
of the same material, also of unit thickness, and fully constrained at 
the three internal boundaries. Loading consists of a vertical shear 








Figure 6.3.1 Deep cantilever in plane stress 
-If the magnitude of the applied shear si;.ress at point D is s then the 
./ 
2d - and the shear stress BF given by a s (d2 4y2). total load is W = 3 s, on = . xy d2'" 
Constraining horizontal displacement components along the axis of symmetry 
CD, only one half of the structure need be considered. 
In each of the papers cited above a mesh of 158 triangular constant 
strain finite el~ments ~nd 97 nodes was used to represent the half 
structure. Mechanical properties for the elastic-perfectly plastic von 
Mises material were given as E = 1000 kg/mm2 ; v 
These values were used in the present analysis. 
= 0,0; and a = 32 kg/mm2 • 
0 
Figures 6.3.2(a) and 
(b) respectively show configuration of the 158 constant strain elements, 
and an. isoparametric element mesh consisting of 31 elements and 19y 
nodes. In both cases the element size is decreased in the region of 
point A, the extreme fibre· on the line of maximum moment AA'. The 
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Figure 6.3.2 Finite element meshes 
The lower bound on the limit load established by Neal is 
M/M = 0,921; where M = WL and M is the fully plastiC moment for the 
0 0 
Figure 6.3.3 shows plastic regions of the 
cantilever resulting from various numerical analyses to this load level. 
Refernng to this Figure, (a) results from the present analysis using 
constant strain elements. The effect of element orientation is again 
apparent. The plastic integration points of (b) and (c) are from iso-
parametric finite element analyses using the present method in (b) 
one plastic multiplier is associated with each integration point, while 
in (c) one average multiplier is associated with each element. The 



























Plastic enclaves at M/M = 0,921 
0 
constant strain 
isopa,rametric, l/,/integration point 




(e) de Donato and Franchi 
(f) Zienkiewicz and Valliapan, M/M = 0,929 
0 
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program NONSAP developed by Bathe [28], which uses a tangent modulus. 
approach for material nonlinearity. A mesh of 158 triangular constant 
strain elements and 97 nodes was also used. The extent of the plastic 
reg~on is in good agreement with those shown in (a), (b) and (c). 
At the same load level plastic elementp from de Donato and Franchi are 
indicated in (e). This significantly larger and irregular plastic region 
is not in agreement with other results. The plastic enclave of (f) 
was givenby Zienkiewicz and Valliapan and corresponds to a slightly 
higher load M/M = 0,929. 
0 
The horizontal stress a on the line AA' (see Figure 6.3.2) is x 
plotted in dimensionless form in Figure 6.3.4 for the load M/M = 0,921. 
0 
Stresses from the present analyses are in good agreement w~th those 
resulting from the program NONSAP, but do not agree with those of the 
de Donato and Franchi or Neal, especially in the region which is not 
undergoing plastic deformation. However Neal's stres.s distribution 
results from limit analysis in which stresses in the elastic region are 
not known any safe and statically admissible stress field is permissible 
for the lower bound solution. 
Figure 6.3.5 shows displacement in the y-direction along the centre 
line CD at the load M/M = 0,921. 
0 
Again results of the present analyses 
are in good agreement with Bathe's program NONSAP, but do not coincide 
with de Donato and Franchi. 
To illustrate elastic unloading after plastic deformation the 
hysteresis loops A and B in Figure 6.3.6 correspond to load cycles A and B 
shown diagrammatically in Figure 6.3.7. In both Figures the vertical 
axis is the applied load M/M . 
0 
The horizontal axis in Figure 6.3.6 gives 
in dimensionless form vertical deflection at point D on the free end of 
the cantil~ver (see Figure 6.3.1). These results are from a constant 
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Load-deflection characteristics for cyclic loading 
30 14 29 
loading program 
31 
Cyclic loading programs A and B 
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numbers of elements deforming plastically at representative values of 
load are given in ~he diagram of Figure 6.3.7. 
Load cycle A begins from the ini~ial unstressed and undeformed 
state, incrementing the load until M/M = 0,921. 
0 
At this stage thirty 
elements are plastic. The direction of loading is then reversed which 
causes ali plastic elements to unload elastically. However, before the 
total load has become zero three elements again deform plastically. 
After reaching zero, load is then re-applied until M/M
0 
= 0,921. At 
this stage only fourteen elements become plastic again, while the vertical 
deflection at Dis within 0,2% of its value at-termination of the first 
load direction of cycle A. 
For load cycle B the direction of loading is also reversed at 
M/M = 0,921, but is then maintained in this direction until M/M = -0,921. 
0 0 
Load is then re-applied in the initial direqtion up to the value M/M = 0,9~: .. 
0 
Cycles between the two extreme load values show similar numbers of plastic 
elements at corresponding load levels of loading or un~oading. 
Figures 6.3.8 and 6.3.9 give results obtained for the cantilever 
from isopar8-lrletric finite element analyses either affioci.ating a plastic 
multiplier A with each integration point, or associating one average 
multiplier with each element. From the load-deflection curve it·is 
seen that using a single average multiplier for each element leads to 
an apparent increase in stiffness. Since even small regions undergoing 
large plastic strains can cause large displacements, decreasing these 
peak.strain values by averaging the plastic multiplier over the element 
would cause the assemblage to exhibit stiffer load-deflection characteristics. 
Horizontal stresses a on the line AA' are plotted for two load x 
levels in Figure 6. 3. 9 .and indicate the disparity in stress distribution 
for ~he two analyses. Since the elastic part of any st:rain increment 
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tot~l strain, any error in plastic strain due to averaging plastic 
multipliers within an element introduces errors in stress increments 
and hence in total stresses. However this approach does provide reasonable 
estimates of such quantities as the extent of plastic regions and limit 
I 
1oad for the elastic-perfectly plastic case, while requiring much less 
computer storage and computation time. 
Plastic regions indicated in Figure 6.3.10 correspond·to the 
stages at which the present analyses were terminated when successive load 
increment magnitudes become less than 0,5% of the total load applied. 
Load levels indicated are thus estimates of the limit load acco~ding to 
the ana1ysis performed. In this Figure (a), (b) and (c) corr~spond 
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the present formulation is derived from a kinematic minimum principle, 
these estimates of ultimate load correspond to upper bounds on the limit 
load, while Neal ' s lower bound value is M/M = 0, 92L 
0 
The constant 
strain analysis required 5 min 58 sec CPU time, and consisted of 43 load 
increments. The isoparametric analyses consisted of 24 load increments 
for the case of one plastic multiplier per integration point, taking 
3 min 45 sec CPU time; while using one average multiplier per element 
required 2 min 45 sec for a total of 29 load increments. 
As noted previously categorical comparisons of computation times 
for the present analyses and published results cannot be made. However, 
the times listed in Table 6.3.1 are more meaningful than those given 
in Table 6.2.2 for the previous example, as in this case all analyses 
were performed to the same load (M/M = 0,921), and on similar computerE?. 
0 
Con$tant strain triangular elements were not directly available in the 
program NONSAP, and therefore eight noded quadrilateral isoparametric 
elements were degenerated to form three noded constant strain triangles. 
In this way the same number of displacement degrees of freedom as the 
present constar1t strain element analysis was ensured. 
It is evident from the Table that in this case the present approach 
is significantly more efficient in terms of computation performed. 
6.4 Pressure Vessel - Flush Nozzle Junction 
An experimental investigation into the elasto-plastic behaviour 
of flush nozzles in spherical pressure vessels has been reported 
by Dinno and Gill [35]. A numerical analysis of one of these specimens 
has been perfo;rmed by Nayak and Zienkiewicz [36], using eight noded parabolic 
quadrilateral isoparametric finite elements. The geometry of the specimen 
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material were given as E = 29120000 lb/in2 ; v = 0,3 and cr = 40540 lb/in 
0 
with no ~train hardening assumed. Loading of the axisymmetric specimen 
consisted of a uniform internal pressure. 
Using the present method results were obtained for analyses of the 
vessel under increasing pressure using 26 cubic quadrilateral isopara.m.etric 
elements and 209 nodes. This mesh is shown in Figure 6.4rl with the 
enlargement of the weld region ABCDE shown in Figure 6.4.3(c). So as to 
compare results an anlysis was performed using the program NONSAP, (28]. 
Since this program used eight noded parabolic quadrilateral elements a 
m~sh was used similar to that used by Nayak and Zienkiewicz, consisting 
of 53 elements and 225 nodes. The element discretization of the weld 
region is shown in Figures 6.4.3(a) and (b). 
In Figure 6.4.2 vertical displacement of point A on the inside of the 
vessel is plotted against increasing internal pressure for various analyses. 
Excellent agreement between numerical and experimental results is obtained. 
Agaiq use of one 'average' plastic multiplier for each element in the present 
method produces a stiffer analysis. 
Under the loading considered plastic deformation is confined to the 
sphere-cylinder junction. The progression of plastic regions at increasin~ 
values of internal pressure is shown in the enlargements of the weld region 
in Figure 6.4.3. In this Figure (a) shows results of the analysis of 
Nayak and Zienkiewicz to a pressure of 1080 lb/in2 , while (b) was obtained 
using the program NONSAP. Plastic enclaves from the present method are 
shown in (c) in which the elastic-plastic interfaces corresponding to 
analyses using one plastic multiplier per integration point or one 'average' 
multiplier per element are only slightly different at high pressures. 
(The dashed lines at pressures 1000 and 1080 ln/in2 correspond to tne analysis 
using one multiplier per element). Possibly because this is essentially a 



















Plastic regions at values of inte~nal pressure (lb/in2 ) 
(a) Nayak and Zienkiewicz 
(b) Program NONSAP 
(c) Present analysis 
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26 cubic quadrilateral elements. In particular use of one 'average' 
multiplier per element introduces negligible errors in this example -
local stress concentrations as well as over-all behaviour are adequately 
described. 
The analysis using NONSAP consisted of 30 load increments to a 
pressure of 1080 lb/in2, and required 10 min 42 sec CPU time on a UNIVAC 
1106 computer. The present analyses to this value of internal pressure 
required 40 load increments and 11 min 22 sec CPU time for the case of one 
multiplier per integration point; and 36 load increments and 3 min 24 sec 
CPU ~ime using one multiplier per element. These analyses ¥ere also 
performed using a UNIVAC 1106 computer. Nayak and Zienkiewicz did not 
give computation time required for their analysis. 
C H A P T E R 7 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
An efficient method of solution has been presented for the 
elasto-plastic analysis of continua in plane stress, plane strain or 
108 
axial symmetry. AppliQation of the extended minimum principle to three-
dimensional continuum problems can be readily achieved by inclusion 
9f field variable components ignored in the two-dimensional problem. 
The method appears a~tractive for three-dimensional analysis in view of 
the small increase in size of the system matrix in passing from the 
elastic to the elasto-plastic problem. In the formal quadratic programming 
approac~ the quadratic constraint on the value of the yield function is 
piecewi~e linearized, introducing a plastic multiplier and linear con-
straint for each yield plane of the assemblage, and thereby increasing 
the size of the problem manyfold. 
Incremental plasticity requires determination of a complete 
solution for each load increment. In the conventional tangent modulus 
approach the entire system matrix is reformulated at each stage, while 
the initial strain/initial stress methods require iteration at every 
road increment. For the mathematical programming approach a linear 
complementary problem or quadratic programming problem must be solved 
at each stage. In the present method only part of the system matrix 
is reformulated for each increment. Further, the form of the system 
matrix is exploited to minimize computational effort, especially for 
load increments in which plastic deformations occur only in a small region 
9f the assemblage. 
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The algorithm used to determine a solution for the present 
programming technique seldom requires iteration for monotonically 
increasing loading. In this case elastic unloading occurs infrequently 
and thus the best initial assumption is that all plastic regions remain 
plastic for the next load increment. For numerical load cycling problems 
investigated,reversal of the load (which causes elastic unloading of 
the whole structure) was found to require a single iteration before the 
constraints were satisfied. In general the present approach thus reduces 
ta solving a set of simultaneous linear equations at each stage with 
possibly an occasional additional solution iteration. Although con-
vefgence of the algorithm has not been conclusively proved, ·it has been 
shown to be equivalent to the tangent modulus, approach, whi'Ch haS' wtde 
acceptance. Failure to converge occurred only as the limit load was 
approached in the case of perfectly-plastic plane stress problems. 
Exact comparisons of computational effort required by the present 
and other methods of analysis were not possible. But, from gross 
comparison~ of computer times made for the numerical examples of the 
precedipg chapter the order of magnitude of relative efficiency of the 
present method is 9learly evident, while the order of accuracy is similar. 
From consideration of the form of the system matrix it is noted that 
problems for which the present method is especially suited are those in 
wh~ch plastic deformation is confined to small regions. This class of 
problem covers those in which stress concentrations occur, for example 
through abrupt change in geometry or through intersection of sections. 
:J:n these problems of localized plastic deformation advantage is taken 
of the proposed solution method in which the system matrix is partitioned 
and the elastic part inverted once only. 
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In the tangent modulus approach, if one has a priori knowledge 
of the region in which plastic deformation takes place, and further if 
it is possible to label finite element node numb~rs in such a way that 
this region is represented near the bottom of the banded system matrix, 
then a saving in computation can be achieved as the system matrix can 
be partially inverted once only. For each load increment change in the 
matrix to account for plastic elements is confined to the bottom of the 
band. The inversion is completed, and displacement increments evaluated 
~y back substitution. However, labelling the nodes of a structure in 
this way without adversely affecting the band width of the elastic system. 
matrix is usually not possible. The feasibility of this ~heme is 
therefore entirely problem dependent. 
Anand and Shaw [30] compared the use of constant strain and 
linear strain triangular finite elements in elasto-plastic solutions, 
using a tangent modulus approach. Coptrary to their conclusion the 
results of .the present method indicate that use of higher order elements 
is generally more efficient in· terms of accuracy and computational 
e:x;penditure. The use of one 'average' plastic multiplier as~ociated 
with all plastic strains within an isopara.metric element gives reasonable 
results while offering vast savings in computation and storage requirements. 
Furth~r areas of research include the possibility of improving the 
accuracy of this latter technique by redistributing the 'average' 
multiplier.according to some scheme, thereby improving the approximate 
variation in plastic strains across an element. 
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A P P E N D I X: COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND USER MANUALS 
A.l. General Description 
The computer programs EPTCS (!lasto-Plastic analysis using 
Triangular Constant Strain finite elements) and EPCQI (Elasto-Plastic - - - - ( - -
analysis using .Q.ubic g_uadrilateral Isoparametric finite elements) may be 
used for the incremental elasto-plastic analysis of continua in plane stress 
plane strain or axial symmetry. The material of the body must be either 
elastic-perfectly plastic or linear kinematic hardening, and is assumed 
to obey the von Mises yield condition. Loading of the assemblage consists 
of a series of piecewise linear proportional load paths. The magnitudes 
of individual load increments are determined internally during execution 
of the program. 
The programs are written in FORTRAN V as implemented on the UNIVAC 
1106 computer. This computer has a thirty-six bit word which gives 
eight significant figures for arithmetic performed in single precision. 
Moreover, the set of simultaneous linear equations to be solved for each load 
increment is well conditioned (unless the limit load is approached in the 
elastic-perfectly plastic case). Thus, excluding special algebraic 
operations such as the square root function, all arithmetic in the programs 
EPTCS and EPCQI is performed in single precision without loss of accuracy. 
The-overall logic of each of the programs EPTCS and EPCQI is similar, 
but computational details differ. Each program consists of independent 
external subroutines linked by a main program. The function of each of 
the subroutines and the sequence in which they are called from the main 
program, is described in broad outline by means of the macro-flowchart 
in Figure A.l. .Complete listings of EPTCS and EPCQI are given in 
sections (A.5 ) and (A.6) respectively. 
:nrogram EPC0.I only 
r ~ .... -· -· ·.- .-- , 
l subroutine HMAT I 
I evaluate shape I 




evaluate and store 
call DATA 
. T 
half band of [ B DB] ; ...,. __ ..,. 
call ELTMAT 
perform [UT] [U] 
decomposition and 
store band of [U] 
subroutines SOLVE 1 
and SOLVE 2 
determ~ne displacement 




submatrices of [K*] 
ie [-BTDN],[NTDN+D ] 
. p 
subroutine ITER 





call solution routine; .... ~---1 
check constraints, 
call ITER 
iterate if necessary 
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subroutine DATA 






in V · 
output r~~ults 
subroutine OUTPUT 
print results for 
end of current load 
increment 
Figure A.l Macro-flowchart for EPTCS and EPCQI 
• 
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A.2. Storage Allocation, Dimensioning of Arrays, and Execution 
For any realistic problem the programs require relatively large 
amounts of core storage. Therefore it is expedient to adjust dimensions 
of arrays to suit each particular analysis problem, thereby minimizing 
storage requirements. 
To implement this dynamic dimensioning of arrays is employed 
where possible. Values of dynamic parameters are defined in the MAIN 
program, lines 5 to 11 for program EPTCS, or lines 5 to 12 for program 
EPCQI; (see program listings sections A.5 and A.6). The parameters 




maximum number of displacement degrees of freedom ( i. e·. maximum 
number of nodes multiplied by two) 
maximum half-band width of elastic system stiffness matrix 
[BTDB] 
maximum number of plastic multipliers to be determined for any 
load increment 
NNP maximum number of nodes 
NEP maximum number of elements 
ISP maximum number of stress components considered at a point in 
the body, i.e. ISP = 3 for plane stress, ISP = 4 for plane 
strain or axial symmetry 
NLPP 
IOP 
maximum number of piecewise linear proportional load paths, 
plus one 
(for program EPCQI only) maximum integration order for Gauss 
.quadrature; maximum value 4, recommended value 3 
For each analysis problem the values of these parameters should be adjusted 
to ensure sufficient storage allocation. During program execution 
dimension limits of arrays and values of parameters are checked to 
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ensure they are compatible with the data input. If not a relevant 
error message is printed and the analysis terminated. 
On the UNIVAC 1106 the collector limits direct core storage 
access to 64K words. However, with extended storage facilities 
approximately 130K words can be accessed in core. For this reason 
the two largest submatrices [BTDB] and [-BTDN] are assigned to 
external core storage in arrays named RKE and RKP respectively. This 
is achieved by the inclusion of a FORTRAN V statement COMPILER (XM = 3) 
at the head of each routine in which the arrays RKE and RKP appear. 
Further, these two arrays must be dimensioned explicitly (parameters 
are not permitted) in the first labelled comm~n block EXT. · Arrays 
RKE and RKP appear in subroutines MAIN, ELTMAT, SOLVEl, SOLVE2,STRSTR 
and ITER. When altering the dimension limits of the programs each 
of these elements must be edited and the explicit dimensions given 
for RKE and RKP, each a two-dimensional array. The dimension 
limits for RKE must be the same as the values of parameters (NDFP, 
NECP); while those for RKP must be the same as the values of parameters 
(NDFP,NPCP). (see program listings, sections A.5 and A.6). 
After FORTRAN compilation of the altered symbolic elements, 
all relocatable elements are collected into an absolute element ABS, 
ensuring that the external labelled common block EXT is assigned at 
the top of the data bank. The programs are collected as follows: 
@MAP,IE EPTCS.ABS @MAP,IE EPCQI.ABS 
IN EPTCS.MAIN IN EPCQI.MAIN 
IN EPTCS.DATA IN EPCQI.DATA 
IN EPTCS.ELTMAT IN EPCQI.ELTMAT 
IN EPTCS.SOLVEl IN EPCQI.HMAT 
IN EPTCS.SOLVE2 IN EPCQI.SOLVEl 
IN EPTCS.STRSTR IN EPCQI.SOLVE2 
IN EPTCS.PLASM IN EPCQI.STRSTR 
IN EPTCS.ITER IN EPCQI.PLASM 
IN EPTCS.OUTPUT IN EPCQI.ITER 
IN EXT IN EPCQI.OUTPUT 
IN EXT 
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Peripheral drum storage files are used to store the half band of 
the elastic system matrix [BTDB], the band of the triangular decomposed 
matrix [U], the plastic system matrix [-BTDN], and for the isoparametric 
case the element deformation matrices [B']. The logical-unit numbers 
associated with these files are 11, i2, 13 for the program EPTCS and 11, 
12,13,14 for the program EPCQI. 
in the MAIN programs). 
(These logical-unit numbers are specified 
Thus typical runstreams for execution of the programs on a UNIVAC 


















Data input is in free format, separated by blanks or commas. The 
programs are independent of the units of the input data, and thus units 
of the output will be consistent with those of input data. 
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A.3. Program EPTCS 
The program EPTCS does not have an automatic triangular finite 
element mesh-generation capability, and thus nodal coordinates as well as 
element incidences are given explicitly as data. Data input required for 
execution may be divided into the seven su1gr01ps listed in the following 
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section (A.3.1), and described in section (A.3.2). These sections 
should be read in conjunction with the example of data input for EPTCS 
listed in section (A.3.3). 


















] i) heading statements 
] ii) structure statements 
iii) nodal coordinates 
iv) element incidences 
v) boundary conditions 
::::·] 












vi) loading program 
vii) output requested 
HEADINGl each a string of alphanumeric characters of maximum length 
HEADING2 eighty. Can be used to identify problem, record units 
employed etc. Printed at top of output. 




TYPE (alpha) either PLANE STRESS, PLANE STRAIN OR AXISYMMETRIC 
NN (integer) total number of nodes 









total number of elements 
Young's modulus 
plastic modulus for linear kinematic hardening; 
for elastic-perfectly plastic case enter 0.0 
Poisson's ratio 
uniaxial yield stress 
n, ratio of von Mises equivalent stress to yield stress 
for an elastic stress point to be treated as plastic. 
Recommended value 0.99 (see section 5.7) 
plate thickness if plane stress analysis. Omit for 
plane strain or axisymrnetric analysis 
for determining the limit load in the elastic-perfectly 
plastic case. The analysis is terminated if for three 
successive load increments the ratio of load increment 
magnitude to total load magnitude is less than the value of 
FRAC (typically, 0.005). Omit if material is strain 
hardening. 
(iii) Nodal Coordinates 
where 
X.,Y. (reals) are global Cartesian coordinates of ith node 
J. J. 
(iv) Element Incidences 
... I~E l'I~E 2' 1~E 3 









(integers) are node numbers of apices of ith element 
1, 1, 1, 
in counter-clockwise order. 




IX,IY (integers) are boundary conditions: 
IX = 0 if constrained in global x-direction 
IX = 1 if unconstrained in global x-direction 
IY = 0 if constrained in global y-direction 
IY = 1 if unconstrained in global y-direction 
(Note in axisymmetric case radial direction coincides with global x-direction). 
Na,Nb,Nc, .•• ,Nk (integers) are node numbers of nodes which have boundary 
conditions IX,IY of the previous line. A -1 after Nk indicates the 
end of the line. A data subgroup such as (*) above corresponds to each 
set of boundary conditions IX,IY. Only one line of data Na,Nb,Nc, ... Nk,-1 
corresponds to the boundary conditions IX,IY immediately preceeding it, and 
must be terminated by -1. If there are too many nodes for one line of data 
these must be broken into two or more subgroups (*), each having the 
same boundary conditions IX,IY. Totally unconstrained nodes need not appear 
in the boundary conditions. A line containing only -1 indicates the end of 
the boundary conditions. 
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(vi) Loading Program 
NLP,N,I ,SIZE xy 
N. ,N. ] 1. 1. (*) p ,P x y 





I (integer) xy 
SIZE (real) 
N. ,N. (integer) 
1. 1. 
(**) 
'sequential number of the proportionai load path (**) 
node number at which load is to be checked to indicate 
end of load path NLP 
coordinate direction in which load at node N is to be 
checked: I = 1 for load check in x-direction; xy 
I = 2 for load check in y-direction xy 
load at node N (in coordinate direction I ), at 
I xy 
which load path NLP is to be terminated 
is the number of node, repeated, which carries 
external loads Px,Py applied in the global x,y directions. 
Nodes which have no external loads need not appear in the load-
ing program. A nodal load subgroup such as (*) above corresponds to 
each node which has any external loading for load path NLP. Should con-
secutive node numbers Ni,Ni+1 , ... ,Nk have the same loads Px,Py these 
can be input as 
] . 
A line containing only -1 indicates the end of the load path NLP. A 
loading data subgroup (**) must be entered for each segment of the piecewise 
~inear proportional load path. The end of all load path subgroups is 
indicated by a line containing only -1. 
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(vii) Output Requested 
PRINT 
IEa,IE\i,IEc, ..• ,I~,-1 










if results are to be given at every node and for all 
elements, enter ALL. If results are desired only 
at certain nodes and elements, enter SOME. If 
ALL is used the two lines of data following are omitted. 
If SOME is used: 
are elements for which results are to be printed 
are nodes for which results are to be printed 
Only one line of each is permitted, an~ the end of 
each line indicated by -1. 
are the numbers of load increments for which results 
are to be printed. If IOUTk = -1 the analysis will 
be terminated after IOUTk-l load increments. The 
end of the line is indicated by -2. In addition 
results are prin~ed after termination of each pro-
portional load path. 
The pages immediately following list data and results corresponding 
to a triangular constant strain finite element analysis of the deep 
cantilever in plane stress described in section 6.3. The element mesh 
consisting of 97 nodes and 158 elements is shown in Figure 6.3.2. The 
result of this analysis is listed in Table 6.3.1. 
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NilMFRTCAL ANALYSIS llSTNr. TfllANGIJLAR CON'lTANT STRATN FTNITF FU'.MENTS 
PLANE STf/F"SS, PLANE STRAIN OR AX!SYMHFTPIC PHOGRA~ 
PLANE STHFSS ANALYSTS 
VON HTSFS YTELO CONOITJON 
FLaSTTC, P[PFFCTLY PLASTIC ANALYSIS TERMTNATFO WHEN LOAD INCREMENT Hl\GNITUOE DECREASES TO 
0
005 OF TOTAL LOAD 
ELEMENTS WITH VON MtSFS EOUTVALFNT STRESS WTTHIN 0 Qq"i OF YIELO STRESS TPEATFD AS PLASTIC ELEMENTS 




PLATE THlrK~JESS : 
MAXIMUM· NUM~ER OF NODES t q7 
MAXlMll"' Nllf"AER OF El.E"1ENTS : l"i8 
MllXlMll"1 Nll"1REP OF flFGREF:S OF Fffff,00'1 : IQ4 
MAX1"1U'1 HAI F IHN0-WT01H Of El ASTTC MATRIX : ;>4 
MAXTMl.IM NIJM'"IF;' OF Pl.A'lTTC EIEl-IENTS : f\O 
"AXIMUM NU"1RfN OF PNnPOkTJONAL LOAD·PATrlS: I 
NU"lHFf/ OF NunEs 
Nll~;~f-Q OF ELP4ENTS 
NllMPfR OF DFGREFS UF FflFEDOM 














COORDTNATFS OF NU~ES 
Nl'IDE x y NODE x y NODF 
t .,2000+03 .110000+02 ? .3?000+0'J .110000+0? 3 c; .?A1101lt03 ·'·5000+02 ,., .?.Aooo+o3 .110000+0;> 7 q • ::isonn+o·5 .h'>non+o2 In .?c;ono+o3 .4'S001Jt0? 11 1 ·~ .:>;>non+n"\ • .a.onoo+n2 111 .??1ino+o~ .1>"iono+o? 15 , ., .?i'OOOtl' .~ .l'onon If' • ;> 110 f) (1 t(•' .P.nono+o? 1 q 
:>1 .?onnn+n3 .1101100+02 ;>:> 0 ;>'100l)t(l' .2noou+o? ;>3 
;>5 .IMO!l.OtO.~ • 700l)flt02 2h .111000+0~ 0 hllOOOtO? ;> 7 






• ::ioooo+o s .10000+02 
.?ooon+ns .nooon 
.1 llOOOt03 .c;oooo+o2 
.17000+0.~ .110000+02 
.16111?+03 .c;ooon+n2 
• 11.>c;on + o ~ 
0 A0!10fltO.? 
NOOE x 
II .• 21\000+0~ 
A .2c;ooo+o~ 
1? .2c;ono+o~ 
1 h .2?000+0' 
20 .?0000+03 
2q .111000+0' 
2A 0 1A000+03 


















01 .1o3l?+n3 .1onon+o2 4? .16219+01 .05000+02 43 .10018 ... 03 .57500+02 44 .1ssq1+03 .1'7500+02 115 .15h51>+n3 .35000+02 llb .1c;:Hs+o3 .20000+0? 117 • 15000+03 .00000 4R • tt•ono+o3 .80000+02 Qq • l'jAf;>t03 .1sooo+n2 'j(I .t"n25+o' .1nooo+o? c; l .151137+03 .65000+02 52 .1r;1s1>+03 .575no+o2 r; 3 .111117c;t03 • <;[Jfl00+02 51l .11150(1+()3 .40000+0? r;5 .111125+03 • 30000+02. Sb .110<;1>+03 .17SOO+O?. r;7 • 1.SnO0 tO 3 • 00000 ~II .11.000+03 .sc;ono+o? c;q .t'>"i2°+os .Aoooo+o2 bO • t.50'>9+03 .7'>000+0?. ,,, .11n'),+O:S .n75un+o2 62 .t3o117+o3 0 001)00+0?. 63 • 1.270&+03 ."iOOOO+Ol bll .~12q•h03 .3'i000+02 65 .001170+02 .1 ·1c:;oo+o2 66 .110000+0? •• 00000 ,, 7 0 1&0UOt03 .00000+02 oR .l'i500t03 0 tl71A7+02 1-,9 .11~<;(10+03 • 'It <;02 + 02 70 .13onc+o:\ • 731?~+02· 71 .11000+03 .611175+02 72 .6'>000+0? 0 47Rt2+0?. 13 .'5'j000+02 • 3PQ.H+02 74 .00000 .00000 75 0 tbOOOt03 • t 0000+0.3 1b .1<;000+03 .q7500+02 17 • 13"iOO tfH .q37'>0t02 7R .11500+0:\ 0 8117"iO+O? 79 .R5000+n2 .l'll?'>Ot02 60 .iisooo+o2 .7t2"i0+02 111 .oonoo .'>.0000+02 fl? .11iono+o3 .12000+03 1\3 .t4000+03 ;. t 17'>0+03 84 .1?.000t03 ~lt500+03 R'> .<ionon+o2 .11125+03 6b .snon{l+Oi' 0 101>?.5+03 R7 .noooo .1ooon+o.s Ha .1&000+03 .14000+03 A<I .11rnon+n3 • t SR7"it03 90 .11 ono+o3 .t~bA7+03 q1 .f.0000+02 • t 3 77'>+03 92 .00000 .13000+03 
q~ • 1 b '"·' .n + o 3 .t6non+o3 9Q .111000+03 .tl>OOu+03 05 .t1000+03 .16000+03 96 .00000+02 .11iooo+o3 q1 .00000 0 I o0Ullt'13 
f.LE"!ENT NODl"S flf MF.NT NOl)t_ S · Elt::MENT NOOfS ELEMENT I-WOES 
1-------------1 1-------------1 1-------------1 1-------------1 
t 5 1 Q 2 2 1 5 3 b 2 5 4 3 2 b <; 7 3 6 6 Q Q R 7 q 5 4 8 10 <; Q Q b 5 1 0 10 11 b 10 lt 7 b 11 t2 12 7 11 n q 8 13 14 111 Q 13 1 c; to q 14 t6 15 10 111 17 11 10 15 18 t,., l 1 1 <; 10 12 11 1 (> 20. 17 12 lb ;>I 1 q B 18 22 1 'I n lQ 23 ?O u tq 24 1c; 14 20 ?'i ;:> 1 10:. ?O i'& ,,., 1 r:; 21 27 ?.2 tb ?1 28 17 lb 22 ,>Q ;>3 1 / ?2 30 ?."i lA 211 31 25 19 ta 32 2b lq 25 n 20 19 i'b 34 :>1 20 I.Ii 3r:; ?l 20 27 3b 2'1 2t 21 37 ?2 i' 1 28 38 i:'q 2? 2R 3Q ?3 22 29 40 30 23 29 111 \2 ;>LI 31 ll2 ;:><; 211 32 113 3~ ?.5 32 "" 2b 2'> B ll"i 3Q ;>o '3 lln 27 21i 34 q7 35 ?1 34 118 2R 27 35 ljQ 'b ?ti 35 c;o 20 2A 31> St 37 29 36 r;2 30 2q 31 53 'll ~o 37 511 110 .SI 3Q ':>5 '~O 32 31 '>b 41 32 40 57 llJ '3 32 "i8 II;> 33 41 <;9 34 33 112 /,() 43 311 4?. ot 3!) '" Q:S b2 44 sc; 43 b3 3b 35 Q4 /ill 45 31> ljll /)<; 37 '" 115 lib 116 37 45 "1 :HI :n 46 bll q7 ·~R llb bQ 119 39 lib 70 /!Q 40 39 71 r:;o QO 119 72 50 4t 40 n c; 1 111 50 74 51 II? ll t 7r:,_ 52 42 51 1b 52 43 42 17 r:;3 113 "i2 71:1 53 114 113 7q 54 44 53 1'10 4"i ljll 511 Ht r;r; 115 <;4 R2 lib 45 5c; 83 5b llb <;5 R4 47 46 Sb fl'i "il 117 5b 116 59 4A 5'1 87 49 48 59 All bO 11q 50 1\9 c;o 11q 60 oo <; t ')I) on 91. c; l bO bl qz 52 51 ot 93, c;2 bl 1>2 04 53 "2 62 qr; li3 53 li2 qb 54 53 63 q7 c;5 r:;4 1'13 08 5c; b3 o'' 'IQ 56 55 b4 100 b"i Sb 011 1 0 I r::, 7 'ib f>C, 102 bf> '> 7 t>'i to3 c; ll ,, 7 bB 104 59 SR bll 1 or:; c;q 6il i,q 101) 60 S'l bQ 107 bl 1'0 b9 1 Oil bl bq 70 IOCI '-2 hi 70 110 71 o?. 70 t 11 li3 b2 71 112 b4 b:\ 71 113 b4 71 72 11 ll b'i bll . 72 1 l c; bS 72 u ltt> bb b'5 73 117 74 bo 73 111\ b.., 7c; 1b 11q 68 b7 1b 120 bq 08 1b 
~ 121 h'I 76 11 122 70 bq 71 123 70 77 78 1211 71 70 78 I 12r:; 11 7R Jq Pb ];> 71 70 127 12 79 RO 1 ?.B n 7;>_ IHI f-1 
V1 12".I 73 110 RI l'U 7Q n f\1 Bt 1b 7<; 112 132 71, 8? 8, 1P 77 7h <q n11 71 h3 1:14 1 -~" 78 17 "'' l3b 7A IM tt c; 137 74 7.'l ii•, [3ij 79 1:1'-i 1\1' 1_SQ A() 7q Ro l 'l ll 1:10 l:lh 87 
11~ 1 1\1 II\) A7 I /l2 1\3 82 8A 11.13 A~ RH 1\9 1114 Ii/I 83 ·Bq 11.S llQ R9 Q() I'll> 11r:; n'l qn t 1J7 AC:-, qo Ql 11rn 86 tt'5 91 1110 Ill> Q l. Q2 l·" \) 87 ob 92 1'j1 Atl q3 qll 152 89 IHI 94 
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RfSIJI. TS AFT FR I LOAD INCRE,..ENTS 
NFXT fLF.MFNTS rn llNnERGn PLASTIC OEFORMATJON : h9 
AT LO~D FACTOR .278A73+01 
LflAI) VErTf'I~ I 
\ 
: CIJ"lUl.ATIVE LOA!) FACTOR : 0 ?7A873+01 
CtJRRENT Vt.LUES 
1-------------------------------------~--------------1 STRATN INCREMENTS STRATNS ST RF SS 
1---------~--------1 ST Rf.SS 
, _____________________________ , 
YIELD COHRECTION EU ME NT EL11srTc PUSTir LAMRDA INCRE"1ENT ELASTIC PLASTIC TOTAL ST HF SS FUNCTION FACTOR 
l( - • 5·11? n-o;> -- -.54277+01 -.54277-0;> .00000 -.54277-0? -.54?77+01 ' 6? y •.3n<'"l.i:'-O? -- -- -.34?~?+01 -.3Q2,2-0? .00000 -.39232-02 -.39?32+01 -.9RS40+03 XY .447At>-O? -- .?23•n+n 1 .11111110-0? .00000 0 4117Rb-02 .?2393+01 
l( -.3"t.IA7-u? -- • 0 33167+01 -.S31A/·U2 .00000 •.331A7·02 -.33187+01 
bll y -.2AR'i7-0::> -- -- •.?8A57+01 -.2A851·0? .00000 •.2AA57-02 -.?.BA57+01 • 0 10072+04 XY .311';36-0? -- • l<;?t>A+Ol .311536-0? .00000 • 30~l"~o-.O? .tS?oA+Ol 
l( - •. BlA/-O;> -- -.33187+01 -.33lA7•0? .00000 -.331A7•0?. •.33187+01 
b'l y -.1%<;j-o;> -- -- -.1s1>c;3+01 -.1c;i,c;3.02 .oonon -.1<;&51-o? -.15&53+01 -.10133+04 XY .1fl1112-o? -- .Qo<;oA+OO .lfl102-0? .001100 .1'\I02-0? .9oc;oA+oo 
'( -. 17970-0?. -- -.17Q7ht01 -.17476-0? .oonoo -.17976-02 -.17976+01 
bb y -.111n11-02 -- -- -.18134+01 -.1Al311·0?. .oonoo -.1Al34-02 -.181311+01 •.10164+04 XY .211ui>.3-o? -- .12011?+01 .211uA3-o<-' .nonoo • .?.110113-02 .1204?+01 
x -.l797t>-02 -- ·.l7Q76tlll -.l797h•D?. .nonoo -.17976•02 -.!f97bt01 
b1 y -.5,'i29-11' -- -- • 0 5352Q+OO -.53529•03 .noooo ·.53~29•03 -.5352Q+OO -.10201+04 XY .1 32115-0? -- .h61l27t00 .13205-0?. .00000 .13205-02 .601127+00 
'( .ooono -- .00(100 .011000 .oonoo .00000 .00000 
bf\ y -.Jh91l4-0"t. -- -- -.7o9H4t00 -.7h~fl4·03 .110.000 -.7h9All·03 •.7b9tl4+00 •.10207+04 XY .1 Q lll7-0? -- .o57V•+Oo .1Qlll7•0? .nooon .19147•0? .957 36+00 
l( -.2h311J-UI .00000 -.?~"t.43+0? -.26343-0t .oonuo -.2hSll3•01 -.?&1113+02 
h9 y -. 1323/-01 .0011on .onooo -.13?37+0? -.13237-01 .noouo -.13231-0t -.13?37+02 -.45776-04 .00000 XY .25911-01 .001100 .12956+02 .2'i9tl-Ot .00000 .2'5'111-01 .1295b+02 
'( -.1<;0011-01 -- -.150911+02 -.l'i094-0t • lloooo -.15094-01 -.1so911+n2 ., 1 y -.955?11-o? -- -- -.Q532At0J •.955?8•0? .lloooo •.95S2H-02 -.9532A+Ol • 0 72498+03. XY .t?llh9-0I -- • t-.11 ·~qh +O l .128h9-0t .1)0000 .t?llh9-0t 0 h4311h+Ol 
l( -.I09h0•01 -- •.I09oOt02 -.109h0•01 .00000 -.10960-01 -.t09o0+02 7;> y -.4Ab<;2-02 -- -- -.4865?+01 -.48b')2-02 .oonoo -.48652-0? -.4865?+01 -.92474+03 -- !J> XY .3112,4-0? -- .17117+01 .342311-02 .00000 .34234-02 .17117+01 I 
I-' 
en y -.109/.,(1-1)1 -- -.1()Qbl1t02 -.10960-01 .000(10 -.109h0-01 •.I09b0+02 n y - 0 6A.~ll'l-O? -- -- -.h1J14n,01 -.nAJOn-u;> .llonoo -.bRS/111-02 -.h83411+01 -.87701+03 XY 0 1\5nA4-U? -- .1121111;>+0 I • H')ol\11-0::> .1\oon11 .8<;bA4-0? .'12A112tOl 
~ -.IJI !<A j-O? -- -.RIAIJ,tOl •.8tttfl3-0? .noooo -.81HA3•02 ·.8lfl81t01 711 y -.ll625!J-02 -- -- -.46?50+01 -.4h2'50-0? .noooo -.11h250-02 -.116250+01 -.9b69f+01 XY • C'llc;c;o-t1? -- .1 ?.?7'>tlll .2Ll'.J5ll-O? .ouno11 • 245'i O•tl? • 12275+(11 
l( -.l>ll!\QO-O;:> 
76 y -.ini,11-0? 
l(Y .1114"'>-02 
-.6aA110+01 -.&11sao-o? .00000 -.648110-02 -.&111140+01 
-.43617+01 -.41617~0? .00000 -.43~17•02 • 0 43617+01 •.9A865+03 
.9;.>11?.7+00 0 11111A5·0? .00000 .1111111s-02 .q2427t00 
x • 0 "i?IPi:S-O,> 
HI v -.3?592-u? 
XY .90272-0~ 
-.'>21151+01 -.~24'3-0? .00000 -.52413-o? -.'>21133+01 
-.32'>92tOJ -.3?')92-0? .00000 -.3?592-02 -.12'>9?+01 -.100?4+0Q --0 11'il 3h+OO • 9027?.-01 .00000 .90272-01 .11513bt00 
l( -.15•1"'·1-0t 
1\6 y -.111971\-01 
XY .29111>2-01 
-.151131+02 -.151111-01 .00000 -.1'>831-01 -.151131+02 
-.1!1Q7At02 -.111978-0\ .00000 • 0 111978-ol -.1897At02 •.b2&27+02 
.14731+02 .2941>2-01 .00000 .294h2-0t .•4731+02 
CU~RENT PLASTTC ELtMENTS :-
--------------------------
69 
LO An T NCt<F.MFNT TOTAL LOAO OTSPLACEMFNT TNCRFMFNT TOTAL OTSPLACEHFNT 
, _______________________ , , _______________________ , , _______________________ , , _______________________ , 
NOOF npx OPY PX Py nu rw u v 
I • 000000 .19'>2tl+o? . .000000 .19'>211+02 -.1791100+01 .40'i')RJ+Ol -.1791100+01 .11o'>SAJ+o1 ? .(IUOOOO 0 Q11Alf>IHO? .000000 • 94A l '18+0<' •.AJ'\<tOU+OO .110t.21 l>+Ol -.113'5900+00 .40t.21b+01 1 .000000 .61111107+02 .000000 .6411107+02 .000000 0 40l>21b+Ol .000000 .4of>21t>+Ot 7 • OQ(l()llO .oonooo .ooouno .oonooo .000000 .;>qq5?b+01 .000000 .?qq<;?b+OI 
I? .oonollo .ouoonu • 000000 .oonooo .noouoo .22251>0+01 .000000 0 ?C?SbO+Ot 17 .OOOQ{l(J • 000000 .000000 .000000 .0110000 0 15?B''H01 .000000 .152tt,9+01 2, .000000 .oonooo .000000 .ooooou .nonuoo .1l12'Hl+01 .000000 .1112q1:1+01 31) .nooooo .ooovno .000000 .000000 .000000 • 7bll>'9+00 .oonono .7oto,<1+00 
~A .oonooo .000000 .000000 .ooouoo .000000 .<;11t.Qh';+OO .000000 ."i41>4h5+00 47 .oooono • Oi)fJtlOU .oonooo .nooooo .000000 • 't;77517+00 .000000 .3775,7+00 57 .001'1()00 .nununo • l'll)O(t00 .oooono .000000 .?20l!Ql+OO .000000 0 ?204Ql+OO bb .1)00000 .000000 .ouoooo .000000 .0011000 ·'661198-01 .000000 • 3t>btl98-01 7« ."00001Jo .ooouoo .000000 .000000 .000000 .000000 .000000 .OOO(JOU 
LOA~ TNCR~~fNT. 6 ITtRATlON 
ElE~ENI ~~ U~LOAOING t LAMROA : ·.b,04b,•03 
LOA~ TNCNFMFNT 15 ITERATION 
tl.f~ENT 8A UNLOAOING : L•HAOA : •.9'59'\7«-0J 
LOAD TNCNFMfNT 18 ITERATION 
ELE~ENT Rh UNLOAOING : LAMADA : -.178h43·02 
LOAO TNCRFMFNT 1~ ITFRATION 
tt.EMfNT R7. UNLnan(NG : LAMROA = -.133Q?7-03 
LOAO TNCRFMFNT 18 !TfRAT!ON ? 
tl[MtNT H7 LOAn!NG 
!)[tdAQ Pf.HJOl!(:T nF c.;<?p,nif=NT f)f YTfLI) FllNCTTON ANn NORMALTZED STRF.SS INrRFMFNT VECTOR= .3A2127+1)0 


















El. E "IE 'H 8A 
UNLOAl)JNG : ·LAM"IOA : 
:>o ITEl~ATif'lti 
U~ll".lAOING : LAMRDA : 
:>1 ITl:.RATION 
U"lLOAO[NG : LAMROA : 
n Il!::RATION 
U~ILOAO!NG : LAMROA : 
?3 IT ER AT ION 
UNLOAOING : LAMROA : 
?3 ITERAT lON 
U"-11.0A!)(NG : LAMRl)A : 
?3 ITl:.RATION 












RESULTS AFffR ;>o LOAD INCREMENTS 
ENO OF LOAOTNG 1 : MAXIMUM lOAO RfACH'O AT NOOE 3 
AT LOA~ FACTOR .&DqAIQ•Ol 
L041) VEC rnR I : CUMULATIVE LOAO FACTOR : 0Q?1000+01 
ClJRqENT VALUES 
1---------------------------------------------------~1 SfQAfN INC9[MENTS STRATNS STRF.:SS 
1----------------~-1 STRESS 1-----·------------------·----1 YIELD CORRECTION HEME.NT ELA'HTC PLASTIC LAMRO A l~CRfMENT ELASTTC PLASTIC TOTAL STRESS FUNCTION FACTOR 
)( -.2,677-0' -.llB?37-03 -.23h77t00 -.301111-01 -.10786-02 -.31259-01 -.30176+02 
62 y -.1;>411q.o' -.92725-04 0 89462-03 -.124ttll+OO -.19035•01 -.?0950-03 •.192115-01 • 0 1903?+02 •.30518•04 .999911+00 XY -.3'3t>'lo•03 • 74770-03 -.16A;n+oo .2oa,1>-ot .16999-02 .2?5,b-01 .I011lnt02 
l( -. 3?.&1 t-u' -- •• ,2hll+OO -.171119•01 .00000 -.171119-01 -.17189+02 611 v -.260?/-03 -- -- -.26027+00 -.15327-01 .00000 -.15327-01 -.15327+02 -.55617+-03 XY .211413-03 -- .14?07+00 .11>31>1-01 .00000 • tn367-·01 0 13111.Stl+OI 
x -. Vol 1•03 -- •• ,?hl1+00 -.171119-01 .00000 -.171119-01 -.17189+02 65 y -.9?1';.S-OIJ -- -- ~.9?7~3-01 -.611113-tt? .00000 · -.&1111.s-02 -.6811'+01 -.n73Q8+03 xv .209413-0 \ -- .1011711+00 .1?9?2-0I .00000 • i:'9?2-o 1 .64&11 t01 
l( •. l'lbc:;l•O' -- -.14b51+00 -.87179-0? .noooo -.87179-0? -.A7!79+0t 
"" y -.tnb<l2-03 -- -- -.1bh9?+00 -.9A9<;9-0?. .00000 -.9A9c:;9.o;> - 0 Q8959+01 • 0 79727+03 XY .2101>~-Q' -- .10531t00 • 1'617-0I .00000 .l3b17-0! 0 b808h+Ol 
)( -.11it,c;1-o~ -- -.14h51+no -.B7179-o? .00000 -.87179-02 -.117179+01 67 Y . -. 3<;311'>-0'I -- -- -.35345-01 -.24372-0? .00000 -.24372-02 -.2437?t01 -.898115+03 XY .139'32-0' -- .b91:>5'1-r) l .9?702-0? .oorioo .92702-02 .46351+01 
l( • 0001)() -- .00000 .00000 .00000 .-00000 .00000 t>A y _- .bA49'1-0il -- -- -.b8099-n1 -.41518-u? • oo·ooo -.41518•0? -.111c;111+01 -~91393+03 XY .th279-03 -· 0 fi!J'ih-O! •I 11 ?o•O I .00000 • 111 21:1•0 l .55bl9t01 
x -.49519-05 -.11067-01 -.49519-02 - • .)5379-01 -.50084+00 -.536?2+00 -.3316?+02 
69 y -.51213-05 -.20455-02 .16031-01 -.<it2t3-02 -.2,458-01 •.121192+00 • 0 l"i2lBtOO •.2tfi94+02 • 0 45776•04 .10000+01 XY -.Pln'l-04 .1129?-0l -~nu'l411.02 .lb126-01 0 "i5A"i9+00 .571172+00 .7549?+01 
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iii) element incidences and 
nodal coordinates 
iv) boundary conditions 










vi) output requested 
IOUT ,IOUTb,IOUT , ..• ,IOUTk,-2 a c . 
A.4.2 
(i) Heading Statements 
(as for program EPTCS; see section A.3.2.(i)) 
(ii) Structure Statements 
TYPE 
NN,NE,E,EP,RNU,SZERO,ETA,IO,NLAM,(THIK),FRAC 
(as for program EPTCS; see section A.3.2.(ii)), and where 
IO (integer) integration order for Gauss quadrature; maximum 
value 4, recommended value 3. 
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NL.AM (integer) number of plastic multipliers associated with each 
element: NLAM = 1 for one 'average' multiplier 
per element; or NL.AM= ro2 for one multiplier 
per integration point; (see section 4.6). 
(iii) Element Incidences and Nodal Coordinates 
l,N1 ,N2 , •.. ,N12 ,NTYPE 
Xl,Yl,X2,Y2, ... ,Xk,Yk 
2' ................. . 





N1 ,N2 , ... ,N12 (integer) element incidences (see Figure 4.1) 
NTYPE (integer) = 1 if boundaries of element are straight; 
# 1 if any boundary of element is curved 
X1 , Y1 , ••• ,~, Yk if NTYPE = 1 then k = 4, i.e. input global 
coordinates of corner nodes of element only; 
if NTYPE # 1 then k = 12, i.e. input global 
coordinates of all nodes of element (see 
Figure 4.1) 
A data subgroup such as (*) above corresponds to each isoparam.etric element. 
(iv) Boundary Conditions 
(as for program EPTCS; see section A.3.2.(v)). 
L 
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( v) Loading Program 
NLP,N,I ,SIZE xy 
(as for program EPTCS; see section A.3.2.(vi)) tl-10) 




T ,T (real) x y 
NTYPE (integer) 
A data 
number of element 
number of element side on which boundary traction 
T x'Ty acts: 
for side s = +l enter 1 
for side r = -1 enter 2 
(see Figure 4 .], ) 
for side s = -1 enter 3 
for side r = +l enter 4 
boundary traction components respectively in global 
x, y directions: force per unit area acting along 
element boundary ISIDE. (for axisynrrn.etric case do 
not multiply by 2TI). 
if element boundary ISIDE is straight enter l; 
if element boundary is arc of circle with centre 
the origiri of global coordinate system, enter 2. 
In this case T is radius of circular arc, and T x y 
is magnitude of radial force per unit area. 
(see example of data input, section A.4.3) 
sybgroup such as (*) above corresponds to each element 
side whichhas non-zero boundary tractions. A line containing only 
-1 indicates the end of boundary tractions for load path NLP. If 





] nodal point loading for load path NLP (as for program -----~------~~ EPTCS, see section A.3.2.(vi)) 
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A line containing only -1 indicates the end of nodal point loads for 
load path NLP. If there are no nodal point loads for load path NLP 
enter -1. . ~ r~t 
~ -·1 
A loading data subgroup (***) must be enetered for each segment 
of the piecewise linear proportional load path. The end of all load 
path subgroups is indicated by a line containing only -1. 
(vi) Output Requested 
PRINT 
Na,Nb,Nc, ••• ,Nk,-1 
IOUTa,IOUTb,IOUTc, ... ,IOUTk-2 
(as for program EPTCS; see section A.3.2.(vii), and where 
IE.,IG. (integer) are element and integration point numbers for which 
1 1 
stresses and strains are to be printed. Integration 
points are numbered for each element on lines of 
constant r value, beginning at the Gauss point 
closest to (r,s) = (-1,-1), and increasing in 
magnitude in the positive local s coordinate direction. 
For example third order numerical integration has Gauss 
points 1,3,7,9 respectively closest to corners (r,s) = 
(-1,-1), (-l,+l),(+1,-1) and (+l,+l). (see Figure 4.1) 
A.4.3 
The pages immediately following list data and results corresponding 
to a cubic quadrilateral finite element analysis of the deep beam in plane 
stress described in section 6.3. The element mesh consisting of 192 nodes 
and 31 elements is shown in Figure 6.3.2. The result of this analysis 
is listed in Table 6.3.1. 
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<) ~ .10::,7Qht03 .c;n33+02 911 .1<;711fd·03 .t-.11ono+o? q5 .151131+03 ~693.Bt02 96 .l"i915+03 • 711667+0? <17 .1onon+O"\ .11ononto2 911 .11,000+03 0 10n67t03 <l'I 0 1bOOO+OS .1.B3h03 too .16000+03 .lh000t03 1 o I • 1 f, 1197+03 .ounoo ! O? • t hll<>7+03 .21333+0? 103 .1bllq7t03 .1126b7+02 \Oil .lh1197+03 .62b6/t02 1 n<; .161,67+03 .11onon+o2 I Oh • J 7;>'1'1t03 .noooo 107 .t7?1J<ltOS .20667+02 IOA .172119+03 .IJl333tO? 10<1 • , 7;>110+03 • .h133't02 I l 0 .17333+0' .ttoooo+o? 11 l .1~000+03 .00000 112 .111000+0' .l>hb67t01 11' .1111)()0+03 .1n.n+n2 1111 .1ROl10ttl3 .20000+0? l 1 'j 0 1 l:IOOOt03 .?.bhb7+02 ltb .lAOOOt03 .33Bh02 117 .1.9non+n3 .11onoo+n2 1111 .1~000+(13 .1.1t.1>h7+02 119 .IROOOt03 .<;3333+02 120 .111000+03 .bOOOOtO? 1?1 .1Hnon+n~ .6tihb7t02 12? .1r.ono+o3 • 7'33~to:> P3 .11:rnoo+03 0 R0000t02 124 .lq000+03 • 00·000 p<; .1 'IOOOtfl3 .?011011+02 12h .10000+03 .1.100110+0? 1?7 .1'1000+0.S .1.0000+02 12A .1~000+03 ~8flOOOt02 
1?4 .?onoo+n\ .no no I) t .Sn .;>oono+o3 • ,>no no +o? n1 .2onoo+o:s .110000+02 132 .2oono+oJ 0 b1lOO-O+Oi? 1.B • ?on on+ 03 • <11.111on+!'I?. 13a .?1 tHI0+03 .onooo [3'j .?1000+03 .1.1>1>br .. 01 136 .21000+03 . n -n 3+02 tH .::>\ 0()0+113 • ?0110-0 +n2 UA .;>1000+03 .26bl-o7t0? B9 .21000+03 • HH3+02 140 .21000+03 .110000+02 I 111 .?tiion+n3 .llbh67+02 111? .;>1 (\00+0' .5'33 hO? 1113 .?1000+03 .60000+02 144 .21000+03 .66667+02 \ll') • ;> 1 "00 • o ~ • 7:3'33+02 I i~h .21000+0' 0 ROOllOtO? 1117 .?2667+03 • 000110 14~ .2?6h7t03 ...20000+02 1119 • ?l'hl> 1 +03 .11onoo+n2 151) .2::>t-.n·1+03 .bOoOO+o? l <; 1 .?2hb7t03 .A0000t02 1')2 .2ll:B3t03 .00000 1<;3 .?ll"H1.+03 .?oouo+n2 t 511 .?11333+0' .40000+0?. 1 <;5. .;>1n:H+03 .1>0000·+02 t5b .2llB3+0' .80000+0? 
157 .?nnnn+ll3 • oonoo 15A .?.h!'00+03 .t-M,1>7+01 l <;q .?.onoo+n • IBH+02 lbO .2'-000+03 .200110+02 1b1 • .:>1-ooon+ n.~ .?bhl")7 +02 10;> .;>h(l00t03 .3333 s+o? l f>.) .?onoo+03 .11onoo .. 02 1011 .2nOOOt03 .1J66n7+o? 1 h') .?tinll'1t<'' ."3'.n+o2 16/, .?"onn+c1; .1>0000+0? lh1 .?b01)0+03 .boh67+02 1nR .2h000t03 • 7'333+02 J 1,4 .?onoo+o3 • 'lr1000+02 1"7 (l .2 ... 1100+03 • ooono 171 .?8000t03 .?.onoo-to2 172 0 2A000+03 .110000+0? 1n .?11110/l •fl"\ .hOOOOtfl2 1 711 .?llOOOHl ~ .ttno110+0? 17'> .30000+03 .00000 17b .30000+03 .20000+02 
J 7 7. • 'OOl.111t!I·~ .110000 .. 02 17A .300flllt03 .bOOOO+O? 179 .... 0000+03 • A00·00+02 180 .3?000t03 .00000 Jiit .1.,>noo.03 .h6h67+01 111? .3?.Cl00t03 • J 333~~t0? 1113 -'~000+03 .?OOOO+Oi? 181! .~?000+0 ... .26t.67t0? 1 RO::, • ';>nori+r ~ • 3q_n+o2 1 M .:s;>noo+03 .4nooo+o? 1117 .32fl00-t03 ·'lbhb7t02 1811 .3?000+03 .5B3hO.? \'lq • '('f\.1)1)+0 ~ • i-1.1non+02 190 0 3i>Ofll)t(l3 .bhbh1-t02 1<l1 ·'2000+03 • 7:nB+02 t9? .32000+03 .8fl000t02 
El.FMENT NOl)ES :i> 
I /--------------------------------------------------------------------/ w 
I-' 
3? LI I ;>q ?LI If! 3 2 17 ;>3 ,0 31 
;> Vi 7 II 3? ?') 19 b c, rn ?4 33 34 
3 3/l , 0 7 ''j ?6 ?O q ti 19 ?5 ... 6 '7 
IJ 111 ,..., 10 3R ?l ;>1 1? 11 ?O ?b ,9 110 
<; /Ill 1(> p tJt ?R ;>;> 15 111 ?I ?7 112 113 
/, hi.I 3;> ;>9 <;7 c,2 110 31 3n ll'j <; 1 <;8 <;q 
7 1:>3 ~'> 32 60 c:;3 117 1)11 '3 lib 52 f. t '->2 
----
r 60 '8 '5 63 511 IHI "t.7 '" a1 •n 64 65 Q ,,q Ill 38 hb c;c; llq 110 ,9 llA 54 67 f>8 
11'1 72 1111 111 69 "" r:;o 113 112 119 55 70 71 11 RH. Ml c;7 RC - ) RO 11~ <;q r:;a 13 79 Ab 117 
I? 'lJ 63 1'0 R8 At 7<; 1'2 f, I 711 RO R9 Q() 
n Qij ,,., h3 9\ R2 71' o'l 1>4 7'j R 1 Q2 <l3 
\II Ql f,'J hb Qil A' 17 1'8 h7 71>· A? 95 <lb 
Vi I 0 (I 7?. 1,9 q7 RtJ 711 7\ 71\ 77 R3 9H qq 
11, ·HLI IHI ~!._; I 1 I 107 1 O;> fl 7 Rt:> 101 lOt- 112 113 
I 7 11 7 Qt Al3 I 1 LI I Of\ 103 Q() R9 102 107 1t 5 11 b 
\fl PO f) '~ Qj I 11 109 1 n11 Q~ Q;> 1113 !OA 11 fl 119 
tCJ 1?3 '17 '111 l?O , 10 \O<, Qf) q5 1011 109 l?t t?.2 
;>o I '7 1111 111 I''~ I 'II 1?5 tn 11? P4 129 l ,., 1'6 
? 1 \fl() I 1 7 11 'I 1'7 1'1 \?!, 116 I 15 1?5 l'O 1'13 nq 
;>;> j'fJ :~ Pu I 17 J ll() 1'2 \?7 119 I 113 i?b 131 111 t 1 ll2 
;> ~ t 1Jo I?~ I ;>O I IJ3 I-~ 3 \;>I\ 1?2 1 ?1 1?7 n2 ) ll !~ 1 ll'j 
2/l !AU 1'7 I'll I r:;7 1 <; ~ Ill>! 1'6 1 v; 1117 1'>2 1 c;s 1 c;q 
2c; , ,, 3 t 110 lH loO t'lll 1119 ,,., 1'8 I IHI 1c;3 1h1 11,2 
i'h 11'6 tll ~ 1110 I h .S !55 1c;n 1112 I 'It 111q 1 <;4 thLI 1h5 
27 1 li9 \Ill) 1113 thh t'li, t"t 111c; l'l ll 150 1 Cj'j 167 1 hf\ 
;>R pq 11,;; 157 JRO \76 \71 I c;9 I c; II 170 17"> 1'11 IR2 
;>O !Rh t 1. ~ !All I A-S t77 \72 I h;> I hi 171 17b t Rq 1115 
30 \R'I !An 1A3 !Rb 1711 173 I !.<; 11>4 172 17 7 t 11 J lRI'\ 
31 1n2 11'9 lnt> tR'I 1 79 I 7 u \I.A , "7 !H 178 \QO )Q\ 
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:l. '.l. 'l: 
kFSIJL TS AFTE"R l LOAD INCREf'IP.ITS 
fJf'"XT POPITS rn llNf'lfRGn PUST Ir f'lF.:FORMA TTON - (ELEMENT : INTEGRATION POINT) 1CJt l 
AT LOAD FACTOR .lh9'10,t01 
= 157] L'lAI) VECTOR 1 : CUMULATIVF- LOAf'l FACJl)R: .1bq503t01 
' i lak~ = I. G~S ~HO. S~ 
CURRENT VALUES 
/----------------------------------------------------/ STP~TN !'JCRE,.E'JTS STRATNS STRESS 
~1.F"4Ellll, GI. Ol'IAI 1------~-----------1 STRESS /-----------------------------/ VT ELD CORREO ION J'Jl, P-f. cnoquc; ELASl TC PL~STIC LA,.ROA JNCRE"IENT ELASTTC PLASTIC TOTAL ST RF SS FUNCTION FACT OP 
1h y .11>000+113 .41 ll71-0' -- ,IHA71 +00 0 tH 87-t-O'\ .00000 .-411171-0'\ • ll 11171 +OO 1 v .::>11<;1111+n1 ,113'?1.i•O' -- -- .11,9'1+00 .11SqR-O'\ .oonoo .113Qll-03 .1139'1tOO -.102ta+OQ xv -.11-7118-0? -- -.A3'i4?+00 -.lb70M·O? .noooo -.167011-0? -.11354?+00 
th y .tt.nun+n3 ,l07hh-(l? -- .107oht01 • !07hh•U? .oonoo .10100-02 .1U7t>bt01 ;> v .1(lR/l7-tll2 .b<l',?7-0' -- -- • 1>qc;21+00 .6Q');>7-03 .00000 .bq5?7-0'\ .1>9'127+00 -.10211+0~ XY -.1"3'0-0? -- -.Alb')OtOO -.11>310-0? .00000_ -.16310-0? -.lltb50t00 
th y .11>no11+n3 .1nQ~-o;> -- • I 7391-tOl • t 7 SQ3-u? .noooo .11v1s-o? .1nq3+01 
' v .1<i3?1tll;> • li'H<i<i-()? -- -- • 12A'lQ+O 1 • 1 ?/l'lQ-O;> .noooo • 1 ;>13c;q-o? .-1211')Qt0 l -.101 q4+0Q xv -. u,qc; s-02 -- •.R47b~t00 -.1b9'l3-02 .00000 -.16Q53-0? -.11471>11+00 
1 7 x • 1 ooo n + o _~ .2?1'-113-0? -- , ?2A03t01 .2?80~-02 .00000 .2?1'103-02 .??1103+01 
1 v •. ?ll?2Q+fl2 .111c,;>11-o;> -- -- .14q2At01 .1119;>1:1-o? .00000 .1 aq;:>11-o;>. .14Q2~t01 -.10177+04 xv -. I 7S,l-1l? -- •;R76C,5t0U -.175,!•0? .00000 -.17531-0? --.117655+00 
17 l( .1t.non,n3 .3llbll 1-0? -- • 34h01 +·01 .Vll>Ol-0? .noooo • 3116(11-0? .34h01t01 ;:> v .1i'hb?+02 .21 c.n9-u? -- --- .?IP.OQ+f11 .21ilnQ•O? .noooo .211\0Q-O;> .?lllOQ+01 -.lOllb+OQ xy -.21)5Q4-0? -- -.ro::>91+n1 -.2~sQa-o;> .001100 -.205q4-o;> -.to?<i7+01 
17 y .11:>oon+o3 .4727'-/-(J::> -- • '17?79+01 0 472H-o;> .00000 .47279-o;> .£17?7'h01 1 v .a1n9c;+o;> .?0220-u? -- -- .?9?20+01 .2Q2?0-0?. .oonuo • 2qao-o;> .?9?20t01 -.10017+0Q xv -.? ... 371:1-0::> -- ·.1 ~11:l'l-+OI -.2A37!!-0?. .00001) -.26~78-02 -.1318Qt01 
IA y .11>non+n3 .51s::>_s-o::> -- .<;1C.23+01 .S1':>?3-o? .nonoo .515?3-02 .51'>23+01 1 v • ll5"0'+"2 • -,,1-.9u1-o;> -- -- .36oll7tOI • :Sl>Qll l-o? .001100 0 3hq'H-O? .36Q47t01 -.QQ833+03 xv - • 211')?':>-0?. -- -.t2?63+01 -.2Q".>?5-u? .00000 -.245;>')-o;> -.12?63+n1 
.111 y ,1t>000t0-~ .53950-0? -- • "'3Q50+0 I .5'\9c;o-u? .-noooo .53950-0? .53Q')O+OI ;:> v • r;3c;Q'l+n2 .4'-1 ~os-u? -- -- .£1410'1+01 • <lll"Sns-o? .00000 .411305-0;> .4£1305+01 __ qqbQ6+03 XY -. t A9;>•,-o;> -- -.Q462G+OO -.!AQ;>5-0;> .noooo -.1Aq;>5-02 -.Qa6;>4+oo 
1 A y .lhOOO+r.3 .1>?on2-o? -- .A200?t01 .0?002-0;> .00000 .o?on2-o? - .0200?+01 
' v .bt?9<;+02 .5?2'14-0? -- -- • "i2?'111 tO I • 'j;>.,>Qtl-0? .noooo • ')i'?qll-0? 0 <;;>?<;G+O! • 0 9117?2+03 ~v -.21331-ll? -- -.10hbht01 -.21331-0? .00000 -.21331-02 -.106bbt01 
::t> 
I lq )( .1602"i-t03 0 Hlf9<i8-0? -- 0 AqQSA-tO! .8'19511•02 .00000 .aqqi:;a-o? .114Q5Atll1 w 
1 v .1>5ll0,tll2 ,7156~-o;> -- -- .11c;6,+0I .11')63-02 .00000 .71563-0? .7t'l61+01 -.95876+0~ V1 xv -.IA7"4-0? -- -.Q3Q2?t00 • 0 !R]AQ-O? .nuoon -.!R7Rll-O? -.93Q2?t00 
\Q x .'1>1t'+n~ • \ 1141, ~-01 -- .111Qo~t02 .1fl91i3-0t .0(1000 • I llQ63-0 t .1 llQb3t02 ? y .7\7f';+n2 .k1121 u-o? -- -- .A<Pt!'ltOl • r11121 o-o;> .noooo .1111210-0;> .A~?10t01 -.751R7+0' xv -.11 ·n11-01 -- -.'>rth91+1lt -.!17311-01 .noooo -.11n1:1-01 -."869!+01 
1 Q Y. .1 o?nn+n·s • 2;, ~Q':>-11 I • flOO(IO .::>t>\4<;+02 .2o:~Q'-i-vt .00000 .2&-~Q~-01 .?&39'1+02 
' y .78146+02 .10212-01 .00000 .00000 
xv -.2<;636-0t .00000 
.to?7?+02 ~10212-ot .oonoo 
• 0 12R1A+02 •.2~6,6•01 .00000 
.10212-01 .10212+02 -.61035-04 .00000 
-.25636•01 -.t2AtA+02 
C'JkRENl Pl.ASlTC POINTS CELE~ENT : l~T.FGRATJON POINTl 
--------------------------------------------------------
19: ' 
LOAf) TNl:RFMENT TOUt. LOAn OtSPLACF.MENT INCRF.HENT TOTAL OISPLACF.HENT 
1-----------------------1 !-----------------------/ 1-----------------------1 
, _______________________ , 
NOOE OPX nPY PX PY nu ov u v 
, .nooooo .oooono .000000 .oooono .000000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
;>Q .1)00000 .000000 .oonono .nooono .oonooo •. 1911b't•Ot .000000 -.t94b3l•Ot 
"7 .oonono .nonono .oooono .nonooo .oonooo •.1830R8+00 .000000 -.t8,0R8+00 
R<; .0011000 .oooonu .oooono .oooono .oonooo -.'l'fl479+00 .000000 -.Q931l79+00 
, 11 .nooooo .oonooo ,nonooo .nollOOO .oonu110 -.R2t990+00 .000000 •.R219QO+OO 
1311 .nonooo .nonono .·nonono .oonono • nonooo -.1lll792+0t .oooono -.1cH/Q2+01 
157 .nonooo .!lonono .oonono .000000 • 0000110 -.?b'17Rl+Ot .000000 •.?bR711l+Ot . 





RFS':L TS AFTFk 11\ 1..040 P.ICREMt-.NTS 
PIO OF l.OAf)TNr, 1 : MAXIMUM LOAD RFACHfn AT NOnE t'~O 
I JC). 59 58'1 I 423 / AT LOAD F~CTOQ .2~8755-0t '5· ~2"156 ~ = . p -L'Hn VE.rTnR 1 : (lJ"lllLATJVE LnAf'I FACTnk = .53?9Al>+01 -~ 
Cl!RRENT VALUES 
1---------·------------------------------------------1 5TPATN INCRE"lENTS STRAINS STRESS fl.F"Pll, GI ClqAI 
, __________________ , 
S mt:: SS /--------------·--------------/ YJELO CORRECTION l~IT. PT. COOR{)S H1.srrc PLASTIC l4MRDA INCRE"'ENT HASTTC PUST IC TOTAL STRESS FUNCTION FACTOR 
\/, Y. • 16000+'13 .2041>2-04 -- .?Ollb?-01 .219'0-0? .00000 .21<no-02 .;>1<no+o1 y .?ll541'J+f'I .ll75A?.-O'i -- -- 0 A]<;R;:>-o;> .31(192-0l .oooon .31892-0, .3tA9;:>+oo -.92b?2+o3 -·-XY -.lh041-03 -- -.Ao?o7-01 -.t11h9-ut .oooon -.111&-9-0t -.55847+01 
Ii> y .111non 1 n ~ · • 324n9-t111 -- • l;>ll()Q-01 .5lll115-0;:> .00000 .5"3445-o? .534115+01 ? y .10"l87+fl2 0 578-?S-OIJ -- -- 0 57A2l-Ol • 3111 <n-o? .noooo .3R!93-0? ·'8193+01 -.90545+0' XY -.1113;>7.q' -- -.7t1>3l-01 -.11302-01 .00000 -.11302-ot -.5b5l?+Ol 
11> )I .11--00(l+l\3 .4Q11111-011 -- • 491>/i 1-0 1 .f.lfi /118-ll? .nonoo 0 1\f.7116-02 ;.A1>74At01 
' y .1<ll?1tl'l2 .1011711-03 -- -- .1llA7tt+OO • 7'1179-02 .nooon • 711779-0?. .7477Q+Ot •.84160+0' XY -.142'l0-(11i -- -.71114Q-01 -.l?.4~2-01 .00000 -.1?442-01 -.62?11)+01 
17 x .lbAOO+()~ • I 'ib<;•1-ol -- .151-,511+00 .1151>7-01 .00000 .11567-01 .11567+02 1 y .?11;>20+02 .111372-0l -- -- .11A7?.+00 .R<>21>3-0? .00000 .ll92t>3-0? .AQ263+01 -.81060~03 xv •.<i'il?l-04 -- -.ll65o1-01 -.117?9-01 .ooouo -.117?9-ot -.5ttt>4<;+01 
17 x .1i>OOl'lt1'13 • 50.4i.o-oi: -- .1i9llt>O+OO .11"775-01 .noooo .17775-01 • t 7775+02 
? v • l?i>t>?+l'l2 .t""'i'i')-()1; -- -- .1s3~r;+no .llO?l-Ot .oonoo .130?1-01 .13021+02 -.b2b~0+03 XY -. 2117110-ol -- -.12l70+nu -.1lec:;11-01 .oonoo -.13854-01 -.6927?+01 
17 )I .lbOOOtO~ .112n-r11i -- • 11?nti10 .2<;67'1•01 .oooon .25679-01 .i>')b79t02 
' y .111095t1'12 .197A4•0l -- -- • , 97811+00 .17b19-0I .oonoo .17{>19-01 .t7nlQ+02 -.245A1t03 XY -.47579-0l -- -.?3790+00 -.1Rbll7-01 .oonoo -.111647-01 -.<>3?311+01 
1 A l( .11>non+o3 • 11 r, n 7 • l• l • 91 ;:>711-03 • 1 lh1J7t00 .3l071-01 .n;:>11Q5-<J2 .373?0-01 .3305/,t02 1 y 0 l15P01i+l'l2 • 1 'l'l"d-Olt .?5b85-03 .1l4'l5-o? 0 19Q51i-OI .2;:>')o4-0 I .12421-02 .21iRl7-0t .2258llt02 •.15259-04 .99997t00 XY .2311i3-U3 -.Qb02"-03 .tt5b7tOO -.ln965·01 -.11768l-02 -.19714-01 -.74792+01 . 
IA y .lb000t03 .7'141)3-0ll • I 716A-1'12 .791103-0t .3l9l<;-Ot .1i3561-01 .t.7'196-0t .BAl4+02 ;> y .53<;qo+02 -.31itAH-u<; • ?HA l '1-0 3 .2l553-02 -.lS1bA-02 .2'lll<;8-0t 0 h4Alib-02 .• 2n1t2-01 .?.0782+02 -.30518-04 .Q999<>t00 XY .1701--2•03 -.15R6h-0;> .R.,ll1·01 -.tG274-01 -.noos11-01 -.543?8-ot -.11oss+o1 
1 R )( .1hOOO+ll3 .snoo-o4 .?.,Q53-ll2 .51'00-01 .31.16?4-01 .716511-01 .10628+00 .14334+02 1 y .1>1?95+1'12 -.15/,b-04 .?1'7R-03 .3l714-0? -.15736-01 .193?.6-0t .%121-02 .28940-ot .t9tb0•02 -.30518-04 _qqqq9+oo ::i::. XY .1?1?1-u' -.?1a1?-02 ~~06ol-01 -.1,1>09-01 -.A11~1-01 -.q536o-ot -.b7106+ot I w 
-..:i jQ l( .lh0?5+fl.~ • s;>;>i:i;-011 • i:4?<n-l'l2 • i:?.;>35-o I .:n11111-01 .12527+00 .15908+ (JO .i:31>25+02 I y .h~un,+n~ -.a~~i:~-ou .1115(Jh-fq .474"3-o? -.n~s~c;-01 .J<l7116-01 • 1 b'il>'i-OJ .3631?-01 .19h2Q+02 -~45776-011 .10000+01 xv .~7()Ah-OB ·.'i2'i~h-0? .?Ht;qq.01 -.1su11-01 -.1306?+00 -.IQ51>9+00 -.74R4P+OI 
JQ y .1h11,+ll\ -.1nsu3-u5 .5Hh'1S·O? -.10<;4i:-02 .350Qll•Ol .?71>0?+00 .31112t00 ·'q;:>n+o2 ? y .71775tn2 -.:01An-on • )1:15 3?-0 ~ .71>551>-0? -.1'11b0·01 .1Q2117-01 .2Jh'15-0l 0 11(l9IJ,?-01 .1R71Q+02 -.n577b-04 .tOOOOtOl XY -.~'ihn~-O<; -.AH'lQ0-0? -.?7H0?-02 -.lU~lR-01 -.?6A;:>4t1'10 -.2112c;~+on -.b91bU+01 
tQ X .1b?00+03 -.315'5-0C, .R4?4R-02 
.7814n+n2 -.215,8-04 .42,14-03 
-.tto'O-o4 -.nlln81-02 
- • '1 c;.n-02 • 3noo5-o 1 • 115058+00 .1180'>8+00 • ,11c;n+o2 
.tnn'0-01 -.?t,38-01 .tq3Rl-OI .?flf>llQ-0_1 .1180,1-01 .!8537+0Z -.30518-011 
-.C,'l!llQ-02 -.1,8114-01 •• 1J1195+00 -.ll?579+1)0 -.6117911+01 ' y XY 
f.IJRQ·p1T PL.ASTTC Pnp,nc; fE.I EMfMT : PlTFr.RAT}flN Pfl}Nl} 
--------------------------------------------------------
1 3: 7 1 3: R , 3: C) 1 IJ: 7 14: R IR: 1 !fl: ? .HI: 3 11H 5 18: b 
! 8: q 19: 1 19: 2 19: 3 t 9: II 
1 Q: c; 1 'I: h , 'I: 7 1 'I: Q ?..H ' 
LflAO TNfkFMfNT TOTAL LflAO OTSPUCEHF.NT tNCRFMEN'f 
TOTAL OISPLACF.MFNT , _______________________ , , _______________________ , , _______________________ , 
1----------------~------1 
NflDF np~ npy P)( PY nu 
l)V ll v 
1 .oonono .nonono .nonofln • !'1011000 .0000110 
• oonono .000000 .oooono 
;>Q • oonono .nonono .nooono .no no no .nono110 •.?4Q01l·O' 
.oonooo -.57f.3112•01 
C,7 • lll)0(\00 .nonono .oonono .11onnno .OOl\\100 -.115?8Rb-O? 
.000000 -.6772RCltOO 
f\<; .oonono • 0000110 .ooonno .nooono .no0ono -.tllh9?9-01 
.oonol)O -.211'1?.2+01 
111 .oonooo .nonono .oonono .nononu .nooooo 
- .• 3bh278-0\ .oooono -.37'b71+0\ 
, )4 .0011000 • l\()f\()00 .000000 .noouno .oonooo -.f.5,602-01 
.oonono -.bllQ8411+0\ 
1 '17 .nooono .000000 .nunono • no('l uno .000000 
-. , \h07?+00 .('100000 -.t\Qt?3t0? 
lfll) .11000110 - • 1 6119'2• Q('I • OOflOl\fJ -.~t>A1A7+02 .nuoooo 







A.5 . EPTCS Program Listing 
COl~FPTCS{l).MAIN 
1 CO~PTLFR (XM:3) 
2 c 










I 3 f'.0'-IM'lfl /FXT I i-i><E nJr)FP,~lfCP) ,RKP(NOFP,NPCP) 
14 f'.O'lt·1n1'J l h,•IN,NF ,•!pPJS,•'llFS,l,JnF ,NOFl,Nf;WS,NRW,NPCS,NPC,"IOFBWS, 
1 ·; 2 l p , l L , r 5 T (Ip , T c Hf: o: , E , E Cl , Fps , q !"J ! I , s L FI< r) , s L F Rn s , Tfll '< , RM r N , l s , 
1 !> 3 "l l T , N '"~ K F, 'l w R KP, f T 6 , l Q, N''J ~ WI' , t; 0 lJ T , I. U I , L ll?, l U l, FR AC 
I 7 r: 
IH r. SET LOGTCIL UNIT NUMSFHS OF lFMPOqARY FILFS 
19 c 
?O ti.JI : 11 
?t LU? : 12 
?? l.Ul : 13 
;> s r. 
?4 c INJTJ&LTZF •~RAYS 
;>5 r. 
?h f)(MENSTON PP(NLPP,NOFP),COORO(NNP,?),JFLT(NEP,~),lRC(NDFP), 
? 7 ;>PM.\ x ( Nl. PP, ?) , l nu T { 1 0 0) • NFl T pR ( "IEP) • NOf.lF PR ( llJNP) , II ( Nfl F p} , 
?H 3P(NOFF1,FSTR~(NtP,JSD),PSlAN(NFP,[SPJ,SfRS(NFP,!,P),DQfNPCP), 
?9 4S!~BAHfNFP,JSP1,fPFLTSfNFP,3),RLAMINFP),A(Nf_P,TS0 ),R~3(NPCP,NPCP), 
~ 0 <;<: F ("IF p 1 , l)p (MO~ p) , fl!I ("OF p' • OE s ff-IN lf.1F p. Is p) , 1 PP r ( N"".p 1 , PM Tm: (NL PP) • 
,, anPSf~N(~FP,!qPl,n~TH~(NfP,TSPJ,uSTPS(~FP,[SP),SfqNrNFP,I'lPI, 
.., 2 7 r: H r ( "'E p ) , I) ( 11 • li l , v I.I I ( '! r p l , !"\ ( NF f' , I 'l 1' • h ) • f) I I\ G ( Np c p ) , {) r Ar. 2 ( Np c p ) , 
Ji ~qTn(NtP,1>,TSP),JTHl(N[P,1>),HTUN(hJ 
'4 c 
1.'i r. RfAI"' STRUCTlH<F flAfll 
v, r: 
~7 CALL OAlA INFf',NNP,NnFP,TSD,N~l'.p,Nl'(P,NlPP, 
"?; >l -~Pp, c n111~ [). J FLT, T ;\C, p rH x. J Al.IT. NE'- T p ll. t1IJ()F pl). I 1 r~ I ) 
1,() r: 
liO C CALCULATE AND STORE ELASlTC STJFFNfSS ~llTRIX CATOttJ IN TEMPORARY FILE 
Ill r: 
~2 (All ELTMAT (NFP,NNP,NnFP,TSP,NEfP,NPcP,NLPP, 
.113 :£PP, c nu 11 o, 1 F. L r , 1 11 r: , 1), vol • 1-1, n r n, r 1 R 1 1 
114 c 










~.;> r snt. IJf- f.11K IHSPL~CFMFi<l TNl'.f<Ft·•FNTS 
c:. s r 
r; ·~ ' !'.ALL snLVE1 rwn~P,NP(P,NLPD,Pp,nU,n11G,UQ,RK') 
r;5 r 
<; ~ r: ll r: lF I( M I N t p I.. "'l TT c F IE~ f_ ~'T s 
"· 7 r 
~,.; 
r..;y 
1 r.~11 Slf!~HR cuFP,1;•1p,1,0;. 0 , r~;P,'1FrP,"1"CP,~'LPf', 







"2 TFfIST0P.En.-11 r.u Tn ? 
"3 TF(NPPTS.lO.O) en TO 3 
"" r n5 c EVAIUATF PLASTIC MATRlCFS r-~IDNl AND (NTDN+OP) 
"" r h7 00 4 J:J,NPC 
6R nJAG(J):O. 
n9 no Q I=l,NnF 
70 ~ RKP(T,JJ=O. 
71 !tO')IF:l,"lE 
72 JFfIPEllSCTE,1).fQ.01 r.o 1n <; 
73 CALL Pl.AS"I (MF.P,TSP,tf,t,,STGl'!AR,VrJL,0,ATON,ENTD.N,HTDl 
74 ~C=IPELlSCLE,2l 
1i; nu & I=!,h 
7o l:ITRI(lf,T) 
11 ,:, PKP(f.,'.JC):-HTl)~l(f) 
78 DlAGf~rJ=E~fnN 
7Q i; rwHJNllE 
RO C 
Al C APPLY ~OUNDARY CUNOJTTONS TO PLASTIC MATRIX <-ATON) 
A2 r. 
R3 no 1 1:1,Nnf 
Aq TfflRCfll.FU.1) r.o TO 7 
q5 no R J:J,NP( 
At, q PKP( T 1 .l):O. 
Rf 7 ro~TTMU[ 
11>3 r. 
Aq r. SDLVf, CHFCK KINEMATir. CONSTRAINTS ON ELASTIC ANO PLASTTC R~GIONS 
Qo C A~D ITERATE IF NECESSARY 
"l! c 
Q2 rALL ITER fNfP.h~P.NOFP,fSP,~ECP,NPcP,NLPP, 
03 $Tf't r, l'~c.o, !PEI. TS,RLAM,A,PP,nu,SIGRAR,VOL,R, ITRJ,NMl"fC, 
Q/j $Oil, ts T RN, u, p. I PpT. nSTNS Ins TRN, OPS T QN, oF:STIHl,.nP., Cf', PMAX, RK 3. 
Q5 $TOIJJ,NFLTPR,NU~EPN,P5T9N,STHN,STRS,PHI,OTAG,nl•G?) 
Of:> C 
07 C APPi Y NEXT LOAD [~!(Rf'!f:NT 
Q/'j c 
Qq GO rn 














SURROUTINE DATA ~NFP,NNP,NnFP,TSP,NECP,NPCP,NLPP, 
:i;PP, cnURo, l f.L T, r ac, PM Ax, 1 nu r, NEI.. T PR, NnriEPR, r TR 1 ) 
CO~MON 111,NN,NF,NPPTS,NOFS,NnF,NnF~.NHWS,NRW,NPCS,NPC,NDFBWS, 
21 "',JI_, r sroP, 1c ... EcK, E ,1:..,, F.PS, PN11, s;FRn, ~znrns, 1>111<, Rt1JN, rs, 
3NL T ,\Jl>lRKF' ,•11,iDKP,fT A, T1J,NNf WP,NOUT ,LUI ,1.U?,I. U,,Fl'.\C . 
"l"fNSTtl•• Pl'Oil.PP,Nl)Ff'l .cnnwnr•JNP,;>), JFLT(Mf'P, '> ,IRC(NOFP), 
2 r> M A x < N t.Y.,, :> > , c nu r ( 1 o o > , 1 i a r P q c ~w P > , N n p F P., c N"' P > , 
3TlRlfNFl',bl,PPP(?),TTTl.F<J2),JTHC(?) 
10 C RFAO 'ND PRTNT HtAOTll~ 
11 r. 
12 READ in1,1TrlE 
13 101 ~OPMAT<l?Ab) 
IQ PRTNT ?.01, T!Tt.1: 
15 REAO 101,TTTLE 
lb ?01 FOPM~l(t~i,t?A~,/) 
.17 ton FOPMAf(~ 
18 c 
19 r RFA" TYPE OF ANALYSTS 
?O C 
?.1 PEAD tOQ,I,J 
?2 104 FOUMAT(2Ahl 
;>3 THJ.E!1.'STkFSS· 1 ) TA:-t 
?Q TF(J,t'1.'STRAIN') TA:O 
?5 TF(J,E~.'HFTRIC•) TA:l 
?h TffIA,Nf'.01 ~OTO 13 
?7 fF(J.E'1.'STRAI"l 1 ) GO rn n 
?R 0 t1HJT ?23 
?9 ?23 F0 1>"4~T<tH0,3P('*'),/,' TYPF OF ANALYSIS INCORRECTLY SPECtfTEO',/, 'o $' hNhLYSTS lFR~JNATf.0',/ 1 J9C'~')l 
31 SlnP 
3? r: 
B <: fH'An CIJ~lST.AIHS: NllMFIER OF NOOFS, NllM~fR OF ELPl!:.NlS, 'Q f: ELASllC MODllLIJS, :Pl.t.STTC f'10tJlft.llS, POISSON'S RATTU, 
35 C IJ"IIUTAI. YIELO SJl?t=SS, RATTO ftF V()lll MISES FfJllIVAl.!:NT 
3b r. STRFSS TU YT!:.LD STNFSS FOR STPtSS POJ"IT TO AE fREATEO 
"t,7 r AS 0 usr1c, PL.HF HtTCl<rffSS IF PLANE STNFSS ANALYSTS 
38 r: 
~q 1' IF (IA .F.;i.-1) Rf Al) 1 OO,NN,NF ,F ,FP,Nlllll,S7tRU,ETA, PHK,FRllC 
110 TF{IA,GT,-1) NFAO IOO,l>#..l,Nf,F,FP,RNU,S7f.RO,ETA,FRAC 
111 TFfIA.F~.01 THTK=l •. 
42 TS:q 













r NF.11n FLE~FNT TNClnENCFS 
"2 r: 
<;3 "EAU tOO,((!l'LT(T,.l),J:.1,"3l,T:1,ME·J 
c;q r: 
c;5 r: OETFN"'INE CONSTANTS FON Sf"IL\ITTON f.>(JllT!NE ANn 1-iALF BANn-w1nTl-i OF El.4STTC MATRIX 
"b c 
Sl M~W:O 

















1? TFfNR~.LT.MAX) NRl'l:MllX 























































I 1 3 




;>p FUR~!Al(!/,' NU!o!ERICAL ANAlVSTS USING TRlllNGULAR CONSTANT STRAP~ Fl 
$"llTt tLEMfNlS' ,/1 1 ' Pl..ANE ST!l.ESS, -PLllNf STRAIN OR llXTSY1114ETRtc PRO 
'.LGRllM 1 1 /) 
TFflA.FN.-1) PR!NI 215 
215 FOAMAT(lHO,'PLANF STRESS ANALYSIS',/) 
TF(JA 0 FQ 0 0) PRTNT ?2? 
?2? FOAMAl(\HO,'PLANF STRATN ANALYSIS',/) 
lf<IA.FA.1) PRINT ?01 
?O' Ffl<IMATrlHO,'AXT-SYM'~ETIHC ANALYSJS',//;• VARYl~G tJRCll11FEPENTTAL ST 
$RAJNS ANn SJR[SSFS AVtRAGFO AT CFNTROIO OF ELEMENT SFCTION',I) 
Pt<T!llT ?11 
?II F1JR;~<\TftHO,'VUN ..,ISES YJf"lO CflNOITTON' 1 /l. 
IF(~P.NE.0.0) PMTNT ?10 
?!4 FLl~MAlflHO,'K[NE~llTIC HAAOFNING',/} 
TF!tµ.r~.O.O) P"TNT ?21,FRAC 
221 ~ORMAf(IHO,'FL\STIC, PfRFfCTLY PL~STTC : ANALYSTS TFRMINATED WHEN 
(' L"Afl JN(l<FMFNT '1AGNITIJDE OEl".kFASES TO' ,Fb.3 1 ' 'If. TOTAt. LOAO' ,/) 
PRJrJT ?47,FTA 
?47 FQQMAl(!HO,'FLfMFNTS wTTH VO• MISES FoUIVALENT STRESS WITHIN', 
$F1> 0 3,' nf YTHD STRFSS TFIF.:ATEO AS PlASTIC ELEM£NTS',I) 
PIHNT ?211, lHLE 
;>2n F(J~'1~1 (lHO,\?AI•,/) 
T:'!LPP-\ 
P"T~T ?t3,NNP,NfP,NDFl',NFCP,NPCP,J 
?.1' FOFH11.H1Ho,•srn1HGf AVlllLARLF :',tqX,'MAXtMllM Nt.IMRER OF NOOF.:S :' 
S,i5.,l,?OX,':',lo'(,'t'UXJMtlM NllMRER OF ELE"IENTS :•r1r:;,/,?.OX, 
$':',hX,''1AX1MuM NUM~fR OF DE~RffS OF FREEDOM :•,15,1,2nx, 
:J;': MA)(fMll)-1 HALF RAND-wToTH OF Ft.ASTIC MATRTX :·,1~.1,2ox,•:•,11x, 
:h 1 MAXTM!IM l~llMF'f:R OF f'l A'>TTC flfMUJTS : • , p:;.1,2ox,.: PHXTMllM Nlll'lflfR 
$n~ ~QOPOATTONAL LOftO ~<\THS :',15,/1 
Pt-iTNT ?0?,"1M,!JF ,IJ(.lf 0 fJi-JW 
20?. FORMAT<lHO,'SJnRAGf RE:rl11T1<FD :',?7X,'NIJMRER OF NOOfS :',T~, 
$/,?OX,':',?4X,'NlJMllER Of F.l.~MfNTS :•,1<;,1,2ox,•:•,14x, 
S'NIJMRER 'lf DFGAEf.S OF FRFEOOM :',J5,l,i?OX, 1 : 1 ,qx, 
$'HALF RANO-~IDTH OF fLAST[C MATNTX :',15 1 /) 
PHJ~T ?17,F,FP,R~U,SlEQn 
'-"17 Fl)'~"H(!l-'0,"·1t.Tf.QP,L C'1NS1~NlS: [LA~lT[C ·~notJLIJS =',E!l.h, 
:f/,;>iJY,': f>t ASJTC MnnttLllS :',£11.6 1 /,20X,': POJSSO•IS RllTTU :', 
$Ftl.t.,/,70x,•: YTELll ST;;:Fss ='rE.l!.6,/) 
Tf([A 0 FQ.-I) PAI~! 216,THTK 
?16 FORMAT(ll-'O,'PLIJF THTCKNFSS :',Fll.t.,/) 
117 r CHl:.rK /\VATLhrilf. !;Jf)R~r,i:. 
I 11:1 r: 











































































?31 FORMAl(1HO,b0( 1 •'),/,lH ,'AVA!LARLF STORAGF EXCEEDED 
$WS IN ELASTIC MATNTX',l,61f'*'l) 
s fl')f' 
52 tFCNA".L~.NfCf'l GO TO 53 
PRTNT ?32 
?3? FORMATCIH0,61('•'J,/,tH •'AV~!LARLF STORAGE EXCEEDED 
!l>l.UMNS TN ELAST!C MATRJX•,/,611( 1 •')) 
s ll'lf' 
51 T}(NN.Lf.NNPl GO TO 511 
PRTNT 2B 
?31 FOQMllTC1H0,4n('•'),/,)H ,'AVAJLARLF STOHAGF FXCEEOFD 
:t.nuEs•,1,nsr•••1> 
STOP 
54 TFCNE.LE.NFP) GQ TO 55 
PIH ·~T ?34 
231~ FURMq(!H0,47('•'),/,tH ,'AVllJLARLF STOHAGF EXCEFDE":O 
!j,lEYENTS'~/,4A('*')) . 
ST f'lP 
55 tf(lS.LE.ISPl GO TO 10 
PRTNT 2116 
2~6 ~OQMAT(IHO,b<;('•'),/,1H ,'AVAJLARLE STOHAGF EXCEEOFO 
$0•~ TN DFFOHMAT!ON MATR!X',/,66('*')) 
STl"\P 
PRINT NODAL COUROTNllTES 
10 TF<IA.LT.11 PHTNT 2011 
TOO FEW RO 
Ton FEW co 
TOO "!ANY N 
TOO MANY E 
Ton MANY R 
?on FORMATCIHO,'COOROJNATES OF NODES',1/, 1 NODF',6X,'X 1 ,11x,•v•, 
11(tOX,'N0DE',bX,'X',ttX,'Y')) . 
TFCIA.Fij.t) PRTNT ?2n 
?24 FURM~.TCl'"i0, 1 runR!1PIATES OF NODFS',11,• NODE',bl<,'R',ttx,•z•, 
:i; ' < 1 o x , ' r' n;J f ' , i, x , , R ' , I I x , ' l ' > ) 
PRTr,T ?OS,f(T,((f'lORIJ(! 1 J),.J:1,?.)l,T:1,~tN) 
?.O<; FOAMATC~OO()H ,J"t.,?EL2.5 1 3f6X,I3,2E!?.5) 1 /)) 
PRINT ELtMENT INCTOFNCES 
PRTNT ?Ob 
?06 FORMATC// 1 1 FLFMfNT 1 ,7X,'N0DFS',3(14X,•ELEMENT 1 ,7X, 1 NOOES 1 J, 
11,1ox,•1•,11c•-•1,•1•,1c1Hx,•1•,13c•-•1.•1 1 >,1l 
PRTNT 207,C(T,(!ELT(J,J),J:t,3l),l:t,NE) 
207 FORMAT(~OO(JH ,10,1x,3T6,3C1ox,14,1x,3r&l,/)) 






$/, ;>11 x, I I 
f'IU 1 l =I, ''"F 
1 Tf1r<T>=1 
7 Pt: a t) I 0 0 , I 




3 K :'<+I 
PRINT 2011 





GO TO ;> 
TJR((J),TJl1CC2l 
0 • CONSTRAINED', 
NOOE',3x,•x,v•,/) 
0 • CONSTRAINED', 


























































IF{IOUT(K).NF.-1) r.o ·Tn ~ 
K:!<-1 
no 1J 1=1,i< 
.p fO NT 2 O 9, T 011 T { I l , { I TB C (.!) , J = l 1 2) 
209 FURMAT<1H ,13,ax,11,•,•,T1) 
TI:CTOllT{J}-1)•2 
f"IO 4 J:J,2 
n TMrCII+J):TIRC(J) 
Gil Tn 7 
C REAn ANO PRTNT LOADING PROGRAMME 
r. 
c 
2 PRINT ?10 
?JO FORMAT(//,' LOADING Pf<OGRAMMF:'> 
Q RE~D 1no,1 . 
TK:lKtl 
TFfI(.LE.NLPP) GO TO 14 
Df<TtiT 211'1 
;>qA FURMAf(tH0,49('•'),/,lH 1 'AVAILARLf STORAGE EXCEEDFO : TOO MANY L 
in1n PATH~',/,50('•')) 
~ fnfJ 
14 TF<l.LF..-ll r.0 TO~ 
Rtl0(0,100) TJ,~ 1 J,PMAX(lJ 1 2) 
TF(JA.LT.t.AND 0 J 0 F0.1) JP:'X' 
THIA.I. T.l.A~Jl).J.~_O.;>) JP:'Y' 
TF(JA.FU.1.AMD.J.F0.1) JP:'R' 
TF(Jt .• F1l.l.AM1J.J.EO.;>J JP:'Z' 
Pf<TNT ?1'1,TJ,I.1,T,.IP,P'1AX(TJ,2) 
?tll F()<lMAT(//,' l.ll~DTl~r. 1 ,Ia,• : END L0AOING' 1 T3r 
,. WHEN TOTAL LOAD AT 111ont•,1c,,• IN •,A1,•-01RECTTON ts 'E11.6) 
L:< I-1 l•;>+J 
PMqri.1,1>=~1 narru 
f<l READ 100,1 
JF<I.fO.-ll r.o tn ?1 
RE~nrn,100) Nl,N? 
Rt•D tno,PPP(l),PPP(?) 
no 11 T.=~Jl ,N2 




no lh T:J,TI 
no 1 h ·'= t,? 
.1,J:J,T t 1 
lh Pf'(!J,J.l):PP(J.J,_IJ)+PPP(J) 
r.u 10 19 
C APPLY BOUNDARY CONnITTONS TO LOAD VECTOR 
c 
21 no o I:::1,ww 
h TFflMCf ll.~O.Ol PP<l.l,t):o. 
2'? r: 
?'3 r: P~PH fl'U· TTVF MA(';NT JIJuFS OF COMPIJNFNTS OF LUA[) VF(TOP. 
2'll r: 
2'5 TF<l0.FQ 0 11 r.n TO <l 
?'b PMTNT ~57,TJ 
?'7 ;>H ~1Jll1·1Af(/.!llX,': r:O"'P0NFNTS OF P1<np01<TIONhl LOAI) VECTOR',Y:S, 2'" .h/,1i)lC,l:(l('-'1,/) 





2110 23A FORMAT(lH ,2oor1?Eto.11,1,1~ l) 
2111 Go rn q 
2112 5 PMAX(lK,1):•1 
2113 c 























































;>3q FOqM~T(l.tHO,'REnUfSTEn OUTPUT OF RESULTS :-•,1,1oc•-•),I) 
READ 105,JP 
101 FORMAlfA?J 
Tf{JP.N£.'AL') Gn TO 23 
no 2R TE=t,NF 
2'1 Nt.LTPR()F)::-1 
I)() 2<1 T:!,NN 
2<1 'l0!'lEPtHI1:1 
o~TNT ;>11n 
2110 FUAMAI(' ~RINT RESULTS FOR ALL ELEMENTS ANO ALL NUOES',I) 
GO Tn 'O 
23 PEAO ltlO,I 
TFr1.En.-1> GO TO 26 
K:O 
31 11'.:Ktl 
A[A()(O, 1 nol ( IOIJT(.T) ,J:l ,K) 
TFrtnuT(KJ.NF.•1) GO TO 13 
K:'<-1 
00 2"i l: I, K 
J:Tllllf r 1 l 
25 Nf:LP"tHJ):1 
Pi<T"lT ;:>41 
2111 ~OPMAT(tH ,•PRTNT RtSULTS FOR FLFMENTS Z•') 
P~r~r 211n,r1nurcJJ,J:t,Kl 
2h RfAp !00,l 




THJ;•tJTO<l.NF.•ll GO TO 11 
K:"-1 
f'l!l 27 T:1,K 
.T:TUttT f I) 
27 N(Jl)[PH(J):t 
PRJNT ?4~ 
?113 Fl)A!',~T(!H0, 1 PHINT RESUl.TS FOR MonES :-') 
PHT~T ;:>aa,rrnurcJJ,J=l,KJ 
?Q4 FO~Mlf(]H ,3~14) 




TFf lOUT(KJ.NF.-?.l r.o TO 32 
PHTNT ;>qc; 
?qc; F1JR~1TCIYO,'QESULTS PNTNT[n AT E~D OF FACH PROPORltO~AL LOAD PATH 











l COMPILER (XM:3) 
2 su~RnUTJNE ELTMaT (NFP,N~P,NOFP,TSP,NECP,NPCP,~LPP, 
5 $PP,cnoRo,IELT,TBC,O,VGL,R,RTO,TTRI) 
Q c 
5 c F"R EXTFNnEn STnKAGF GIVE F~Pl ICIT SI7E OF ELASTIC ANO PLASTIC ARRAYS 
b c 
















































CO~MON IA,NN1NF,NPPTS 1 NOFS 1 N0f 1 NnFA,NBWS,NR~,NPCS,NPC,NOF8WS, 
21P,IL,TSTUP,ICHfCK,f,EP,FPS,PNU,SZFRO,SZfHOS,T~IK,RMTN,JS, 
3NLT,N-RKf,~wRKP,fTA,lW,N~tWP,N0UT,LU1,LU2,LUJ,FHAC 
n I "1PIS ION PP Oil.PP, Nl)l=I' J, COOF<OPJNP, ?) , I Fl T(Nf P, 1), 11\C (NOf P), 
2n(l1,llJ,vnL(NFP),~[NtP,T5P,6),~lD(NFP,b1lSPl,IJRI(NFP,bl, 
3~lf2),AJf21,~Lf?),PTnHfb,b) -
no'IBLE PRtC!Sl"lN FACT 
TFflA.Gl.-1) GO TO lR 
c IF PLANF STRESS ANAL.rsrs, ~VALUATE FLF~ENT FllSTICITY MATPIX en•) 
c 
r. 
nuM:fJ ( 1. -RNll•RNll) 
n { 1, I} :l)llM 
nc 1,::>):1<NU•OtlM 
l)(;>,;>):!)llM 
n { ;>, t ) =L) fl, 2) 
0(11, 11):( I 0-HN1Jl/?.•1>l.IM 
r.o rn 11 






nc 1,a}:1)( 1,21 
n c?, 1 } =o C 1 .l J 
i" ( ;>, ;>) :fjlfM 
nc:>,1·~=or1,21 
nc'•'>=E12.1r1.+RNIJJ 
'' C /J, I ) =tif 1 , ;n 
1')(11,?J=tH 1,.n 
D(ll,tl):()IJM 
C EVALUAlF FLFMFNT OfFORMATTON ~ATRTtFS (8") 
r. ***********AA***********~***•********•*****A* 
r: 
17 l)IJ 2 If:t,NE 
T:TtLlf!F',I) 
.J: T t t HI F , ? } 
l=IELTfIFrH 




VOi. ( T El=~ Ii S (A J f 1 J *"•lf 2) -Alf 1 l1'- f\ J ( 2 l -A I ( l h AU 2) 
:t> + H ( 1 ) •At C :>)+A f ( 1 ) * A.J (?) -A . .I( I ) *AT (?)) -
"U~::l.IVOLflFJ 
c;b r 


















71 THIA.fl.I.I) r.o ro 11 
12 no 3 1:1,3 
-73 no 3 .1=11b 
1a 1 PCTE,1,JJ=ACIE,1,JJ•nuM 
75 VUL(T~J:VOLCTEJ/?.•THIK 
76 CO TO 12 
17 c 
78 C II'" AXTSYM"Elf<TC ANALYSIS, fVJILUATF FOllRTH ROW OF F.LEMENT 
7q C DFFOR~4TfnN HAlRII, AND EVALUATE ELFMFNT VOLUME 
RO r . 
RI 11 Rb:(AJ(\)+AJ(\)tAL(ll)/3. 
A2 7k:(A1C2)tAJf2)tAL(2l)/3. 
83 R(TE,4,ll:{A.l(l)•AL(?)-Al(l)•AJ(?.)tH(IF,2,?)•ZR)/RRtR(IE,1,1) 
R4 R(TE,4,]):(Al (l)•Al(?J-AT(1)•AL(?)+A<IE,?.,4J•ZR)/RR+ACIE,1,3) 
115 n (TE. 4, '::» = (AT ( 1 ) • A.JC?) -A .r ( 1 ) • AT (;:>)+A (If,?, b) •ZR) /RR+ R ( TE. 1, 5) 
"b no 15 T:1,1~ · 
R7 no is J:l,b 
RR 15 R(TE,I,J):R{TE.1,J)•OUM 
R9 VOl.(TE):VIJL(IEl•RH•.S.tllt59?7 
QO C 
QI C EVALUATE FLFMfNT STTFFNFSS 
Q2 c 
q5 12 no a 1=1,o 
Qq no a J=1.1s 
q5 no a L=t,IS 
Qo q q~n<IE,I,J):RTOCTE,I,Jl+RCTE,L.Il•O(L,J) 
q7 no 5 1=1.0 
qa no 5 J:I,6 
Qq ATOk(J,J):O. 
100 no s L=1,1s 
101 5 RIDB(J,Jl:RJO~r1,J)+RTDCTE,J,Ll•RCIE1L~J) 
102 nl) !> J:t,b 
1n3 no & J=I,& 
104 RlnH(J,Jl=A10H(I,J)•VOL(lFl 






I 1 1 
112 








C AnD INTO SYSTFM ELASTIC MATRIX CATOBl 
c 
K:l 
no 1 1=1,3 
l:(JFLTCTE,1)-1)•2 
no 7 J=1,2 
TT~Jf!F,K):L+J 
7 ":•: + 1 
n11 If. I= 1," 
NR:IT1-1TtTE,Il 
. "Jl<S:'J,;•t 
n1) l" .J: I," 







































































c APPLY HOU~OARY roNoTTTONS TO SYSTEM.ELASTIC MATRIX CRTOH) 
c 
c 
no 11 I=1,Nnf 
T~r1qcr1J.FQ.t) GO TO A 
no 9 J:(.>,NRW 
9 PKf(T,.1):0 •. 
IJKECJ,IJ=l. 













Tf<L.EQ.NWRKF) GO TO 27 
PRTNT R?.O,l 
R2~ ~OQM~T(' ERRON tlN WRJTI~~ SYSTEM ELASTIC M'TRIX (BTDR)',. 
~· : cRRON CODE TS',Tll) 
S lflP 
c DfcnMPUSE tlASIIC SYSTtM MATRIX (HTOA) INTO PROOUCT cuT-U) 
r. 
r. 
21 no 21 J1<:1,NnFs 





n11 ?.ll l:Jtt, IRA 
ICf.:TC 
JF<HKE(lR,TCJ.Eu.O.) GO TO 2~· 
FAf.T:HKE(JR,TCJ/RKE(IR,t) 
TF(IR.r.T.NOFR~S) NCOLL=NOFA•t 
011 ?.n .1: 1, ~1cnu_ 







t·Jf nt_ L =~· 11'• 
Tff J1J.f;J >1nFHi.~l) NCOl.l:NOF/\•ll< 
f'l(J i'I J:;>,NCOLl 
21 PKFCTR,J):PKF(T~,J)•FACT 
RKF(U~F,l):S~RT(QKF(N0F,1)} 





1 ".0 r. 
tAI CALL NTR~N(LU2rtrNWRKErRKErlr2?) 
1A2 TFCL.En.NWPKF) GO TO.J3 
1A3 PRJNT A?!,l 
1A4 A21 FORMAT(' ~P.RnR ON WRJTTNG OECOMPOSfO SYSTEM flASTIC MATRIX (U)', 
1A5 $' : ERROR couF ts',T4l 
1 A1> sr·np 







l f:O~PILFR (XM:J) 
2 SURkOUTINE SOLVtl (NOFP,NPCP,NLPP,PP,OU,DIAG,QQ,RK1) 
3 r: 
ll C FOR [(TfNDfO STORAGE GIVE EXPLJCJT SJ7E OF FLASTIC AND PLASTIC ARRAYS 
~ c . 








1 ll r: 
COMMON IA,NN,NF,NPPTS,NoFs,NnF.NOfA,NflWS,NRW,NPCS,NPC,NDFHWS, 
~LI', ll., TS TOP, TCHECK,E,fP,EPS,!INll,SZERO,SzEi<OS, HHK,RMJN,JS, 
3NLT,N~QKf,NWRKP,fTA,JQ,NNfWP,N0UT,Lll1,LU?,LU3,FRAC 
OI~ENSTUN n!AG(NPCP),PP(NI PP,NOfD),DU(NOFl'),RK1(NPCl',NPCP) 1 
$1l1'l(r;D(P) . 
OOll"lE PRECJSfl'JN FACT 
15 C APPLY l.IJAO VECTOH 
lb c 
17 no I I=1,rmf 
18 1 f)IH!):Pl'fLP 1 IJ 
19 r: 
?0 C PF RF ORM fl'JR"'ARD- ArJO RACK-SIJASTTTIJT TONS ON (Uhll) DEC0"1POSE[) 
~I C ELASTIC SYSTEM MATRIX 
f'2 c 
?3 f:All FOHSUM(OU) 
?LI r.Al.L tlAKSUACf\lJ) 
?5 Tfl~PC.EQ.0) GD TO l 
?1> r: 













no 3 I= I, NP( 
n1J1 ll=n. 
r'lil 3 J=J ,N"IF 
3 flllfll::fl!Hl)-PKP(.l,T)*D'J(.I) 
rtO 4 I=t,tJPC 
~CALL FnHSUP(RKP(l,T)) 
f)U S I:t,i.PC 
f)(l ~ J=J ,NPC 
·RK'3(I,.J):0 0 
TF( l 0Erl •. l) ~1<3(1,J):OIAG<Il 
n.(l 5 K:J,NOF 












C SOLVf fOk MllLJ[PLHPS USPIG GAUSS kFDllCTJON ANO BACK•SURSTITUT!ON 








TF(NPC,E0.1) GO TO b 
~IPC S:i'JPC- t 
no 7 IR:1,~1 PCS 
rn=IP-t1 
no ., l:IP,MPC 
Tf(Rl<31IR,J).t0.0.l GO 10 1 
FACT:HKJ(lR,TJ/RK3ClR,JH) 
no 11 J:1,r~PC 
A PK~ ( T, .1) :iiK Sr I, ,J) -FACT• RI<> (IR, .J) 
n0r11:n0ril-FACT*U"CTM) 
7 rlj'lf TNllE 
l'lll 9 )P:•Jpr,?,-t 
TFIQf)(JNl.FQ.O.J GO TU 9 
nu (IR) :11n ( lk) /PK' (Tri, IR) 
Tl!=IR-1 





hO 10 Q0fl):QQ(l)-RK3(T,TRl•RQfIR) 
61 q CO~TTNUE 
62 b nnc1>=QAflJ/RK3(1,l) 
63 r 
·hll c NFAn PLASTIC ~ATNIX r-RTnN) FROM TEMPORARY FILE 
h5 r 
hb CAIL NTti~rHLllJ,tl),;>,NWRKP,RKP,L,?2) 
hi TFfl.~O.NWRKP) GO TO 11 
&H ~NTNT A40,l 
h9 A41') FU~~Alf' tRNnN ON REAOTNG SVSTF~ PLASTIC MATRIX (•RTON)', 
10 i• : tRNnN couE rs•,tq1 
71 STOP 
72 r: 
n r CALClJLATt llHS 1ffCTOR Of PARTJTIONF'..{) UNCOUPLFD SYSTt"f MATRTX 
74 r - -
75 11 no 1~ T=t.~OF 
7b nUfl):PPfLP,T) 
77 no 1? .1:1, NPr 
78 l~ f'lll(! ):fill( 1)-111\P(J ,J)•iJ'l(.J) 
79 r: 
qo r: Sf'ILVE fnH UTSPLACFMENTS USJNG FORWARD- A~n RACK•SUHSfITllTTON 
P.t r: O~J fUT•ll) IJEC()~PIJSEn FLASTJC SVSTFM MATRpr 
P.2 r 
P.3 rAI L FOl~StJl'l(flU) 
liq r:ALL i3AKSUR(Oll) 
AS ;> NETUR~ 
P.6 r 
f17 c SlltJ~'U 1 1T!'JF: FU'? FURWANf)-SUASTJTUTION ON rur .. u) DFCOMPOSEO ELASTIC SYSTFM MATRIX 
P.!I r 
P.9 sunNOUTlNE fONSLJfl (NHS) 
Q-0 ~lME~STUN RHS(NUFP) 
'l\ n11 l p;.:1 ,~.•OFS 








I !I 0 




















I'll! 2 I=IR, rnn 
QHS(l)=kHSfl)•RKf(TN,J)ARHS(TRI 
;> .!=.Jt 1 
t 1'.iJtJ r T "<IJE 
9HS(MOF):NHS<NOF)/RKECNDF,1) 
RE TU4~, 
C SI fHl?UU TT tiF FUR RAr:K-SlJBST Tl UTT ON ON ( UT*U) OE.COMPOSED ELASTTC SYSTEM MA TRT X 
c 
suqkOUTINE HAKSUR (NHS) 
0JMtNSTUN l?HS(NUFP) 
l'l(I 1 !A:N[lF,;:>,-1 
TF!NHS(lRJ 0 EQ 0 0 0 ) GO TO l 
RHS(JM\:RHSCTN)/AKFCTR1ll 
ru=!l~-1 
T 1>11= T k-1111w.<; 
TFflr<t1.LT.1) lRB:l 
I:;> 
n:1 i' I= IR, I tl!I, •I 
U1tSITJ=~H5([)-AKf(t,J)•NHS{JR) 











- Q: -::> .,, .... c 
:: uJ z 
a o: ~· 
A-53 
CUL*EPTCSC1l.SOLVE? 
t CO~PTLFR lXM:Jl 
2 suqROUT!NE SOLVE2 (NDFP,NPCP,NLPP,PP,0U,n1AG,QO,RK3) 
3 r: 
Q c FOR EXTFNDEn STORAGE GIVE EXPLICIT SllE OF ELASTIC ~Nn PLASTIC ARRAYS 
5 c . . 
6 COM~UN /EXT/ ~KFC!9Q,?Ql , RKP(f94,QO} 
7 c 
8 CO~MON 1a,NN,NF,NPPTS,NoFS1NDf,NOFA,~HWS,NR~,NPCS,NPC,NOF8WS, 
9 2LP,IL,TsTuP,ICHEC:K,f,[P,~pS,RNU,SZERn,szEROS,TH~K,QMJN,IS, 
to 3~LT,NhRKF,NWPKP,FTAiTY,NNFWP,N0UT,LU1,LU?,LU3,FRAC . 
11 OJ~fNSIUN O{AGfNPCP),PP(NLPP,NOfP),OU(NOFP),RK~(NPCP,NP(P), 
12 l~~(HP(P)' 
13 01.JllHLE P~t.CISION F~CT 
14 c 
15 C AU~uENf ~ITH LOAD VFCT0R 
·I b !': 
t/ nn lA T:t,NDF 
I~ IA nur11:PPCLP,T) 
19 c 
?O r: sroqt. DIAGONAL PLASTIC ~ATRTX (NTON•OP) 
r'l r: 
?2 no I? T:1,NPr 
?3 0~(11:0. 
?Q no I? J:T,NPC 
25 12 qK3(T,JJ:O. 
?b 00 2? T:1,Nt'C 
?7 22 PK3(T,TJ:DIAGCI) 
?8 r. 
;>q C GAUSS REW ICF TO UPP~R TR !ANGULAR "4A Till X 
'O r *****~*-*******•******~*•*************• 
31 '-



























nu 1 IR: t, ~ll)F 
T~rJ~.EY.NOFl ~o ro to 







OU 8 l:IR, TllR 
TCC=IC 
Tf(HKE(IR,TC).fQ.O.) Gn TO 24 
FAr.T:wKEfIR,TCl/RKf(THrl) 
TFf[Q 0 ST.NOFAW~) Nr.OLL=NOFA•f 
OU Q J:1,Nr.OLL 
PKF(J,JJ:RKt(J,Jl•FACl*RKE(IR,ICC) 
q rcr.=tcr.+1 





tn TF(~PC.ED.n) ~n TU I 
r. 
C PLA~TTC ~AJPJI l•HTDN) 
, 
:x> ., . 
V1 
~ 
- II +-z 
~er o: --:::i .. ..... ~c_ 
~:wz 




1 COMPTlfR (XM:3) 
2 SURR~UT!NE STRSTR (NEP,NNP,NOfP,JSP,NECP,NPCP,NLPP, 




7 C FOR EXlENDEn STORAGE GIVE fXPLICJT SIZE OF ELASTIC ANO PLASTIC ARRAYS 
8 c 
q COM~ON /Elf/ RKf(l94,?4) , Q"Pl1~4,4U) 
to c · 
11 CO~MON 1~,NN,NF,tlPPfS,NoFs,Nnf,NOF~,NttWS,NAW,NPCS,~PC,NDFBWS, 
12 2LI', IL, I STOP, TCHH'.I<, E, f P, FPS, Rl"ll, SlFJll1, SZFt<OS, lHIK,RMI N, IS~ 
I~ 3•lLT,N1«Rl<F,NwRKP,FTA,TlJ,NNf-l~p,,...nur,1u1,LU?,tU'3,FR4c 
14 l)JMU!STOtl P(NIJFP) ,ll(NUFPl ,ESTRN(tJl:Y, TSP) ,PSTRNCNFP, ISP), 




1 q hf"lt>'> I RI,, ( Nf P, f Sp-) , n :;r R~J ( l>J~ P, TSP) , pS l fl S (NF P, lSP), I PPl (t4f t'), 
? 0 l N f ~ t> ( '> n ) , I TH I l t If. P , " ) , k 11 J II! C < r.i I Pt') , D FL ( 1,l 
,;1 f"lu•lllLI:: P'<tC!Slf"ltJ IJIJM 
22 RHTN:l.E'O 
;:>5 c 
;:>q C FOR EACH ELFMFNT :-
::>'> c ···················* ?b c 
;:>7 nu 3 IF=!,NE 
;>11 c 
;:>9 C CALCULATE RFL~fTVF MAGNTTUDFS OF TOTAL STRAIN INCREMENT ,0 r: 
~l no 1 I=t,& 
3,> .l:!ft<J(IF,T) 
'J 1 f"lH(T) :1>11(,J) 
'" nu 2 I=! .IS ,5 nsTR~CTE,IJ=O. 
'b na 2 J=l,b 
H ;:>· NiTl<~ICTbil=.flSTRN(JE'.,1hR(lE.I,JJ•OEl(.J) 
111 lf(IP~llS(Tt,1l 0 EQ 0 tl GO TO<; ,9 c 
QO C F-r'lR tl4SfIC F.:IEl'fNfS CALCllLAlE RELATIVE MAGNITUOES llF ELASTii: STRAIN 
If I c A"ll> STl<F.SS JNCRPtENT VECTORS, A'JO SCALAR MUL TJPLIEt< rn CAllSF STRESS 
42 c POl'H rn RE.ACH YJF.Ln SllRFACF. FROM l\Ll FLASTIC ELFMF.NTS DfrfRMINE 



















no 4 I=!,IS 
npSTllN(lf, T J:O. 
nESTR~f[F,T):DSTRNflE,IJ 







TF<H"IN.r.T .DO) !<MjN:no 
r::o T" ~ 
C fllfi t'l.ASTTC [L[M[Ny<; Cl\I CllL.ATF PfLATfVE MhG~IITl!OE., Of tLASITC STRAIN, 





~· ~ no " I=t.IS 
62 OPSTRN(IE,T):HLAM(!El•A(lE,ll 
&3 "nESTRNCIF,J):DSTRN(IE,J)-DPSTW~lTE,Jl 
()q no 1 I=1,1s 
&5 nsTHSCTE,IJ=O. 
6b nu 1 J=1,1s 
h7 7 nsrttS(T[,l):l)Sff"S(lE,IJ+l)(T ,J)1tt)ESTHrl(It,JJ 
68 ~ CUNTT~UE 
"" c 
70 C Clit::r.K IF Pi<OPO.SFO MAGNITUOE OF TOTAL LOAD IN CURRENT LOAD OIHHTION 
71 C COMPLitS ~ITH LDAOING PRUGRAMMt 
72 ('. 
73 TH:(FlX( 0 MAX(LP,t)} 
7Q DUM:fPMAXlLP,2)-P(fH))/pP(LP,JR) 
75 TFfR'-llN.t T 0 [JllM) GO 10 11:1 
1b IH1Tt~:i)llM 
77 TCHtCK:I 
78 1R RMTNCllP):RMIN[(lP)tRMTN 
79 c 
AO c 11ULT{!>LY ALL INCkFMfNT flUANT!TlF$ HY s ... ~Ll:'.:ST MIJLTJf>LTt:n, M 1:J 1:fTFRMINE 
ti\ C CIJH11ENT IOTALS Of L04!1, DTSPL4CFMFNT, E.l.A:'lfli, SHc~IN, PLA!HlC STRAIN 
'12 C A~D STMFSS 
'IJ c 




P.8 17 P(f):l'fl)tf'P(I) 
'IQ no It If:\ ,NF 






Qb TFfJPELT'l(fE,tJ.FY.01 GO T~ lq 
01 · nPSTRNfJf,J}:UPSTHNCTE,Jl•µMIN 
qR PSTHN(IE,J):PSTHNCTE,JJ+nP~TAN(!F~J) 
qq 1Q ST"Sf!F,.J):STfiS(Jf,J)+nSTi<'HTF-,.il 
100 l? Sir.~4HflF,JJ:STASCTE,J1-FP•PST~~f!F,J) 
















C IN FLASTIC-PERFECTLY PLASTIC CASf, NEUTRAL~LOAOING SlRESS POINTS 
C MOVF TANGFNTl4L TO YJFLD SURFACF, THERfFORE CORRECT CURRENT 






no lQ ,J:1,Ts 
s1osr1F,JJ:SlijS(J[,Jl•CFflF} 
tll s1r.u~Hf {F ,J):STRSC TE,J)-FP•PSTRN(IF ,.J) 
i1 r:ONITi~llF. 
11 b c 
117 C OFTFll''.('!E f.llHRE~IT PLASTJC Elf'IENTS. FOR FLASTIC ELEMENTS CHl:°CK RATIO 
11~ c OF Vll'J ·qSf:'l FIJll[V,i.LHIT STl-IFS'l To ll'>IJAXTAL YIFLn SIRESS FOR STRF:SS 







!?3 no 1c; TE:t,NF 
1?4 TF(JP(I TS(lE,1 l.f!J.ll r.o TO to 
t?<; TF(!A.GT.-ti GO TO q . 
1?6 nUM:nsnNTcSIGhANflE.1)*SlGRAA(TE,t)-SIGH•NflE,t)*SlGRAR(fE.2l 
127 $+STGRARCTE,2l•SJGHIN(!F,?)+3.•SIGHAA(J¥,~)*SIGAAQ(fE,J)) 
l?H GO ln R 




1,·s R nu":!)IJM/SZFlrn 




t'R JO NPPJS:NPPTS+t 
!39 TPPT(~PPTSl=TE 
!'JO Tt'Fl TSCIF,?):NPPTS 






























l 7 l 
172 
I 75 







C C~ECK IF LOAO INCREMENTS qfCOMJNG CONSJSTANTLY LESS THAN 'FRAC' OF TOTAL LOAD 
c 
c 
TFfEP.GT.O.Ol GO TO ?O 
1F(NMillJ/PMTNC(lPl.GT.FRAC) GO TO 21 
'l><:Nl::l\!KNT•l 
TFfNKhT.LT.31 r.u TO ?O 
PRINT ?01,FIHC 
?nt FODMAT(tHU,8"\('*'),/,' Lnan fNCREMFNTS LESS THAN',Fb.3, 
$
1 OF TOTAi I OAn FOR PAF.CfnJNG ' L0AO JN('.RFMENTS•,11, 
$' ANALYSlS TFH"INATEn',//,' RfSULTS AFTER CURRFNT LOAo·INCREMfNT L 
$TSTfl) l'lfl.OW 1 ,/l,R4('*')) 
TSTUP=-1 
. T otJn NOllT) =NI.I+ 1 
21 NKNl:O 
C OIJTPIJT CLIRNFNT f'.lUANTITIES 
r: 
r. 
2!! CALL OllTPUT (NF.:P,NNP,NOFP,JSP,Nf(P,NPCP,NLPP, 
$PSTR"I, ST RN, STRS, S Ir.fl.AR, pl~A X, TOllT, NFL,.Tpq, NOOEPK, k'~ I'IC, 
IPHT,IPFLTS,RLAM,CF,OP,nu,nESTRN,OPSTRN,DSfRN,OSTRS,IPPT, 
:LP, II, FSTR~:, NE WP} 
T¥fISlOP.EQ.-ll GO TO 16 
r. CHECK AVATLAHLE STOQAGt 
c 
"IHRKP:NOF*NPC 
TF(NPC.Lf.NPCPl GU ro 13 
PRTNT ?O? 
?U? FURMATfl~O,~~('•'),/,' AVATL~RLE STORAr.t tXCEEOEO: PLASTTC MATRI 
$X rrin I APGF',//, 1 AN ... LYSTS 1FR'4JNr.TE0 1 ,//,' Rt'JULlS AFTtP. PRFVTOIJS 
$ LnAn TNCRFMFNT LISTFU RFL0~·.11,5<;('•')} 
TOtlf(NnUT)::tJI. I 
'·'L T:''L T-1 
fl\ 1.L U111PIJT (t;FP,l~NP,tif)FP, TSP,t.lff'.p,NP(P,•1LPp, 























































REAi) F.LASTIC MATRTX (gTDR) FPO~ TE~PORARY FILE 
11 TF(NPC.Lf.NBWJ LU:LU? 
T.F(NPC.GT."IHW) L'l:LU1 
r.Atl NTR~N(Lll,!Or?.?,?,NWRKF,RKf,L,?2) 
TFfL.En.N~RKF) GO Tu th 
PRTNT A20,1, 
1120 FOR~AT(' ERROR ON REAOTNG SYSTFM ELASTIC MATRIX (BTDR)', 
$ 1 : tRR'lk COIJf TS', Ttll 
!'qnp 
11, REHJllN 
SllkROllTTr~F FOR nf,TfRMHITNr. SCALAR Ml.ILTIPLTERS FOR ELASTTc ELEMENTS, 
Al.I() Fnf< Rf[llRNP.!G STRFSS POTNTS TO YIELO SURFllCF FOR PLASTIC HEMFNTS 
Slll'l,RnuTi111t r<OOT(RT,X1,X2,X"1,XQ,yl,Y2,v'·'lll 
nullflLf PREC.ISJON AA,Rfl,CC,Rl 
TFfIA.GT.•1) GO TO 2 
AA:Xl•Xl·X~•X2+X2•12tS.•X'*X~ 
TFfIFACT.Fn.?.AN!'l.FP.En.01 G" Tu I 
nu:x1•Vt-o.5•(Xl•Y?tX2•Y1)tX?•Y2t3.•X3•Y' 
CC:Yt•Yl-Yl•Y?tY?•Y?tS.•''*Y' 
r.n TO 'I 
? ~A:Xl•~l+X?•X?tX4•lll•Xl•X?·X?*VQ•Xl•X4+3.•X3*XJ 

















1 SUAROUTINE PLASM (NEP,tSP,tF,A,STGRAR,VOL,O,STON,ENTON,UTOl 
2 COM~nN (A,NN,NF,NPPrS,NoFS,NDf,NOFA,NHWS,NAW,NPCS,NPC.NOFAWS, 
3 2LP,JL,TSTOP,JCHECK,f,EP,FPS,R~11,SZFRO,SZFROS,THI~,RMTN,1S, 
4 3NLT ,'J>jRKF,1\1,.PKP,Fl A, JQ,NNfWP,NOUT ,l.ll1,l U?.,LU3,FRAC 
5 nr~El\ISJON A(NEP,JSP),STGRAR(NfP,TSP),VOLfNFPJ,O(Q,6), 
b 2"TD(l\IEP,h,TSP),AT0(41,RJ0Nfbl 
7 l'l011Hl.E PRU: JS ION OUM 
. !I c . 
q C. Co\U:tJLATE: GRAOJFNT OF YlELD FllNOTO"l 
10 c 
11 YFrIA 0 GT.-f) GO TO I 
1 2 A I I Er 1 ) : SI GbA fH IF, I ) t ST GRAP ( If , 1 J-S 1 r.u A IH IF,;>) 
13 AlTE,2l:SJGHANrJF,?)t5TGRAR(lf,?.}-5JGB4R((E,t) 
14 A(TE,31:&.•STGRAR(Tf,S) 
15 GO rn ? 
lb I A(TE,tl:SlGhAH(lf,l)+STGAAR(Tf,t}-$Jr.ttAR(lf,;>) 







?II C N0k"!ALl7E G~Ml!FNT Of YTELO flJt,rt TU~I 
?5 r. 
?6 ? f'\lJM:O. 
?7 ~o 3 I=1,1s 
?1:1 1 f'IU"!:ntiM+A(tf,l)•ll(JE.Il 
?'I l)U"':l.IDSQRJ({)ift1) 'o no a l=t,Js 'I q A(TE,I):A(H::,J1*0U~ ,2 c 

























C C~Lr.lJLAT[ fNTDNtnP) TERM 
c 
no b l=t ,Is 
ATO(T):O. 
l'IQ b J:l ,JS 
b AJO(T):ATDrll+A(TE,Jl•O(J,T) 
FtHON:FP 








































COMMUN /fXT/ RKF(1~ll,?Q) , RKP(1qll,llO) 
COMMON IA,NN,NF,NPPTS,~oFs,Nnf ,NDFA,NHWS,~Rw,NPCS,NPC,NOFHWS, 
2LP,(l,JSTOP,TCHECK,E,EP,FpS,RNU,SZFNO,SZFROS,THI~,RMJN,IS, 
3NLT,N~RKF,NwRKP,Fl4 1 TU,NNfWP,N0UT,LUl,lU?,lUl,FRAC 
"I l'~PJ S T!IM Tl: l T Ojf P, 3 l , l ti( ( MflFP l, f) (II, ll) , I PELTS ( N[f' 1 1), 
2DLAl'lfNl'Pl, A l~'EP, TSO) ,PP(NLPP,Nl'IFP) ,11tltN1>FP) ,SIGH~IHNFP, ISP), 
~ V Ill (PJt P) , Hf NF P, I SP, I> l , T TR 1 f I· Ff", l> l , T (.ll IT ( I (l 0 l , OE S l RN ( NFP, I SP), 
Q ris TN s (ME p, r SP), f)P ( IJl)f pl , n I ~G 'tJP(P) , (;fl ( Mf>ff>) , RK 1 ( Nf'f.P, NPCP) , 
~"IU41fbl,nUM2(4l,DI4G?IMPCP),P~~·'hLPP,?),MMINC(NIPP),P(NnfP) 
'b,U(Nnf P) 
?I C AS TJFHITTON Ml~HT BE NfCfSSARY, STOHF PLASTIC MATkTX <-RTON) 
?2 C IN T[MPnN~RY FILE 
:> 1 r. 
?II [All NTIHN(lll:~,t0,22,lrNlllJ~KP,RKl'rl.,2?) 
?~ TFfL,E~.NWRKP) en 'U 1 
?h PRTNT A20,l 
?7 fl20 FORMAT(' ENHOR ON WRTTh1G !'IYSTf.M Pl.ASTTC MATRIX (-~TON)', 
?8 $' : [PRON cnof TS',Tlll 
?Q s1np 
'n I nn 5 1=1,NPC 
'J 5 OJAG?(J):DTA~(l) 





,8 C SOLVE SYSTEM MATRIX FOR OTSPLACF~FNT TNC~FMFNT VECTOR ANO L~MROAS 
'<l r. 
ao th TF(NPC.LF,NHW) CALL SOLVE\ (NDFP,NPCP,NLPP,PP,Du,oTAG,OQ,HK3) 
lit TF(NPC,GT.N~W) CALL SULVF2 (NOFP,NPcP,NLPP,PP,nU,oTAG,Q~,H~3) 
U2 TK:o 
.43 c 
UQ C CHECK KTNFMATTC CONSTRAINTS FOR fAtH PLASTIC FLEMFNT :-
















IF(IPELTS(TE,tl.EQ.O) GO JO « 
J:TPFLTS(If,?) 
RLAM(IF):~n(J)/VOLrlE) 
TFflPELTS(TE,5).FW,1) GO TO ? 
C (1): FOP I A4ri0AS ASSUMED NON-7ERU CHECK JHAT LAMBflA NON-NEGATIVE 
c 
Jf(~LAM(!fl.~F.0,) r,n To Q 
TFfA~SfNI A4(l[)} 0 GF 0 !,F-h) GO TO 30 
RL~M;!f):U, 


















































































?Qt FOR~AT(tH0,/, 1 LnAn TNCRFMFNT 
$ 1 ELFMFNT ',TIJ,' UNLOAOTNG 
GO 10 ~ 
',J4,• ITERATION •,1a,1, 
LA~BOA : 1 ,Et2.bl 
<?>: FOP LAMHOAS ASSUMEO 7ERO CHECK.THAT SCALAN PRonucT OF GHADTENT OF 
YTELD FllNCTTON ANO NOl?MAUlFD STRESS :tNCRFMF.NT VECTON NON•POSITIVE 
ElEMtNT NODE OISPl.ACEMENT JNCREMENTS 
? no 6 I=t,b 
J:TTRIIIF,T") 
h OUMl(ll:OU(J) 
CALCIJLATE N~LAITVF MAGNITUOFS OF COMPONFNTS OF ELASTIC STRAIN 
INCRtMFNI v~croq 
no 1~ 1:1,rs 
_ntJM,2(J):0, 
no n .1:1,h. 
11 OUM2(!J:nUM2111tRCTE1l1Jl•nUMt{J) 
CAlr.tlLATE RFLAllVF MAGNTTIJOFS DF COMPOlllFNTS OF STRESS INCREMENT VECTOR 
no II I=t.IS 
nuMtfll:O, 
no 11 J=t .IS 
'I nuMt(f),,,fllJMl(Iltn(T,.J)•[)'IM?(.I) 
NORMALIZE RELATIVE MAGNTTIJOFS OF COMPONENTS OF STRESS INCREMENT VECTOR 
fltJM:O, 
no If! 1=1,TS 
10 nuM:nlJMtOtlMl(Jl•OUMlfl) 
fllJ"= I,/ !FHH ( f\UM) 
no IQ T:l,TS 
19 nuMJ(J):ntJMl(l)•OUM 
CALr.llLATt ANf) u•fr:K SCALAR Pl"notJcT nf GRADIENT OF YIELD FUNCTION ANO 
NOMMftLJZEO SIRESS INCREMENT VECTOR 
OUM:O. 
no q I=t, IS 
(I nu'1:nl)M~A(TE, Il*OU"l ( 1) 
TF(1)llM,LT,O) Gil TO 4 
TK: I 
r .... F.L rsr IF, 1J=o 
PN!NT 20? 1 NLTA,JT,JE,DUM 
?02 FORMftlf!HO,/,' LOAD INCRFMFNT 1 ,Ja,• ITERATION 1 ,14,/, 
$' FLFMFNT ',fq,• - LOAOTNG',/ 1 1 SCALAR PNOOUCT OF GRADIENT 0, YTELO 
$ F!"-irTTON ANO NOl~M~LTlFO STRFSS TNCRl'l'lfNT VECTf'lR : 0 ,Ft?.b) 
II Cll'l IT NI IE 
11Q r: IF TIFH~ITON CONSTl/A(NIS SATJSFlff'l, cnNTJNUF 
11') r: 
llb TFfI~.FQ,01 GO TO 12 
111 r 
11R C JI' TTFRATTUN PR0CFSS NUT CONVFRGJNG TFR~INATE ANALYSIS 














































































TF(IT.LT.10) GO TO 11 
PRtNT 200 
--------
200 FORMAT(IH0,50('*'),//, 1 STTLL IN ITERATION LOOP AFTER 10 ITERATION 
ss•,11,• ANALYSTS TFRMINATEO',/I,' TOTALS AFTER PREVIOUS LOAO INCRE 
:&ME.NJ USTEO Rf.IOW 1 ,//,'i1( 1 • 1 )) 
r.o TO ?9 




TF(~PC 0 GT 0 NHWJ LU:lUt 
CAIL NTIHN(Lll,to,22,?,NwR1<F,RKE,L,?2) 
TF(L.~Q.N~RKF) GO TO 21 
Pl<TNT 11311,l 
R30 FURMAl(' ERROR ON R~AOTNG SYSTFM ELASTIC M'TRIX (BTOR) 1 , 
$ 1 ! ERRAfl CODF TS 1 ,Jll) 
STOf' 
21 CAl·L NH!AN(LllS,J0,?2,2,NWflKPrRKP1Lr22) 
TF<L.EO.N~R~P) GO TO 17 
PfHNT Rl!ll,I 
~110 FORMAT(' ERROR ON REftOTNG SYSTEM PLASTIC MATRIX (•RT~N) 1 1 
$' : ERROR CODF TS',Jll) 
STOP 
I 7 Oil 7 I: t , NP[ 
7 OJAG(l):OI~G2(T) 
FON f'LASTTC [I E~ENTS ASSUM~D llNLOADTNG, DELETE APPROPRIATF 
RO~ ANO cnLllMN FROM PLASTIC MATRICES <-ttTON) ANO {NTONtOP) 
no 111 JE=l,NF 
TFrIPEllSCTE.31.F!~.0) GO TO t4 
NC:IPEI TSCif.,2) 
1'1) l"i T:!,NOF 
1<; 'IKP(T ,N[):O. 
t"\fAt.;(r-;[):1. 
14 f()NfIMJE . 
RF-SOI VF 
r.o rn to 
2Q TOllT (NOUT):Nl I 
"-ILT:NLT-1 
no 21 TE:1,Nr 
TPrLTS(IF.:,1):0 
no ;>7 .J=1,1s 
nf. ~HRN( If:,,J):o. 
27 OSTHSCTErJl:0 0 
no 2R T=t .~IDF 
rwrn:o. 
211 nuril=O. 
1'.:Al.L IJIJJPIJT (NFP,N~Jl>,Nl)fP, TSP,NfCP,NP[P,NLPP, 
$PSTH•!, 5TllN,ST><5, srr.H ... H,P"'AX, TOllT ,NFL TPR,NOflEPR,RMINC, 
'.bPtlT' TPF'L TS,HLAM,CF ,oP,Ou,oFSTHN,OPSTRl\j,IJSlRN,()STRS, IPPT, 
$P, 11,FSTk•I, ll!EWP) 
STOP 
JTtf?AT[m. f'l~Ur.t.n1JPf HAS cmiVfPbF.:D 
u•1t. nr.•) p11; Pl. h 5 I l c FL f MENT) 
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- L.... La.. L ~ C 
0 u..a.. ~ = '.J... z c ......... ~ ._, Q. u. 
o ..,..N"""' ::t LI' ..C" 





























































~UqHOUTJNE OUTPUT fNEP,NNP,NOFP,TSP,NECP,NPCP,NLPP, 









4FSTHN("lf P, TSP) ,NFWP('i0) ,np(t,nf P) ,l)ll(Nl)FP) ,RMTNC (Nl)FPl, 
')l"E s TRN ( NFP, i ~p), nrSTRN ( ~IEf'o T Sp 1, ns TRN ( Nf.P IT SP), 
on~TkS(NfP,ISPJ,(PPTCNEPJ,P(NOFPJ,U(NnFP) 
PJLT=NLT+l 
H<NLI.1iF..Tl•llT(t10UT).AlllO.IrtiFCK.F.!l.0) r.o rn 7 
TF (NL! .E.n. TUUT (NnUT)) N(JllT:NOllTt I 




?00 FOAMATf!Hlr'RtSUlTS AFTER',I4,?X, 1 LOAO INCREMENTS 1 ,/} 
TF<ICHFCK.FQ.1) GO rn 1 
PRINT ?01,(NFWP(l),J:t,NNEWPl 
?01 FORM~T(IHO,'NEYr FLEMENTS Tb UNDERGO PLASTIC DFFORMATION :•,toTs, 
'U(//,Q7X,1015)) 
r.o ro ;> 
t T:(JFIX(PMAX(LP,t))tl)/2 
PkTNT ?O?,LP,J 
20? FORHaTrtHU,'ENO OF LOADING 1 ,111,;:>x,•: MAXIMUM LOAD RFACHFO AT NOOE 
$',T41 
;:> PRTNT ?tA,RMTN 
?JA FURMAT(tHn,'AT LOAD FACTOH',Ftt.h) 
r.o b I=t ,LP 
h PMTNT ?21,T,RMTNC(T) 
?21 FUPMAl(1Ho,'IOf\I) VFCTOR•,n,•: CUMULATIVE LOAO FACTOR : 1 ,Elt.6) 
TFCIA.FY.l) PRTNT 219 
?IQ FORMAT(tHO,'NOTE: rJRCUMFERENTTAL STRAJNS AND STRESSES (0) CORRESP 
$nNn TO CENTkn1ns OF ELFMENTS',l,!H+,11ux,•-•,1,b('-'>J 
TFrJrHFCK.FQ.b) GO TD ;>3 
IP:LPtl 
TCHEfK:O 
23 PRTNT ?Oh 
?Oh F04MAlflH0,7ux,•cuRRENT VALUES',l,55X,'l',52('• 1 }, 1 / 1 ,1,14x,•sTRA1 
$N TNrRFMFNTS•,,7x,•sTRAJMS',~AX, 1 STRFSS 1 ,1,12x, 1 1 1 ,1R<'-'), 1 /•,tQX 
$,'SlR[SS',ax,•1•,2Q('-'), 1 / 1 ,1ux, 1 Y1ELO',SX, 1 cnHRECTTON',/, 
$' ~LFMFNT 1 ,c;x,'ELASTTC 1 ax. 1 PLASlTC 1 ,ax, 1 LAMHOA',ax. 1 TNCRF.MENT 1 ,3x, 
$'tLASTrc•,qx, 1 PLAST1c•,5x.•rnTAL',6x, 1 SrR£SS',1X, 1 FUNCTION 1 ,c;x, 
S'f'ACTUR',ll 
C EVALUATf YIFLO FUNCTION FOR FIEMfNTS Pfr.llJESTEO AS OUTPUT 
r 
nu lj IF:! .~If 
THNFLTPQ(TE).'IE.11 Gil Tf'I 11 




r.o 1n 11 















h5 c PRINT ELEME'H l.)IJANTITTES FOR nuTPIJT RFOllf.:!HFO 
-.b c ********************************************* 
67 c • 
bA TF(JA) 9, n, 10 
f.9 c 
70 C PLANE STRFSS ANALYSTS :-
71 r. 
72 Q no 1? TE=l,NF. 
73 TFfNFLTPRCTEl.NF.tl GO TO 12 
7Q TFfIPELTSCTf,tl.Fa.OJ r.o rn' 
7':> c 
7b C PLASTIC ELEMENTS 
17 c 
L_ _l~~I ~~~·~I•!=..••~,__!!.=.~ 
78 PRINT ?07,nESTRNflF~l),OPSTRN(TE,1),nSTRS(TE,1),ESTRN(!E,1>. 
79 $PSTRN(TE1ll,STRN(lf,1),STRSCTE1ll,TE1DESTR"l(Jf,2J,nPSTRNCIE,?), 
AO \~LAMfiF),DSTRS(IF,?),E~TRMf!F,2),PSTRN(lF 1 2),STRNCTE,2),STRS(IF,2) 
Rt \,PHl(lFl,Cf(T~},nEsTRN(JF,J),DPSTRN(lf,3),nSTRS{lE,3},ESTRN(JE~3), 
R2 $PSTMNCTE 1 i),STRN(IF,1),STRSCJ~,3) 
R1 ?01 FURM•l(IH0,7X,'X •,2r1x,F10.~J.tlx,~<1x,FtO.~).l,I~.,x,•v ' 
RQ i1or1•,Ft0.5),/,7V, 1 XY •,?(1X,E10.5J,1tX,~(1X,E10.51) 
AS GO tn 12 
Ao C 



































1 PRTNT ?OS,OESTRN(IF,1J,DST~S(JF,1),ESTRN(lF,I), 
iPSTR~CTf,l),SJRNflF,1),STNSCJt,11,TE,DFSTRN(TE,2), 
$nSTMS(Jf,2),FSTNN(lE,2l,PSTNN(Jt.21,s1RN(lE,?l,STRSCTE,2l, 
$PHJ(TE},OESfRNflF 1 ,) 1 DSTRS(lF,,),tSTRNflf,1),PSTRN(lf,1), 
~STRNfIF,~),STRS(TE,31 
205 FORMATr1Ho,1x,•x•,2x,E10.s,5x,•--•,15x,sc1x,F10.s>,1. 
$T5,3X,'Y',?X,E10.5,5X,'•·'•9x,'•-'•QX,b(1X,Et0.5l 1 ~X, 
$'-- 1 ,1,1x,•xv•,2x,F1n.~.sx, 1 --',15~,5l1X,E10.5>> 
12 l".ONITNllE 
r.n rn ?o 
C PLANE STRAIN ANALYSTS :• 
r. 
c 
13 r'IO 21 TE=t,NE 
TF(NfLTPRCTEl.NE.1) GO TO ?1 
TF(IPELTSCTErll.EQ.Ol GO tn t4 









:h I's T ,, ~ ( n , .~ l , F s T" t.J( Tt , .~ l , p s T pH ( r f , ·s) , •:q I~ N ( IF, ' ) , s r Rs ( TE, 3 1 
?l? ru~~ATf1Mn,1v,•x ·.~c1~.F1n.s1,11x,sr1x,r1n.sJ,1,15,,x,•v ' 
11U(JX,FJO.S),/,RX,'l •,2r1x,r10.s1,11x,S(lX,fl0.5), 
$/,7x,•xv ',2(1X,Ft0.5J,11X,S(1V,F10.S)l 
r:::o Tn ;>1 






.11- -~---·-·-· .II- - - l_ll-Jl.t-o.~-•Jl!=-L~--~~-- - I __ -: ~---~----•l."~·-=------~L~~·o,.-. "'·""""- I~-
120 c 
l?I 14 PRTNT ?13,nESTRNCIE,1),0STRS{JE,1),ESTRNCIE,1), 
1?2 SPSTRN(TE 1 1),STRN((F,1J1STRSCTE1tl,tE,OfSTRN(TE12), 
1?3 snSTRS(TE.21,FSTRN(TE.?l,PSTRN(TE,2},STRN{IF..?J,STRS(tE.2), 
l?q $PHT{TEJ,nESTRN(lf,4),0STRS{JF.,4),f~TRN(Jf,4J,PSTRN(IF 1 4), 
1?5 $STRN(lF,4J,STRS(TE,4),0fSTRNflF,,),OSTRSfIF.,,),fSTRN(JF.,,), 
1?6 $PSli<>'l(Tfd1,STR!•(lF,,J,STfiStTF.31 . 
1?7 ?1' FU~MAT(lHo,1x,•x•,?x,flO.~.~v.·--·,1~x.sc1v,ft0.5),/, 
1?8 $T5,3Y,'Y',?X,f1P.5,5X, 1 -- 1 ,qx,•--•,4Y,~(1•,E1U.5),5X, 
1?9 i'~- 0 ,1.~x.•z•,~x.EI0.5,sx,•--•,1sx,sr1x,F.10.sJ, 
1'0 s1,1x,''Y',?x,~10.s,sx,•--•,1sx,5<1x,F.10.si1 
111 21 rwnrr-.11E 
1'2 ~u Jn ?o 
I'~ r: 
114 C A~ISY~MFTRlf. ANALYSTS :-
1'5 r. 
116 10 no 22 r~=l,NF 
1,7 TF(NFLTPRCTE1.NE.1J no TO 22 
118 TF{lPtLTS(TE,1).FQ.Ol r.o TO It 
1'9 r. 
IQO r. PLASTTC ELEMENTS 
lilt c 
142 PMTNT ?11,0ESTPNfIF,1J,DPSTRNcTf,t),OSTRSCtE,ll,F.STRN(TE,ll, 
I Qi $PSTRN(TE,1l,STRN((F,1J,STNS(TErll,TErOESTRNCJE,2J,npsrRN{lf,?J. 
144 IRL•M<IFJ,USTRS<IE,?J,ESTAN(Jf,?),~STAN([f,2),STRNCTE,?l,STRS(JF,?) 
I 115 $.PH I (IF) • c F ( H ) , nr. s T RrH IF, ll) , DPS TRN ( T 1-.r 'I) , OS HIS ( TE, 11 l, F STNN (IE, 4), 
IQb $ 0STNN(T£,q),STAN(lF,nJ,ST~S(Tf,4l,OESTRN(If,,),OPSTHN(Tt,3), 
147 $nSTHSCT£,Jl,fSTHNCTEr3l,PSTRN(T[,3l,STRN(lf,,),STRS(TE,3l 
Ill!\ 211 Ffll~MAT(JH0,7X,'R •,2c1v,F10.5J.ttx,s<1X.FI0.5J,/,I5,,X, 1 Z •, 
149 $10(!X,Ft0.5),/,8X,'O •,2r1x,f1n.<;1,11x,5(tX,FI0.5), 
150 $1,1H+,1x,•-•,1,7x, 1 Nl 0 ,?(1X,t10.5),1tX,5(1X,E10.5)) 
1~1 GU Tn ?? 
I "2 C 
155 C E.LASTTC EIEMENTS 
l'i4 r. 






1~1 ?14 FORMftf(IH0,7X,'R',?X,EI0.5,5X.'--•,1sx,sc1x,E10.5),/, 
lh2 $T5,3X,'Z',?.x,E10.~.5x, 1 --•,9x, 1 --•,qx,hClx,Et0.5l,5X, 
t~J 1°--•,1,ttx,•u•,?x,EI0.5,51, 1 --',t5X,SflX,Fl0.5J, 
tb11 ~l,tH+,7x,•- 1 ,1,7x,•w1•,2x,F.10.s,sx,•-- 1 ,15x,sc1x,Et0.5JJ 
t65 2?. ro111111111E 
1'>6 c 
1h7 C PRP.Jl CllRAENT Pl .. ASTTC El E.~fNlS 












21'1 Pi<Tl•T ?01 
20' FORMAT(tHo,1,• CllRRENT PLA~'ITTc ELEMENTS :-•,/,?7<'•')) 
TF(NPPTS.Nf.O) GO TO IA 
PRTNT ?10 
21n ~UR~AT(!HO,'NIL') 
h() 111 19 
JP PRTNT ?UU,(!PPT(T),}:\,NPPTS1 
?oq FQAMAllJH0,2c;15,11,1oc1~.25I<;,//)) 
r: 
r. PRl''' HF4np1i;s FUR M_O!)E J~llA'IJTTTFS 
r 




---- l_lll!llllllm---- - l.•11!11111!111!1_.l~~~~=~lllllllllllll!l.:."--.0:4----....---=-~!!'-.q,.lll!~----~~---- --.-.!.'4.-~~L...,;:!.!!1_•.!..!!.!!-~"----~-~~ ~--
tAO JQ JF(IA.lf.tl PRINT ?OR 
!At 20R FORMAT(!M0,1,11x, 1 tO\O JNCRfMENT',1bX,'TOTAL LOAn•,12x,•n1sPL4CEME 
IR2 $'JI INCPEMfNT•,Rx,•TOTAL n1sPLACEMENT 1 ,1,~x,4(3X, 1 1 1 ,?3('• 1 l,•1•),/, 
tRi 1 1 NQnf•,1x,•npx•,11x, 1 npy•,11x,•Px',12X,'PY',t2X,'"U',12X,'0V 1 , 
JAii Ji1:S-lC,'U 1 ,1_\X,'V',/) 
11\5 TFIT•.FU.11 PMTNT ?15 
IRb 2t5_FOPH•Tr1Hn,1,11x, 1 LOAD JNCPfMfNT',tbk, 1 TOTAL LOAn 1 ,12x,•n1sPLACE~E 
IA7 J;NT lNCPt~ENT',Ax,•TuTAL n1sp1 ~rEMfNT',1,5x,ac1x,•1•,23c•- 1 ), 1 / 1 ),/, 
!RB $' ~1ont::•, 1x, •nPP•, 1 t x, •npl •, 11.x, •PtP, t2x, •pz:•, t?x, •nu•, 12x, •ov•, 
1 ll q $ 1 :s x , I u • , 1 3 l( , I v '- , I ) 
JQO r. . 
!<It C PRI'Jl NODF lllJANTiflfS FOR OllTPUT Rf:!lllf.SHO 
J()2 r. **************•·······~··················· I q ~ C 
1qq no 5 I:\,NN 




IQ9 PMTNT ?oo,r,nP(J},nP(Ll,P(J),P{L),nU(J),nUCL),U(.J),U(L) 
200 ?QQ FODH•T<tM ,ra,A(1X,Ell.b)) 
;>O\ <; ruMrTNllE 
2n2 c 
20~ C CHt~K FOR TfRMINATtNG ANAL~SIS 
21111 c 
;>ll') 7 T:Tf-I ~ (PMAX (I P,t)} 








A.6 EPCQI Program Listing 
• ___ Ill_. -.-1••~- --·- ___ l~I.•= ~IJ.~.iLlL~-~~11_11 _____ ~----- _II.I~--
COL•EPCUTCl).MAIN 
I COMP!LF.R (XH:5l 
2 c 



















PAPA METER Nr'l~P : '84 
PARA"lE.TER NFCP : ~4 
PAPAMETER NPCP : '0 
P,\PA'1EfEq NNP = 19? 
PARA"l[T[R NEP = 11 
PAl~A"'ETfR· 1np = ' 7 PAPA"tTER JSf- = ' PARA"lf TFR Nl.l'P : ? 
PAflAMf.TfR 1nsr> = TUP * IOP 
ro~MnN /EXT/ RKE(NOfP,NECPl,RkP(NDFP.NPCP) 
r.U"'MnN I A; TO,N~J, NF., NPPTS, NOFS, ~lJ)F, N(JF A, NRWS, N!iW, "'!PC, NPCS, 
?~DFRWS,LP,1L.rqrnp,1r.H~cK,F,F1',fPS,RNU,S7fRO,SZEROS,THIK. 
JPMTN,JS,JUS,TOSM,NLl,GP(",4),W~T(4,41,NWRKF,NWRKP, 
qFJ A,NOIJJ ,Llll ,Lll?,Ltl3,Llfq,t.I AM, FRAC 











= I I 
= 1.2 
= I J 
= Ill 
?8 C INITIALIZE ANRAYS 
;>'-I c 
--=.!1_111!!!1111_1.J .•... ~-,,=-~~•-i·- ~i!i_L-=--- _,. .. --..=-•~~- ·-••-=-:==-..!.~!1!1!11 .. 1111!~.-=-,...=~-~- Ill-=====··-
30 O[MENSTON PP(NLPP,NDFPl,COORO(NNP,?),JfLTCNEP,121,rttcCNOFP), 
'I 2PMA ){ (NI PP.?), I nur ( 100), NFL. TPR (N[P, ToSP), NOOEPiHNNPl. 
'2 3H(TOSP,1?),0H(TOSP,1?,?),R~JN[{NLPP),OlAG2fNPCP), 
35 411 ( ~'OFP). F STW! u;r_P, TOSP, TSP J, PSTRN ( Nf:P, TOSI', I SP), p ( NnFP), 
3 LI c;s TR s ( Nf p, I nsP. TSP) , sf Gl'IA p ( N~ p, t OSI', I SP) , l l'FL Ts r NF. I', I nsP, 3). --
'5 bPLAM(NFP,1nsPJ,A(NFP,JnsP,TsPJ,DlAG(NPr.P1,ngcNPCPJ,RK5(NPCP,NPCP1, 





Ill C RE:Ai'I STRUCTIJJ.<F OATA 
ll2 c 
aJ r.ALL DATA (NFl',NNP,NOtP,TOSP,JSP,NFCP,NPr.P,NlPP, 
44 $PJ->,cnuRu,1F:LT,THr.,PHAX,JnuT,NfLTPR,NODfPA,oET,H,nHl 
45 c 
lib r. CALr.Ut.ATE AND STORF JN TEMPOIHRY Fii.ES, El..ASTTC STffFNfSS HAlRJX CfHOB) . 
07 c AND STRAIN-DISPLAr.tMENT MATRIX rA•) FnR E~CH JNTfGR,TTON POINT 
af\ r 
c 







C INITIALTZF r.OtlNTfHS FnR FTRST LOA~ TNCRFMf'NT: LINEAR ELASTIC ANALYSTS 
c 
<;4 I P=I 










----~-11111!1!1!!1111~1-.. ··= ! -~-J~...,. _11!1_ -- ,JILi ... ~~------ ---=----=----- --- -~~~-.-•..==.!.• ·-
60 c . 
61 3 CALL SOLVE! (NOFP,NPCP,NLPP,Pp,ou,01AG,QQ,RK1). 
li2 c 
li3 r. OFTl'"R"'INf: Pl ASTTC Pllf"GRATJON POINTS 
lill ('. 
li5 1 r.ALL STNSTR CNFP,NNP,NOFP,TOSP,ISP,NFCP,NPCP,NLPP, 
1:>6 $P,lf,S:-STNN,PSTNN,SlRN,STRS,Sl!~HAN,PP, IELT ,PMAX,JOllT, 
h1 $!\lfl_TPN,NOOFPR,n,n~T.tPf'LTS,NIAM,A,Cf,oP,NEWP,NNEWP, 
6R $0~,0FST~N,OPSTRN,OSTRNrDSTRS,GPCRO,JPPT,PHt,RMINC) 
1,q TF(JSTnP.FQ.-ll r.o TO? 
70 TFfNPPTS.EQ.O) GO TO 3 
71 c 
72 r AFwTNn TtMPORANY FILE JN WHICH TNTfGRATTON POTNT OfFORMATTON 
13 c MATRir~s CA') ARt STOREn 
74 r 
75 ("Al.L Nifl4N(LIJll,J0,?2) 
76 r 
17 C fVALUATF PLASTIC ~ATNTCES (-RTON) ANO (NTON+OPl 
11'\ r. 
7q Oll 4 J:J,NPC 
AO nJAGfJ):O. 
~1 no 4 1:1,NnF 
A2 Q RKP(T,J):O. 
A3 Nw:o 
All NNW:O 
A') no 5 If':! ,~IE 
Ab nn ~ IG:l,TOS 














N"JW:"lw + ll 
CALL Pl. ASM (~IF_P, tOSP, ISP, IF, TG, JPEL TS, A,SIGBAR, 
~O, r.pr.1-m, T ~I. T, OFT, wT, RTnN, Et.IT ON rN) 
NC:IPELTSCTE,JG,?) 




Ii PKP ( 'lk'Rt,I, llC) :PKP (NNR+.I, NC )-ATON ( NRt-+J) •WT 
n I A(; ( Nr) =Ill Af: (NC l +FNTLJN•WT 
c; '111:~lW+'l 
100 c 
101 c APPLY HOUNOARY CONDITTUNS T" PLASTIC MATRIX (•ATON) 
102 c 
ID\ no 7 I=J,NOF 
1na TFfI~C(J).FQ.1) r.u TO 7 
105 no R J:t,NPC 
10~ q RKP(T,J):O. 














C SOLVE, CHFCK KINE~ATIC CONSTRAINTS ON ELASTIC AND PLASTIC Nf'GJONS 
C AND tTtPATE IF NECESSARY . 
r 
r. 
CALL ITER (NFp,NNP,NOFP,TOSP,ISP,NfCP,NPCP,NI PP, 
\Tfl T,JRt,o,oFT,JPtLTS,PL•~.A,PP,OU,NFwP,Nl\lfWP,nJAG?,RMTNC, 
inw,GPCPD,SJGRAR,RTnN,ESlRN,U,PrIPPT,nsTRS,nSTNN,nPSlRN,OTAG, 
int s I Rt<, t)P, rF, pi• 4 )(, r OllT, NFL T f' R, Non~ PR, p s I RN, s TR"J, s 'RS, RI< 5 l 
C APPLY NFkT LUhO lNCREMf"JI 
r. 













---- • - • - --_./ 


































SU~ROUTJNE OATA CNEP,NNP,NOFP,TOSP,JSP,NFCP,NPCP,NLPP, 
$PP,cno~o.IELT,TAr,PMJ1X,1nuT,NELTPM,NODFPR,nET,H,OHl 
COMKON JA,tO,NH,Nf,NPPTS,NnFS,NOF,NOFA,NRWS,NHW,~PC,NPCS, 
i' 1·1DF"H loiS, LP. TL, Is T".lP, I r1tf( I(. f.. FP. EPS, RNU, s ZERO, Si'E:!?u,q, TH t K, 
-Sl)1-1 TN, I~, T US, HlSM, NL I, 1;fl ( 11 1 II) 1 w (; T ( q, q l , N i<PKI', NwRK P, 
•11CT A, •101 IT, Lii Ir Ll12, L\13, L114, NLJI~, F"t-lhC 
"l "E "JS T ll"I PP ('H PP. N!)F p) , r. nnM f' ( 'llMP,?) , I FL r ("IF p. I. 2) , TfH'. ( N()F"P l, 
?. "M A x OH. pp , ;> ) , I nu T ( I () n ) , ,.,,r: I TI' II f .,, t- p , T 0 s p ) • N () ') E p I< r N "'p ) , n ET ( NE p , T 0 s p ) , ' 
3 'H T fl q P , I ;>) , 1 > H ( l USP , I ;> , ;>) , PPP < ? l , T l TL!' (1 2 ) , J I i, t: ( 2 ) , 
llrD r P.? l, F x C? l, oPP c 1 ;>,? >, onn v < <' l 
n~TA GP I n.n. -.'>71~'>0;>7, -.774~9hh7, -.8h113h3t, 
1n,n, .~773~6?7, o.n, -.5~9QH1o4, o.o, n,o, .7745Qbh7, 
.t.ncici111ci11, o.o, o,o, o.o •• 111.11v .. 31 / 
OATA ~~r /?,O, 1.u, .'>5'>~'>~5h, ,,478~QA'i, o.n, 1.0, 
l,HARA8RH9, ,h5?14'>15, n.n, o,o, .5S5~5S'i6, ,65?10515, 
10.n, o.o •. n,o, ,'l,47~~nR5 / 





FLJPl·•!I 1 (I ?Ai,) 
PIH~; T ? O 1 , T IT L F 
Qf._AD 101,TTll E 
FORMAl(lHl,!?Ah,/) 
F"UPM!ITf) 
MFAO TYPf OF ANALYSTS 
~'I Pf._hD 100,l,J 
'~ 100 F"URHhT(2A6' '1 TF<J.EO,'STHFSS') TA:-1 
'i' TFrJ.En, 1 sTNAJN 1 ) TA=O 
'I,] lf(J.EO.'MFTPJC'J TA :1 
'q IF(JA,"l.Ol GO Tn 11 
,, TFrJ.E0, 1 STMAl"'1 r.o rn 17 
'6 PNTNT ?2' 
'7 ?2' F"UDMAT(JMO,JR('*'l,/, 1 TYPF Of ANALYSIS TNCORRl'CTLY SPFClFIE0 1 1 / 1 
'l,H S.' ANALYSTS IFH~[NATt:O',/d<l( 1 tt 1 )), 
'<i srn~ 
110 r: 
Ill r: RF'Afl CU'-ISTANTS : IJLl"11H:P OF NODES, NllMRFR OF El.EMfNTS, 
Q2 r. F.l.A'HTC MfllllJLUS, PLASTIC MOOllLllS, POJSSON 1 S RATTO, 
ll' C U'IU.XTAL YffLn STRE:SS, RATT<J OF VON 1-IISF.S FiWIVo.1.tNT 
1lQ C SHIFSS To Yil:lfl STRFSS FOii STP~SS POl"IT 10 qE TPEAJFO 
ll'l c A'> PLASTJr., 11\!T[r.MATTUN ONOEP FOR r.a!JS!'I flUaDRATURb 












~ 1 f 
17 TFfJA,flJ,-1) HFan 1tJO,•IN,t,f,F",FP,R•llJ,S7fRO,ETA,IO_,NL!IM,THll(,FRAC 




FP.S::C ~·t p 
<; LF1, '1S ::!)Jf: Rii •S 7l R(I 
T t.lS: T (I• rn 
TtJ'».,:rr1:;-1 


























































1 I 1 
112 
1 I 3 
lH 
I 15 
1 l h 




no n TJ=1,NF 
READ IOO,IF,CIFLTCTE,J),J:l,121,TCS 
TF<IrS.EO.tJ Gn TOR 
~EAD 100,crcncr,J>,J=1,?),T:1,121 
nu 111 .1:1, 12 
1.:TF.LTfJF,.J) 
runfH'lCI, 1 >=cnc.1, t > 
10 runRncL,?>=cnCJ,?) 
r,o l n 1 .> 
11 DEAD 100,crcncr,JJ,J=t,?l,T=l,4> 
l :'I . 
no I II T:I, 4 · 
.I: It 1 
TF<J.E!l.<;) J:l 
Tl:Jl'LTCIE,Jl 
.l.J: P:-L TC TE, J l 
L :I. t I 
LL:JFLT (IE ,L) 
1.:1. tt 
L LL= TF. l. Tf IF, I. ) . 
n11 4<; K:l,2 
n11"= ccnc.1, K >-cncr ,K > l/'· 
runRncr1,K1:ror1,K1 
r 11 rm n c .J.I , K J = r. D r J , K l 








no J? TE:l,lliF 
n11 t? J:l,\1 
TJ:I+l 





•·<OF A :NOF +I 
NllFS:NnF-1 
'·'t\:~S=NRh-1 
•!ur i. l~S = NflF -N~ w <; 
~•..;DK E=NOF "'~fi w 
r. PRpJJ tffAr)lNt;'I ANO VALUES OF CONSTANTS 
r 
Pf<TNT ?J? 
?1;:> FOPr·•ATC//,' Nlit-'EllJCAL i\io.\LYSTS USING TWO OtMFNSIONAL TWELVF. NOOE 
$fSnPANAMETRIC Fl~ITE E1.EMENTS 1 1 //, 1 PLANF STRESS, PlhNF STRAIN OR 
UxT!:;Yf'IMETRTC Pl?Or,RAM',//,' CllHTC l 1HFHPOLATION FllNCTTUNS 1 ,//, 
$
1 r'llJAURATJr. STl?11TN V~llTATJnfli',1/, 1 ~1lJMFtHCAl INTl':GRATlON U~ING GAU 
J;<;~; .;llAnR~ Tl!fff' ,/) 
P•?Tl•T '?27, TU 
?27 •0PMAT(tHo,•nRnEP n~ JNlfGPATJr'IN : 1 ,TO,/) 
r F r l .\ • r 1.l. -1 J P 11 I •1 I 21 ~ 
? \ <; FO" ~~-I ( l'! 0, 'Pl ~~IF <: 1 Pf ~S A 'l Al.. Y SIS' , /) 
H'fP.ffJ 0 f.il P1dNT ?2'? 
































































TF(lA.FQ.1l PNTNT ?03 
20~ FOqMAT(tHO,'AXTSYMMETRTC ANALYSlS',/} 
PNHtT ?.t 1 
?11 FORMAT(lHO,'VON "41SES YJFLO CQNDTTION 1 ,/} 
TF(EP.NE.o.ol PNT~T ?l~ 
?tll FOQMt.TftHO,'KitJt:.f'IAT!C HARDFNTht;',/) 
T~(ED.FQ.D.01 PHThT ?21,FNAC 
?21 F()PM.~T(IHO, 'FLAST1r:, PFRFF:r.ll.Y PLASTic:: ANALYSIS Tf.RMINATEn WHFN 
2 L!1An TNClfff"F1~T "4AGNITllDF nEr:tH'.ASES To',F&.3,' OF TOUL LOAn•,I). 
PRHiT ::>117, El A 
2117 FODMAl(IHD,'TNTEGkATTON POINTS ~TTH VON MISES fQlllVALENT STRESS WI 
$THTN',Fh 0 3,' OF YTELD STRESS TNFAT[O AS PLASTTC',I) 




?111 F(JDi-!Al"(IHO,'~rnRAGF AVAJLAALF :',IQX,'MAXTMUM NllMRfR OF NODF.S :' 
:i.,rc;,/,?0l(,':',16X,'MAXlf'lllM NllMAER OF FLEl"FNTS :•,1c;,1,?0X, 
:b':',nA, 1 MA)((l"IH' l\llJMHF.R OF nfr.RFES OF FREEDOM : 1 ,ri;,1,2ox, 
$': MHT'111M HALF AANIJ.wT[)TH (1F ELASTIC: MAltHX :•,rs,1,zox,•:•,RX, 
:ti
1 rHXTMllM NllM<i[R OF l'LASTTC ~I f"'[NTS : 1 , l'i,l,?OX,': MAXIMUM NlJMRER 
$nF pQQPORTTUM11L LUAD PATHS :',T5,/1 
PhTNT ?O?,~N,hF,NOF,N~W 
20? FtJ~MtlflH1>, 1 STnR~!;F RF.•lltTt<FO :',?7X,'Nllt1RER OF NODES :•,J5, 
:t./,?l)ll, 1 :•,;>11X,'NllMRER OF l:'IEMfNTS :•,rc;,1,?ol(,•:•,111x, 
:t;•1,11~~11~.R nF IJFf,R[FS UF Ff~Fffl(JM :',J'),/,?OX,•:•,qx, 
'!> 1 '1ALF flA~lll-io.TllTH OF Flo\STIC MATkTX : 1 , l'>,11 
Pill ti T ;> t 7 , F , F P , f1 'I lJ , S 1E1111 
217 FUQ'.Hf(Lli0, 1 M/ITtRIAL CONSTANTS: ELASTIC MOOllLllS :•,ftl.61 
$1,?0X,': PLf\SlTC MODIJLllS :',f::ll.hr/r20X,': POTSSONS IHTTO :', 
:i;F1t.h,1,;>ov,•: YTEI[) STt-1Fss :•,Et1.;,,11 
tF<Ifl.FW.·1 l PRJNT 21b,THJK 
<'lh F()Rr1., l<lHO, 'PL.qr THJCKNFSS : ',Ft1 .n,/) 
r. CHEf'.I( AVAllhflLE ST!IRAr.E 
c 
IFfNOF.Lf.NUFPJ GU TO c;z 
PMTtH 231 
?31 !'°IJPMAT(tHo,60('•'),/,lH ,•AVAILAAU·'. STORAGE E:XCHDl'.D 
$~S JN FL~STIC: ~ATMTX',1,ht('•'l) 
•qnp 
5? TF(NPw.LF.NECPl GO TO «6 
PtllNT ?3;> 
?3? FORMAl(JH0,63('•'),/,tH ,•AVAILARLF STORAGF f.XC:EFOED 
$LUl"NS TN ~Ll\SlTC M&TRJX•,/,b«C'•')) 
•nnp 
£1~ TF (NN.I E.N~JP) GO TO 11"1 
. P1-1Ji-iT ?~B 
?Y~ r-t1Rr'H(Jll0,111q 1 *'),/,lH ,•llVAILAALF. STON4GF.. FXf':EfOED 
1nors•,1,1J5(•• 1 11 
SJllt-> 
£17 TF (riF .U .• l'IFP) r.o JI) Ill\ 
Of<Jt,T :>:311 
;>30 F11•11-q(IHl.l,47('•'),/,JH ,'hVAJLAflLF STORAGE F.XCEfl>HJ 
ll~~t~lq•,/,q~('•')) 
srnp 
11q TFrrn.ru.LF.Ju~PJ r.n ln qq 
'°" Tt,T ;>31:; . 
;>3c; F11'<,,.q(JHu,','-('•'),/,tH , 1 AVAILA~LF. STOtHGf EXC:EfOFO 
•·.··: n"nf.R rr,n HJr.l"'•,1,c;11•• 1 11 
TOO FEW RO 
TOO FEW CO 
TOO MANY N 
TOO MANY E 


































































<\ l"l f> 
ll'l TF( IS.LE. I~PJ GO TO 58 
PNTNT ?41:> 
?116 FORMATCtH0, 0«;('*'),/,tH ,'AVAILARLF. STORAGE EXCEF.DFO 
$n~s IN DEFORMATION HATRJX•,/,66('-')) 
STOP 
C PRI~T NOU~L COOPDTNATES 
r 
<,A T.F(!A.1..T.1) PfHNT ?04 
TOO "1ANY R 
;>011 FlJPMATrtHo,•ronNOl!'JATES OF NOOF'S•,11,• NODE',bX,•x•,11lC,•Y•, 
$'(tOX,'NODF.',bX,'X',11X,'Y')} 
r 
THIA.F'IJ.ll P1<TllT 2?4. 
?24 FUPMAT{l~u.•ronN~IN•TES OF NODFS',11,• NOOF',bX,'R',11x,•z•, 
$,(tOX,'NODF',bX,'R'JllX,'7'}) 
PiHtJT ?O"i, { ( T, ([PORO( I ,J) ,.1:1 ,;>)), J:1,"IN) 
?O«; FORM~TC50Uf1H ,I,,2E12.S,3CbX,J3,2F12.5),I)) 




?06 FOQH~Tf/I,' FLFMFNT',2AX 1 'NOOES',/,qX,'/',68('-'),'/ 1 ,/) 
PNTNT ?~7,((T,CIELT(l,J),J:t,12JJ,J:1,NE) 
?07 F'ORMA1(1H 1 14,IX,t?Ib) 
C RF.An ANO PNTNT RUUNOARY CONOJTJONS 
r. 
c 
T~flA.LT.1) PMTNT ?OA 
?OP, FUPMATCIH(J,' l.lOIJNDANY CO"JDTTTO"IS : 0 • CONSTRaJNEO', 
$/,?':>X,'1 • lJM(OrJSTPAtNfD',I,' N00E',,X, 1 'JC,Y',/) 
TFf!A.FW.tl PNTNT ?2"i 
?;>~ FURMAl{lHO,' ROUN!)ANY CONDTTTONS : 0 - CONSTRAINED', 
it,?':>K,'1 - !JMCO~STRAtNf0 1 ,I,' NOOE',3X,•R,7•,/) 
no 1 I=l,NOF 
1 TBCCTl=I 
7 !)[All !OO,I 




' K:I< +I 
PEADC0,100) CJOUT(J),J:t,K) 
TFCIOUT(K).NF.-1) GO rn' 
l<:'<-1 
no 11 1=1. K 
PNTl~T ?OCJ,JOllJ{J),CITIJC(.Jj,J:t,2) 
;>oq FOR~ATClH ,1,.~x.11,•,•,r1J 
T [:( TOIJT (I J-1 )*2 
no 11 J:1,2 
~ THC(Tl+Jl:TJRCfJ) 
r.o rn 1 
C RFAn ANO PRINT LUAl)TNG PHOGRA~MF 
r. 
:> PiHNT ?Jn 
?!O FlllH1q(//, 1 IUADTNG PROGPA...,MF:') 
<l Pt:AD IOO,! 
I K: l k' t 1 




































































?2h FORMAT(tHO,llq(•••),/,tH ,•AVAJLARLf srnRAGE fXCEEOF~ : TOO MANY L 
$~Af"I PATHS',/,50('*')) 
STf"IP 









?111 FOPM!.T(//, 1· IOhOTNr. 1 ,Jll,' : fNO L0Af)llllG',T3, 
$' WHEN TOTAi LUAU AT NOnF',T51' TN 'rAlr'•DJRECTTOlll TS 'Ell.bl 
1n Pt:AO 100,I-
lfll.LF.0) Gn To IQ 





r.o 1n (2,,?ll,21,?llJ,TSTOE 
23 TF<JSJnE,EQ.,) S=-1. 
TDFRTV:t 
no 311 TX=t,Jn 
P:r:P(JO,!Xl 
30 CALL HMAT flOSP,H,nH,IW,R,S) 
r.o 1n '5 
211 TF<ISJnE.EO.?J R=•I. 
TllFtHV=2 
no 31> TY:t,JO 
s:r.Pr1n,rn 
3~ ~ALL HMAT (JOSP,H,OH,lY,R,S) 
:sc; nn 411 T:1,12 
nu iiu .1:1,?. 
411 r11>P(T,J>=o. 
TF< II u.tJF .1) HAf):F)((?)/fX(t) 
l'rl IP Hi: I ,J n 
no 3A T:t,? 
nt::r~JV(T ):O. 
nu 3R K:1,12 
t. = H.l l f p::, K) 
:SR f"IEg!V(IJ=OFMTVfl)+nH(lG,K,JOFRIV)•ronRO(l,T) 
nu~:SQRT<DFNTVft)•nERIVC1)+DFHTV(2)•0ERIVC?)) 
IffI~.~E.tl GO rn 40 
THTK:o. 





IF( 11.11.E'l.1) GO TO 5c; 
·1"1(1 5h 1=1 ,;> 
F~(l):O. 
1"1(1 'j7 .J: 1. 1 I. 
'<:TH T((F,J) 
57 FXfl):FX(Jltlf(Jr;,_l)•CUOflf"l(!<,T) 
'iA FX(l l:F>(Jl•RAO 
























) 1 9 r. 
no 1p J=t ,? 
ll? nPP(l,JJ:UPP(l,J)+H(TG,I)*FX(J}*WT 
no 37 1:1,12 
Tl: [FLT CTI:', l) •;> 
PP f T .T, T 1-1) :PP (LT, TI-I) +OPP ( T, 1) 
S 7 PP (I J, TI l :PP ( J .J, TI) +nPP CT,? l 
r.r1 Tn 113 
I() <)fAfl 11)1),f 
Tffl.L"'.OJ Gn TO l'i 
PfAUro,1001 Nl,N? 
T F (~ii .1 t .• u l t;(I T fl 1 5 
l.'f.~IJ !OO,(PPP(,l),J:l 1 2) 
.TJ=2*f'!l-I) 
T 1 = r, ?- •JI t I 
no 11> T=1.TI 
rio 11-, .T:1 ,? 
,IJ:,J.lt I 
II, Pp( [.l,.TJ):PP( J.l,JJ)+PPP(.!) 
r.n rn , q 
PO r: APPi y HnUPJIJhHY roNDTTTOMS TO LOAD VF.CT(IR 
Pl r 
3~2 l'i no 11 T:1,NDF 
3?3 11 TF(JRC(IJ.FQ.Ol PPflJ,J):O. 
P<l r: 
3;>5 r: P~INl DTWFCTlllN OF LOAD VfCTOR 
.Pl:> r 

































21'1 FOAMAT(/,1nx,•: ro~PONFNTS OF PROPORTIONAL LOAn VECTOR',13, 
$/,l/,~,3H('-'),/) 
PNT~T ?;>R,(PP(JJ,1) 1 1:1,NOF) 
22A FORMAl(IH ,2nor1?E10.ll,/,tH )) 
r.o Jn a 
'i PMftXfl~,t):-1 
C RF.AO ~Nn PHTl'.T OUTPllT HElm~SlFO 
r 
PRH<T ?3'1 
?~fl l"()RMAT</r!HO,'l:irnuFSTEn OUTPUT OF RESllL.lS :- 1 ,1,'\l)('·'),I) 
Rf~O 103,JP 
10"\ F.ORti~HA?) 
TF(JP.YE.'~L'J GO TO 6 
O(l 2R TE:1,r.F. 
1"11) 21\ fl;:\, IOS 
2R NfLTPR<IF,TG):1 
no ?.Q 1:1,NN 
(?Q MOnt PIH Il: 1 
PfilriT ?111'1 
?qn Fli'IM~l(' Pl.'JMT RFSlllTS FOR AIL PHFGPATION POINTS ANO fill NOnE~P 
:. , / l 
r,o TO 'O 
n f/f:hO 100, I 
!FrI.f0.-1) r,o TO ?h 
1(:1 
21 i<:l(t;> 
'lf~L•<n, 1ool r 1nurc.n ,J:1,K> 
THJOUT(K).Nf.-1) r,o TO ?I 
l{:K-:> 
l'il 2'i T:1,K,? 






































l: T 011 T ( [ + 1 l 
2'i "'ELTPIHJ,Ll:1 
l<:I( t, 
Pt..:TrJT ;:>q I 
?41 FOOHAl(J4 ,'PHJNT RESULTS FOQ :- (flE~ENT : INTEGRATION POINT)') 
Pt<Tt1T ?II?, ( 1nuT(.J) ,J:t ,1.n 
?ll? F(.i'<t1Af(lH ,111c13,•:•,1;>,;:>x),//1lO(IX,11JCT3,':'.I;>,;:>X),//)) 
26 Qfao 1no,1 
TFr1.rn.-1J Gn TO 30 
1<:1 
31 l<:K t I 
Q~Anro,1no1 r1nurcJJ,J=1,Kl 
Tf(JOUT(K).NF.-1) ~o tn ,, 
I{:• - , 
"'Ll -.!7 T: t, K 
.!: T 11111r1) 
27 "0f"lfPH(J):1 
PO{TNT :>q' 
?ln F!JPMhf(lHo,•PfHNT Rl:SULTS FOR NOOF.S :-') 
O~JNT ?44,l!OUT(J),J:t,KJ 
;:>qQ FURMAT(1H ,3,!Q) 




!FlfnUT(K).NF.•?1 GO Tn 32 
P~l~1T ?LJr; 


















































































<; 3·~ = 1 • - 3 ... s 
~2=?.•A 
S?:t' • *<; 
P\11:18.•R 
9I'1:1 t\. •9 
nH=9.•(H•R+S•Sl-10. 
H (Tr;, I) :Pf'•Sr>•l'IH 
H(T~,2l:AM•Sf'•qR 
H ( T1;, .~I :AIHS"• llN 
H ( TC, 11 I :PP• S" • nR 
HITG,Sl:SP•kPM•H'P 
H ( T1;, b I ::SP•HR~;•H'M 
H( T1;, 7l:RM•SS·1•~>'P 
M(TG,H):PM•SS~•S'M 
H(TG,4):5M•WRM*H'M 
H C I(;, I ll ) :: S" •A I<,,• ll 3 P 
H( Tc;, 11 ):kP•<;:i"•S~M 
HITG,t;>l:kP•SS4•55P 
'1ff ( l r., 1, I) =S"• 1W+A 1 A•HP•SP 
OHf IG, 1,?):R"*'lfl+S1 H•HP•SP 
nH(!G,?,1):-Sf'•HP+NtA•AH•SP 
nHr1r.,?,?):HH•HN+StH•H~•Sf' 















n;-;r 1r,, 1 o,21=-•d~;,.1nP 
~H<J~,11,1i:s~;~\A~~u 
nHlfG,11,21=-~~•QP*S'M-3.•RP•SSM 
"H I [ G , 1 i' , I l : SS t; • cq I' 
l'Ht I I r, , 1 2 , 2 l =- :i? •Pf,* S 'F + 3. *PP• SS M 
r1 1;A ... = 1. I)?. 
P!.} 1 1:-:1, q 






c ·c ... « .... -..., ..., 
% 
::> .. , c .. 
Cl « (!) ... ... 
:z: .. :z: 
0 '"' II I\.,_ II 
"'"""'J:- ...... ~­• .., = • :I.'. .. .., 
-•C.IJ'\11-• 
ti~ -tc' fl - II~ 
., ........ .-4 ~ ... z 
CC" • C:Ct 
.... - It t'\I:..: f\J ~:: 
"-2 ~ _.,....c 
0%.='="-'CX:~.Z:. 






1 COMPYLFR (XM:J) 
2 ~HJRl{OIJTI NE El. TMA T f NFP, NNP., NOF P • TOSP 1 JSP, NFCP • NP!'.P, NI.PP, 
3 $PP,coo~o.1FLf,TRr,o,nET,H,nH,GPCRO,HTDR) 
ll r 
5 c FnN EVTFNOEn STONAGF GJVE lXPLI!'.JT SIZE OF ELASTIC ANO PL~STIC ~RPAYS 
b c 
7 COMMON /EXT/ RKFC,H4,b4) , RkP(36«,3ol 
8 c 
q COMMON IA,TU,NN,Nf,NPPTs,NnFS,NOF,NnF4,NRWS,NBW,NPC,NPCS, 
10 2NDFHAS,LP,TL,ISJnP,lCHFCK,E,E~,EPS,NNU,S7ERO,S7EROS,THIK, 
11 JRMTN,(S,JOS,TUSM,NLI,GP(Q,Q),wr.rrq,q),NWRKF,NWRKP, 
12 11FT~ ,NOIJT ,L'.IJ ,LIJ2,L113,L'.111,NLAM,l'"RhC 
13 DI~ENSTON PPCNl.PP,NOl'"Pl,COONO(NNP,?),IFLTCNEP,,21,TRC(NUFP), 
'll 2fl ( IJ, ll) , nF rr NFP, I OSP) , Hr I nsP. 1? l , Oti( I osP, 1 ;>, 2), r.PCNO ( llEP, T OSP, 2) 
15 DIMENSTON R(ll,?1Jl,RTD(tt),HTDRC?4 1 24),N.IC?,?),NJIC2,?1 
16 l'\l)lh1U: PRt.r1s1n111 "FACT 














































nc 1, 1 J=D11;1 
n ( 1, 2) :R'-lJ•DllM 
nc?,?.J=DIJ.'1 
nc?., t l=D< 1,2J 
nci;,,):(1.-RNUJ/?.•OUM 
r.<; in , 1 
C II'" PLANF SlQATN U~ AXTSYMHETRTC ANALYSIS, EVALUATF ELASTICITY MATR[X (0') 
c 
c 
111 nu'l:F•( 1.-RNIJ)/(1.+NNU)/(l .-?.•RNU) 
nc 1, 1 >=r>t•M 
nc1,?.):RNU/(l.-NNU1•nUM 
n c 1, '' l =o ct , 2 J 
n(?,1J=IHl,2) 
n ( ::>, ;>) :011.'1 
·n (?, ll) :f) (I, 2 J 
l'\(3, 1;)-::1:/C?.tr 1.+RNIJ) 
n (II, I ) :f\ ( t,?.) 
n(t.J,;>)::Df 1,2J 
f'l(ll, tl ):Ot.IM 




no p Tx:1, IO 
Q:r,pf IO, IO 
n,.l 12 IY=l,IO 
S:r.P(lO, IYl 
TG:IG+t 
t? CAI I. HMAT (lllSP,H,OH,IG,R,S) 
r FllN ~ACH FLFMFNT : 
C **~*•AtA************ 
~ 
no 2 TF:1 ,NE 
f\I) \ f:=J ,,?II 








62 C FOR ~ACH J~TEGkATTON POTNT : 
63 r. ****************************** 
1.4 r 
h5 no q 1w:1,10 
hb no 4 IY:1,IO 
67 TG:IGt1 
b~ i: 
6q C fVAlUATF OETERMINANT OF JA.COKTAN ~ATRTX 
70 c 
71 ~O 1~ T:l,2 
12 no t~ J:1,? 
13 RJfJ,,IJ:O. 
111 no ic; K:1,12 
7'l l:Tf-1.lllF,l<J 
7b 1~ PJ(J,Jl:PJ(l,J)+OH(JG,K,I)•COORD(L1J) 
77 l)ETfTE,JG):R.J(1,1)*f.l.J(?,;>)-R.Jfl,?)•R.l(i>,t) 
78 ff{IJFJ(JF,TGJ.GT.o.lF-07) Go TO 11' 
79 PATNT ?OO,lt,R,S 
P,(J ;>on ~(l'h"hl(!Hl,41( 1 • 1 ),//, 1 FRPIJR: .!ACO~IAN NFGATlVF FOP ELFMFNT '• 
~I iTq,/I,' TNT~GWATTON POINT (R,S) : 1 ,f!U.H1 1 , 1 1F10.H,//42('*'l) 
P2 ~Jnp 
~3 c 
~q C EVALUAlF TNVERSF n~ JACOBIAN MATRIX 
R5 C 
R6 16 OUM:1.IOFTfIF,TG) 






Q3 C EVALUATF STRATN-DTSPLaCEMENT MATRIX (B') 
Q" r. 




fl (1, K) :O. 
fl ( 1 , I ) "'0 • 
R(;>,K):o. 
nc?,LJ:O. 
no 21 .1:1,? 
~(t,K):H(t,KJtRJl(t,JJ•DH(IG,J,J} 
21 R(;>,I ):11(2,L HR.Jt (;>, J)*DHCTG, I 1Jl 
RO,KJ:H<2.L} 














l t t 
112 
I 1 .\ 
1 \/J 
11') 
C ChLf''.UI ATE (.1.1-ilESIMI COORl>INAlFS OF GAUSS lNTEGRATTON POTNTS 
c 





n11 ;:,_:;> .!: 1,? 
2? GP(~l)(ff,[G,.l):GPCRDfl~,TG,Jl+H(!G,Il•COOHnCTl,Jl 
117 r: IF PL.n~F SlfH.TN t)P HTSYM~Efl<TC ANALYS[S FV~LllAT!:. fnUf?TH R0!.4 OF (H') M4TRTX 
11'1 r: 





120 ?l TF(GPCRD(IF,IG,tl.GT •• 1E•7) GO TO 25 
l?I 00 2a T:t,?Q 
1?2 21 A(~,1):8(1,Il 
1?3 r.o rn ?8 
l?a 25 nu~:1.IGP(RD(!E,TG.l) 
1?5 .J:n 
120 no 2h T:1,12 
1?7 l:.Jt? 
I?~ A(a,J-l):H<IG,T)•DUM 
1;>q 2h M(Q,J):O. 
130 GO Jn ?8 
1'1 2Q no 21 T=t,?~ 
132 27 R(D,T):O. 
1'3 c 
t'q C STORE JNTFGRATJON POINT DEFORMATION MATRIX CR') IN TEMPORARY FILE 
ns c 
l'b 21'1 CAl.L NTtH~(Llla,1,qh,P,L,22) 
1~7 TF(L.tO.q6) GO rn 3 
136 PMJNT ?tn,tt,IG,L 
13q ?10 FUPMAff' fPROR ON WRTTTNG A MATRTX FOR ELEMENT',Jq, 
1no $ 1 J~TfGQATJON PnJNJ',Ta,• : ERROR f.ODE 1s•,1n) 
1q1 srnp 
11!2 f. 
1113 C ff AXTSYMMtTRTC ANALYSIS OETERMTNF RAl')JllS TO TNTEGIUTTON POTNT 
!'llJ c 
ta~ ' TF(JA,FQ 0 ll THTK:GPCRD<IF,tG,1l•h.283tA~3 
t lib C 
11J T C CALCIJI. r. TE WF IGHTP.JG FACT OP Af\ln "1lJI.. T TPL JFR FOR GAUSS NIJMF.RTCAL JNTfGRATJON 
I 118 C 
119 WT:~GTfIO,JX)•WGT(TO,JY)•THJK•nETCJE,JG) 
1 c; Ci r: 
l<;l c EVAlllATF (()IJlRIRUTJON ro F.LEMFNT STTFFNFSS 
I c;2 C 
lc;5 no a 1=1,2n 
1511 no 5 K=t,IS 
155 RJn(~):O. 
l~b no 5 L=1,1s 
_1<;7 ~ nTOCKJ:HTD<K)+R(L,T)*D(L 1 K) 
1c;~ no 4 J:I,?4 
ic;q nu~:o. 
1~0 nu 6 K=!,IS 
t6t h nu~=nuM+nrncKJ•R<K,J) 
\~2 ~ nJnb<I,J):nTnH<I,JltDU~•WT 
th3 no 50 T=l,?4 
th4 nu 3n J:T,~4 
l6'J 30 ~TOH(J,I):RTOO(I,Jl 
th& c 













no 2 I=l,J? 
MC: I FL TC H,]) 
no 2 J=l.t? 
M[.:JFLT(TE,J) 
rHr~r.1.T,Mrl 1;n To 2 
~NF: p., C • 1 ) * 2 
•1,,r:oir-1 l*2 
Tl21':ff-1)•? 
,ll·!F:f .J-1) •? 
"<I 7 I.= I, c' 






1Rt no 7 LL:!,? 
1A2 LlK:NNFtLL 
1R1 TFfLLK.LT.LKl GO TO 7 
IA4 LLK:LLK-LK+t 
I A<; LU':.JNl"+l.L . 
1116 RKF (l. I\, Ll.tO :PKF (LK, LLK) +BTOB (l E, LLF.:) 
1A7 7 l':O"lTil~llF 
1A8 ?r.U~!TT"<llE 
JR9 C 
JQO C APPLY KnUNOARY CONOTTTONS TO ~Y~TFM ELASTIC MATRIX (RTOBl 
101 c 
102 no 6 I=t,NnF 
1Q3 TF(IRC(!J.ra~1> GO TO~ 
1Q4 no 9 J=2,~Rw 
1".15 q PKf'.(T,.l):O. 
!Ob PKF(J,1):1. 




;>l•l TFfJ.J.l.T.ll JJ:t 
2n2 nu 1n TJ=IT,JJ,-1 
203 R1<F(TJ,(K):O. 
204 10 TK:IK+1 
;>05 A r'.UNTTNllF. 
20b c 




































IFfL.fn.N~RKF) GO TO 31 
PRTNT A20,I 
R;>o FOaMATf' ERROR ON WRITING SYSTEM ELASTIC MATRIX (RTOU) 1 , 
$' : ERROR cnoE TS 1 ,T41 
~fnp 
r. DFCOMPO~E ELASTIC SYSTEM MATRIX IBTDN) INTO PRODUCT 01T*Ul 
r. 






no !/J T:Ifl.IRB 
TCl'.:TC 
TF(RKEIIR,TCl.fQ.O.J GO TO 31 
FAl'.T:NKf(JP,lC)/RKFCJR,t) 
TFI JR.r.r .M)FRW'l) NCOl.L:NnFA-J 
nu 3? J: ! , l\JCOLI_ 
RKF(T,J):HKEfl,J)•FACT*RKE(JR,TCC) 
32 TCC:JCr.+1 
31 "lCfll.I :NCDLL-1 
111 TC:l''t1 
FAC1:05~NTIHKE(JR,1)) 









2QO 13 RKECIR.J):RKECIR.Jl-FACT 
2Ql RKE(NOF,t):SORT(RKE(NDF.1)) 
2Q2 c 
2Q3 C STQR~ BANO OF DECOMPOSEO qySTFM ELASTIC MATRIX (U) TN TEMPORARY FILE 
24Q c 
}05 CALL NTRAN(Lll2.t.NWRKE.RKE.L 1 2?) 
2Qb IFfL.EO.NWRKfl GO TO tt 
2Q7 PRTNT R21.L 
248 R21 FOQMAT( 1 ERROR ON WRTTTNG DECO~POSF.D SYSTEM ELASTIC MATRIX cu>•. 
2aq $ 1 : ERROR cnoE TS'.TQ) 
2~0 STOP 







\ COMPTLER (XM:3) 
2 SUBROUTINE SOLVE! (NDFP,NPCP,NLPP,PP,DU,DIAG,Q~,RKJ) 
3 c . 
4 c FON EIT~NnEn STORAGF ~IVE fXPl.JCIT SIZE OF FLASTIC ~N~ PLASTIC ARRAYS 
5 c 
b COMMON /EXT/·RKF(~R4,h4l , RKP(,84,,0) 
7 r. 
R CO~MON }A,tO,NN,NE,NPPTS,NOFS,NnF,NOFA,NR~S.N8W,NPC,NPr.S, 
q 2NOFRWS,LP,TL,13JOP,ICHECK,F,FP,EPS,RNU,S7ERO,S7£RUS,THJK, 
10 3RMTN,IS,JOS,TUSM,NLI,G 0 (4,Q),w~r<4,q),NwRKF.NwRKP, 
1 I llF TA, "IOllT, Liil, Ll12, Lll3 1 Lll•i. ~ii. AM, FR/IC . 
12 f'llMENSTON OJA~(NPCPJ,PP(NLPP,~OFPJ,Dll(NOFP),RK3(NPCP,NPCP), 
13 IOQ(~PCP) 
14 OUIJfH.I:: Pflf:CISIOr. F~CT 
15 c 
1 b r. APf'I. Y LC'IAO VECTOR 
1 1 c 
18 no 1 1:1,NnF 
lq 1 l'\IJ(l):PP(LD,!) 
?O C 
? i r. PFRFORM FORWARD- ANO RACK-SllHSTITllTTOt.IS ON (llhU) OfCO"IPOSED 
?2 C ELASTTC SYSTEM MATRIX 
?3 r. 
?4 CALL FORSU~(C'IU) 
?5 CALL f:IAKSurl(r)lJ} 
?b lf(NPC 0 l:.O.O) GO TO 2 
?7 r. 
?fl r. CAL("UtATI:. Pl AST TC SlJH'!ATNTCFS OF PARTITIONED UNCUIJPLEn SYSTEM MATRIX 
?'I c 
10 no 3 I=t.NPC 
lt DU(J):O. 
12 nu ~ J:1,Nnf 
13 3 OQ(J):QU(J)•RKP(J,T)*Oll(J) 
~4 no 4 I=t,NPC 
15 o r.AlL FOMSU~(RKP(t,J)l ,6 no 5 t=t,NPC 
'7 ·no 5 J=1,"'PC 
'B PK,(f,J}:O. 
''I lff I.E".JJ MK~(l,J):nIAG(J) 
110 no 5 K:J,NnF . 
GI 5 RK'CJ,JJ:MK3fJ,J1·RKP(K,T)*RKP(K 1 J) 
112 r. 
















TF(NPC.EO.!) GO TO b 
"IPr.S:NPC·l 
no 1 I1~=1,11JPr.s 
T11:Jl<-tl 
no 7 1=1~.~1pr. 
TF(RICHJR,JJ 0 E0 0 0 0 l GO l'l 7 
FAr.T:RK3([R,JJ/RK3(JR,TR) 
no ii .J=l ,NPC 
'I Ql\,(T,.l):fiKJ(I,Jl-FAr.T•RK:HIR,.J) 
n~r11:n~(!)-FACT•Un(JM) 
7 ro~· r T 1,111:. 
no 9 Jll:•1pr,;>,-1 
ff(~n(JR).F0.0.) en TO q 
nur1~l=uOCJRl/RK1CTR,IRJ 





&o no 10 I=Is,1,-1 
hl 10 QQCl):QQ(l)-AK~(J,JR)*OQ(IR} 
h2 Q CONTTNUE 
hJ b QQ(l}:QQ(l)/AKJ(t,t) 
h4 r. 
h5 c RFAn PLbSTJC MATRTX (-RTON1 FROM TfMPnRAHY FILE 
hb c 
h] CALL NTRAN(LllJ,10,?,NWRkP,R~P,L,?2) 
b6 TF(L.EQ.N~A~PJ GO TO 11 
6q PRTNT AqO,L 
70 A40 FORMAT[' ERROR ON READING SYSTEM PLASTIC MATRIX -BTDN', 
71 S' : ERRnH COUF TS',fq) 
72 STOP 
7J r. 
74 C CALCULATE HHS VFCTUR OF PARTJTJONFO UNCOUPLED SYSTEM MATRIX 
75 c 
7b 11 no I? T:t,NOF 
77 nurJ):PP(LP,TJ 
7tt no 1;> J:t,NPr 










































r. SOLVf fnR OTSPL~CFMFNTS UST"JG F0fHIAAO- l\NO RACK-SIJt:iSTTHITTON 




r.AI L bAKSIJll(OIJ) 
;> RETURN 
r. SllHPOlllI"lf FDR F1JR1HaRn-SlJRSTJTUTJON ON (IJT•IJ) DFCOMPOSEO FUSTIC SYSTEM MHRIX 
c 
r. 
SlJl'llWUT I !\if f nHSUR ( AHS) 
nt~E~STON RHS(NDFP) 
no I !t':l,Nl)FS 
T~(AHS!IP).En.n.1 GO 10 1 
PHS(TMJ:RHS(TA)/RKFCTRrll 










C SUBROllTTNF FOR RA!:K-SlJBSTTTlJTTON ON (UT•ll) OECOt.IPOSFD ELASTTC SYSTPI MATRIX c . 
SURHOUTJNE BAKSUR (RHS} 
DIMENSION AHSCNOFP1 
no I JR:NDF,?,-t 
'F!MHSfIRJ.En.n.1 ~n rn 1 
PHS[THl:QHS(Tkl/QKF(TW,11 
T>\:!R-1 
T >lR: T M-f·l'1 ·~S. 
TF ( [l'lH.L T .1) !'ILl"'l 
!:'.> 
no i' 1=!'1,fH",-1 
''HS ( I ) :1; •IS ( I ) -'11\ F ( T , .J) *l~HS ( J'11 










,_ - er 
,_ -::; 









=' II z-.z 
... - er 
~-=-
2 V.t-C 
0 :r: w ? 
\_IQ Q: \L., 
o-t'\J"" 
,,. .. "' I\. "' ..,. __ ..... 
A-90 
COL•FPCQJ(tl.SOLVE? 
1 COMPTLER (XM:3) 







































































FOR EXTENOEO STORAGE GIVE EXPLICIT SIZE OF F.LASTIC AND PLASTIC ARRAYS 




41'" l /\ • N 0 II T • LI fl , L ll ;> • L It 3 , L II 11 1 NI AM • I'" k AC 
nJMfMSTON nJAGfNPCPJ,PP(NLPP,~DFP),Qll(NDFP),RK"\(NPCP,NPCP), 
21JIH NPCP) 
nollBLE PRECISION FACT 
AUGMtNT WIT~ LOAD VECTOR 
no IA T=1 ,NOF 
1R nurJJ:PP(LP.T) 
STORE DIA~ONAL PLASTIC MATRIX 
no p l:t,NPC 
l'lQ( 1):1). 
no 1? ,l:l ,NPC 
t? RK"\(T,JJ:o. 
no 22 1:1,~1Pr. 
22 RK3(T,JJ:nTAGCT) 
fNTON+OP) 
GAUSS RFDllCE TO UPPFR TRIANr.ULAR MATRIX 
*************************************** 
FTRS T M RO"S 
no 1 JP:t,NDF 
TF(JR.EQ.NOfl GO TO 10 






l"\(J fl J:IR, TBA 
TC".:TC 
TF(RKE(IR,JCl.F.Q 0 0.l GO TO 20 
FACT=RKE(IR,JCl/RKF.(JR,tJ 
TF(lR.GT.NOfRWS) NCOLL:NOFA-T 
no 9 J:l,Nt::IJLL 
Pl( I-" ( T, .J): RK E < I, J l -FACT *RKE (IR, tcr.) 
<> rcr:1cr.+1 
l"\[1 I" .1:1, •If-'( 
th PK"(J,.IJ:RKP(J,J)-FACT•l~KP{!R,.J) 
n!J{ l ):nur l l-FAr.T•UIJ( Tkl 
;>11 ~1cn1.1 :•;cnu -1 
" T (:: l r + 1 





60 C PLASTIC M•TRIX (•RTON) 
61 r. 
b?. NCOLF:l 
63 no 1~ T:t,NPr. 
6a TF(RKP(JR,NCOLF).EO.o.) GO TO 15 
65 FACT:HKP(IR,NCOLF)/RKE(JR,I) 
6& no 17 J:NCOLF,NPC 
b7 t 7 Qq( T ,.J):Rl(3f I ,J)•FACT*R'<P(JR,.I) 
Ml ')(Hl):Ofl( !)-FACT •l>IJC JIO 
6q 15 NCOLF:NCOLFtl 
70 1 CO'HTNllE 
71 c 
72 C PLASITC MhlRJX (NTDN+OP) 
73 r: 
1a TFfNPC.EO.O) GO TO 21 
75 TFf~PC.E0.1) GO TU 11 
7b NCOLF:1 
77 no 2 JQ:l,NPCS 
78 TM~:lR+t 
79 TC:Nr.ULF+t 
RO nu 3 I=JR~,NPC 
Rt TF(MK3f!R,TC1.FQ 0 0.) GO TO 3 
A2 FACT:NKJf!R,TCJ/RK'CTR,NCOLFl 
113 no a J=IC,NPC 
Ra ll P1<HT,.l):HKJflrJl-FACf*RKHIR,J) 
115 f'.JIH!):nurl)-FAr.T*!JO(TH) 
Pb ~ TC:Jr+1 
117 ~ NCOLF:NC0LFt1 
R!l 11 f:ll'JT1r•!llE 
119 c 
QO C BhCK SU~STITUTE 
qi r *************** 
<l?. r. 






























TFfNPC 0 E0 0 \) GO TU 7 
NCOLF:NPC 
no 5 ]P:NPCS,1,-1 
TI:IPt1 
no b J:NCOLF,NPC 




C ELIMIN~TE LAMROAS 
c 
r:: 
7 no 1 ~ T =I. NDF 
no I' .J:J,"lPC 
ll nufil:nUfI)-RKP(J,J)*On(J) 
r. F.VALUHF nrsPr ArE"1fNT tNCRf'"lf.:NTS 
r. 
?1 n1J(Mlf-):flll(r•f'lf)/RKf(N!1F,lJ 
no \Q TH:MnFs,1,-1 
TI:JRtl 
~l(flll :'IH\.I 
Tf ( l".r.r .r.,f'fC'',,·•<;) !;COi L=~l"FA-Tf< 







« ..... .., . . 
a: a: -"' '"' ~ ~ 
Q: a 
I ..... ,... .... 
a: a: ,_ 
::; 
0 0 
It - II 
'""'+"""' z Q: .... Q: Q: 
--~.::::> .... "~ .... c = ..... .::> LIJ z 
C,_CQ:I/--
0- .. 
O_.t'\!fW".-:f I'\."',,,,,,"' ............ __
A-93 
COL•FPr.OTCl) 0 STRSTR 
1 COMPtLFR (XM:Jl 
2 SURROUTJNE STRSTR {NFP,NNP,NOfP,JOSP,JSP,NECP,NPCP,NLPP, 
3 $P,ll,f!'.STlm,PSTRN,STRN,STRS,SIGttAR,PP,TElf,P~AX 1 TOIJT, 
4 SNELTPR,NODFPR,O,OET,JP~LTS,RLA~,A,CF,DP 1 NEWP,NNEWP, 
5 ~nU,DESTRN,npSTRN,DSTRN,OSTRS,GPCRD,IPPT,PHJ,RMtNC) 
b c 
7 C FOR EXTFNOEO STORAGE GIVE EXPLICIT Sl7E OF ELASTIC ANO PLASTIC ARRAYS 
R C . 
9 COMMON /EXT/ PKF(,84,64) , RKP(,R4,,0) 
10 c 
11 COMMON IA,TO,NN,N[,NPPTS,NO~S,NOF,NOFA,NRWS,NBW,NPC,NPCS, 
.12 2NoFBWS,LPrTLrISlOP,JCHFCK,F,FPrEPS,RNU,S7ERO,SZEROS,THIK1 
13 3RHTN,IS,TUS,TOSM,Nll,GP(4,4),WGT{q,q),N~RKF,NWRKP, 
14 4F1Arfll01Jl rllJ\,Lll2,L1t:S,Llll1,NLAM,FiHC: 
!5 OIMEN5TON P(NOFPl,ll(NDFPJ,ESTRN(N~P,IOSP,ISPJ,PSTMN(NEP,JOSP,ISP), 
lb 2STRN{NfP, IOSP, TSPJ,STRSnJ[P, ToSP, ISP),SIGl:JAIHNFP. JOSP, JSP), 
1 7 3PP OH PP, NOFP) , TE I T ( NFP, I;>) , I OlJT ( ! 0 ll) , tff L TPR (NE P, TUsP l , 
18 4NO~EPR(NNP),n(n,a1.0ElfNfPrIOSP),JPELTS(NEP,TOSP,3l,N[WP(50,2), 
19 5RL~Mr~FP,IOSP),AfNFP,JnsP,TSP),RMINCfNLPP),PMAX(NLPP,2), 
20 hCF (t1;FP, IOSP) rDPC~tpFP) ,n1Jf1mFP) ,oFSTIHl("IEP, IOSP, ISP), 
2i 70PSJRN(NFP,JOSP,TSP),D9Tq~(NFP,JOSP,TSP),DSJPSrNEP,lOSP,TSP), 
;>2. er.PcRnCNEP,JUSP,2l,JPPT(NOFP,?),p4J(NFP.JOSP),8(4,24),DEL(24) 
;>3 i')()llHLI:: PPE.C Pll f1N DllM 
;>q c 
?5 C RFWTNn TEMPf1RARY FIIE IN WHTCH INTEGRATTON POINT OEFORMATTON 
?b C MATRICES (R'l APE STORfn 
n c 
;>~ CALL NTRAN(l.1111, 10,;>2) 
n c 
lO C FOH EACH FLFMF.NT : 
'l r. ******************** 
3?. r. 
33 RMTN:l.E30 
l4 no 3 If:t,NE 
V.i C 
lb C ELE~ENT NOOE DISPLACEMENTS 
37 c 
18 l=O 
39 no 1 1:1,12 
40 TI:CTELTflF,I)•l)*? 
41 no t J:1,2 
ti?. l=L•1 
03 1 Ofl(L):Oll( Tl+J) 
44 c 
05 C FOR EACH INTEGRATION POINT : 
4b c ****************************** 
47 c 









r::. 7 ' 
58 
c;q 
c . . 




TFCL.En.9&1 r.o 1n 13 
PMJNT ?1n,JE,1r,,1 
;>10 FOOM~T(' fRROH ON RE.~DTNr. (0) MATRTX FOR ELEMENT'.14, 







60 C CALCULATE RFl.ATTVF.: MAGNTTllOE OF TOTAL STRAIN JNCRF.MF.NT 
,, l c 
62 3~ no 2 I=t.IS 
f,3 OSTRNCTErIG,t>=o. 
"" no 2 J=t,24 . 
f>~ ? OSTRN(IE,JG,T):OSTRNCJF,tG,J)tRCT,J)*DF.LCJl 
f,b tF(JPELTSCJE,JG,1).E0.1) GO TO 5 
f> 1 r. 
Ml r FOR .ELASTIC J"ITFGRATJON POJNlS, CALCULATE RFLATTVF.: "411GNTT1JOF.S OF 
i,q C E.LASTTC STRAJ"I /\NO STPF.SS JNCPf.Mf.NT VFCTuRS, ANO SCALAR MllLTIPL!ER TO 
70 r OUSF. STflFSS PUTlllT TO flf.ACH YTELD SllJ.IFACE. FROM ALL FLASTIC 
71 C INl~GRATION POINTS Of.TEAMJNF SMALLF.Sl SCALAR MULllPLlFR 
12 r · · 




11 nu 4 J=1,1~ 








Aq Tfff14IN.Gl.DO) A4JN:DO 
R5 r.u TO ~ 
RI.; C 
R7 C FOR PLASfTC IMTfGRAT]ON POINTS, CALCULATE RFLATJVf MAGNTTUDES OF 





























no 1 I=1,1s 
nSTRSCTE,JG,lJ=o. 
no 1 J=t .IS 
1 l'STRS(TF.,JG,J):[)SfRS(IF,tG,1)tnc1,.1)*0FSTRNCTE,IG,.J.) 
~ CONI H-illF 
C CHECK IF PROPOSFD MAGNITUnE OF TOTAL LOA() IN CURRENT LOAD DTRECTJON 









C:' MIJLTIPLY ALL TNCl-!FMFNT QlJANTJTJES BY SMALLEST 111JLTIPLJER, AND DfTERMINE 
r CllRRENT TOTALS OF LOA!">, OTSPUCFMENT, E:LASTTC STRAIN, PLASTIC STRAIN 
c A•JD srni::ss 
11.? r. 
11§ no 23 1:1,NDF 
1 HI f"ll)( 1) :R~lf N•DIJ ( T) 
115 ll(T):ll(!ltOU!l) 
111> OPl!):PllJN•PPCLP,t) 
I 1 7 2.~ P r T l - :' f I l t n P r I J 
111\ nn 11 Tt=t,NF 



































































no 1?. J = 1, Ts 
nsTANCTE,JG,J):oSlRNCIE,lG.Jl•RMJN 









TF(JPtlTS(Tt,Ir.,1).tn.o) en To ti 
PLbMCIF,TGl:NlAM(JF,TGl•RMTN 
C JN FLASTtC-PfllffCTLY PUSTtC CASE, lltt!lRAl.•I OAOTN<; STRESS POllllT~ 
r: MOVF Tll'Jl;FNTIAL lf1 YJFLO S11RFA(F, THEREFORE. CORREr.T CURRENT 




r: 111,L 1~ no TC ntJM, s T RS r r r, r 1;, 1 ', s T Rs< 1 F, t c;, 2 l, s T RS c 1 i:, r G, 3 >, 
iSlAS<IF,TG,qJ,PSTNN(TE,IG,1),PSTRNCIF,TG,2) 1 PStRN(TE,IG,1), 
$PSTf<N( TE, 1r.,1J)) 
r.Ffll',JG):f'IUM 
f'lll ;>i:, .I: 1 , TS 
srRSfIF,JG,J):SlPS(If,TG,J)•CFfJF,TG) 
2~ SIGHAN!IF,TG,J):STRSCIF,Tc;,J)-Fp•PSTRNCIF,IGiJl 
11 r.0•1 TT MIJE 
r. DFTFNMINE CUNAENT PLASTTC ':NTFGRATION POINTS. FOR ELASTTC INTERGATJON 
C Pf"JP!TS CHFCI< RATIO 'OF. VON MTSFS E0UlVALFNT STRESS TO UNTAX!AL YTEl.i> 






no 2'i fE=t,NF 
!"Hl 2'i TG=t.IOS 
TFCIPELISCTE,]~,1t.EQ~11 GO TO 3? 
TFrl&,G[.O) GO TO 1h 
n1.J"l:nsnw Tc s I GH A fH IF, re;, t l * s I GB A fd 1 F, t G, t l-s I GBA R CI F, T G, t > * 
ISIGHftNfIF,TG,2ltSlGHAR(Jf,JG,2l•SJGBARCIF,TG,2lt1.•STGRARClE1IG,l) 
$•STGAAA(TE,IG,">;}) 
r;o rn v1 · 





TFrDllM.LT.ETAJ',GO TO 2'i 
TPFLTSCIF,TG,!):t 
~1.~FwP:~!NFWPt I 
>!f\.iP(N'ltWP, 1 l:Tt 
>Jf ..;;; ( "1' 1t ,,Jp, cl: Tc; 




JPDI (l·1PPTS, 1 ):Tf-





1'1! 25 f".Ol\llfNllE 
1112 NPf".S:HPC•t 
!A) C 
JAq C CMEf".K IF lOID INCREMtNTS BECOMING CONSISTINTLY LESS THAN 'FRAC' OF TOTAL LOAD 
I A'j C 
!Rb TF(~P.r.f~O.OJ r.o Tn '3 ' 
1117 TF<i-1MlM/Rl1TNClLP) .GT .FRl\C) GO TO CJ 
!AR NKl\ll=NKNT+t 
1A9 TF(NKNT.IT.3) r.o TO '3 
JQO PRTNT ?01,FRIC 
JQl ?01 Fl)QMAl(!HU,~3('• 1 ),/, 1 L0An TNCRFMFNTS LFSS THAN',Ft.
0
3, 
102 $' ClF TOTllL lUl\!1 FOR PREf".H>JNG 3 L0All TNCREMF.NTS',11, 
1Q3 $' ANALYSTS TFkMINATED',/I,' RESULTS ~FTER CURRF:NT LOAD INCREMENT L 
JQq 115TEn PELOW 0 ,//,AQ( 1 • 1 )) 
1ns TSTUP=-1 
191> IO!JT(NOUTJ=NLl+I 
IQ7 Q NKNT:o 
t QB r. 
JQQ C O\JTPlJT. r:URREtH l'lUANTITIFS 
200 r. 


































r CHECK AVATLABLf STORACf 
c 
c 
~!'>RK P:N[JF •~!Pr 
TFfNPC.LF.NPr,P) GO rn ?<J 
PRTNT ;>o;> 
20? FORMAT(lHO,~ni'•'),/, 1 AVATLABlf STORAGE EXCEEnED : PLASTIC MATRI 
$X Tl1n l.Af'IGF 1 ,//, 1 ANALYSTS TFRMINATEO•,//,' Q[SULTS AFTER PRF.VTOUS 
$ LOAF'l TNCRHIFNT 1.ISTFD RFLOW 1 ,l/,55{'"'')l 
ro111 (NOl)T ):NI. I 
MLT:NLT-1 
CALL OIJTPlJT fNFP,NNP,NDFP,TOSP,ISP,NFCP,NPCP,NLPP, 
$PSTRN,STRiJ,STl?S,SJr.tlAR,PMAll, TOIJT ,NFL TpP,lllODEPR, 
$PH T, T PFL TS, RI AM, r.F, l)P, nu, f)FSTRN, F'lPSTRN, DST RN, ()STRS, GPCRO, I PPT. 
IP,U,FSTR~,NtWP,NN~WP,R~JNCI 
srrw 
C RfAD F.LASTlC MATRIX (BTDR) F~OM TEMPORARY FlLF. 
c 
;>Q TFrnPC.Lr=.Mt1w1 Lll=tu? 
TF(MPC.GT 0 NHl·I) Ll.J:l,U1 
C Al. L Nli<AN( LIJ, 1Ii,2, NWRl<'f_, RKE rL, 2?) 
TF<L.El'l.NWPKF) Gn TO 24 
PRTNT 1120,L 
1120 FQQMAT(' ERROR ON REAOTNG 'SYSTEM HAST JC MATRIX (RTOB) ', 
$ 1 : EPHOR cnoF JS',Iq) 
ST'iP 
211 "I. Tl)Rt·1 
;>~II !'.' 
?Vi r SilH•~n•ITTl~F FOR OUfRMTt1TNr. SCALAR MllLTIPL.IEQS FOR l:.LASTTC INTF.GRATJON 
;>~I) r 1>n1•1rs, A"ID FOR RFTlfRllJ[N(; STRFSS PUJNTS Tfl Y!FLD SURFACF FOR 
217 r PLASTIC TNTFGRATiflN Pnt~TS 
;> •.ij r. 

























OOlffllE PREr:ISION U,AB,CC,P.T 
TFfl~.GF.O) GO TO 2 
AA=X1*Xl•X1•X2+X?*X2+3.•X3•X3 
TFf IFACT.En.?.ftNn.EP.E~.O) en To 1 
RO=Xl•Yl•0.5•(X!•Y?tX2*Y1J+X?•Y2+3.•X3•Y3 
CC:Yt*Yl-Y1*Y2+Y?*Y2+3.•Y3•Y3 
r.o rn ii ' 
2 AA=Xt•Xl+X?•X2+Xll•X4•Xl*X2-~?*X4•Xl•X4•3.•X3•X3 

















1 SURROUTINE PLASM (NfP,TOSP,ISP,IE,TG,JPELTS,A,SIGBAR, 
2 $0,r.Pr.Rn,IELT,OFT,WT,RTnN,FNTnN,N) 
3 C.QMMON [A,JO,NN,NE,NPPTS,NOFS,NDF,NDFA,NRHS,NHW,NPC.,NPCS, 
4 .?NDF~WS,LP, TL, JSHIP, ICHFCI< ,F ,FIJ,EPS,RNIJ,SZERO,S7f:RQS, THJK, 
5 3PMTN,JS,TUS,IUS",Nll,GP(Q,~),~GTr4,4),NWRKF,NWRkP, 
6 4Fl .~ ,NOIJT ,Liil ;1..U?.,Ll!3,L114,Nl.AM,Ffl,AC 
7 "I~ENSTUN TPFLTS(NFP,!OSP,1),Al~FP,JOSP,fSPJ,STGRAR(NEP,TOSP,ISP) 1 
8 20(4,4),GPCPO!HFP,JOSP,?),IFLT(N[P,12),0ET(NEP,tuSP),RTON(24), 
q 3R(Q,?41,RIOC?4,Q),Al0(Q) 
10 DOIHILE PRHISION DllM 
I I r:: 















TFCIA.CE.01 GU TO 40 
A(TE,IG,1):STGRAP(t[,[G,l)+STGRAR(JE,Ir.,1)-SlGRAR(TE,IG,?) 
h(Jf,JG,?):STGAAP(J[,Ir.,?)tSICRAR(TE,IC,?J-SIGAAA(Tf,IG,I) 
A(Tt,!G,1):b 0 •SIG8ARIIF,TG,3) 





































"O 111 I:1, TS 
41 DU"1:f'!U,.,tA(Tf,IG,T)•A(JF,TG111 
"U"1: I. IOSIJRT fDllM) 
no 30 T:l,TS 
30 A(TE,IG,TJ:A(Jf,IG,Il•DUM 




TFCL.~n.ah) co TO 45 
PMTMT ?tn,TE,JG,L 
210 FOPHAf( 1 EPRnM ON PfADTNG (~) MATRTX FOR ELEMENT',J4, 
$
1 I~fFGRATlf'lN POINT',14,• : FRROR CoDE IS',14) 
STnP 
C OLCUl.ATE (IHIJl SllBMATHTX 
c 
r. 
45 l'\Q 44 J:t ,?4 
no 4« J:1,rs 
ATl'I( I ,J):O. 
no 4/J K= 1, rs 
44 ATO(T,J):HTO(J,J)tA(K,T)•D(K,J) 
C. CALCUI ATE fBTIJ"l) Vf('.JOJ.i 
<;4 c 
c;s no 11 T=l,?4 
~b AJf'!NfIJ:n. 
c;7 "O 1~ J:t,TS 






nO C C~LCULATE CNTDN+nPl TFRM 
61 c 
~? no \A J:l,TS 
63 ATn(J):O. 
64 no IA J:1,TS 
65 1~ ATO(Il:ATD(l)+ACTE,IG,J)•O(J,J) 
6b FNTDN:FP 
h7 no 10 J:1,1s 
h8 lq FNTON:FNTDNtATO(JJ•ACIF,TG,J) 
69 c 














COL•Cf'CQ!(IJ 0 ITER 










































































FON EVTfNnfn STOMIGf GJVt FXPLICIT SJ7t OF FLASTIC IND PLASTIC ARRAYS 
COMYON /EWT/ RKF(i;8l!,hq) , RkP(i;8q,i;g) 
COMMON IA,YQ,NN,NE,NPPTs,NnfS,NnF,NDfA,NRWS,NBW,NPC,NPCS, 
2NDF&W9,LP,TL,1510P,lrHf[K,F,FP1fPS,RNU,S7ERU,S7EROS,THTK, 
3RMTN,JS,lOS~TUSM,Nll 1 GP(Q,n),~GTfq,q),NWRKF,~WRKP, 
4f TA ,NIJllT 1 llf! ,L112,Lll3,Lllll,NLAM,FMAC 
nIMt'JSTIJN TEI TfNff',J?),JFlcU.;flfP),l)(tj,Q),nETCNEP,ToSPJ, 
?TPFLTSfNFf',JOSP,i;),MLAM[NFP,TOSP),f\llf~nFP),DSTRS(NFP,IOSP,JSP), 
3,a ('I~ P, T OSP, l Sf' 1 , PP ( rJI. PP, Mf\F f') , Of: S 1 PN (NF P, J OSP, I SP l , OP ( NDFt'), 
/j(~pr MO PIE p, T OSf'. 2). s I t;fj h IH ~,f p, I nsP. TSP) , fj T DN ( 211) • T OIJ I ( I 0 0). 
sn1~G(NPCPJ,orar;2(NPCPJ,un1~PCP),RK,(NPCP,NPCP),p"1A~(NLPP,2J, 
6 nu •q ( ;_> 11 ) • DI J "1? ( q ) , B ( 4 , 2 a ) , MM I N c ( NL pp ) 
AS TTFRITlON MJGHT RE NFCESS,aAy, SJONF PLASTIC MATRIX <-ATDN) 
IN TEMPnRARY FJlE 
CALL NTRAN(Lll3, tfl, 1,NwAKP,Ai<P,L,?2) 
TFfL.EO.NWRKP) GO TU 1 
PRTNT A20,L 
A20 FUAM•lr• ERROR ON WRTll~G SYSTEM PLASTTC MATRIX C-ATDNJ 1 , 
,. : EAROM CODF TS',fll) 
srnp 
1 nu 7 l:t,NPC 
7 OJAG?(T):OtAr.(J} 
INITIALISE ITFAATTON COUNTERS 
TT=t 
ML TA:Nll+ 1 
SOLVE SYSTEM MATMTX FOR DTSPLACFMFNT TNCMFMENT VECTOR ANO LAM~DAS 
I~ TFfNPC.Lf.NBW) CALL SOLVEI (NOFP,NPcP,NLPP,PP,ou.orAG,OQ,NK3J 
TF(NPC.GT.NBW) CALL SOLVF2 (NDFP,NPCP,NLPP,PP,ou,01AG,QQ,MK3) 
TK:O 
C~ECK KTNFM~TTC CONSTAaTNTS FOR EACH PLASTIC TNTEGNAfTON POTNT :-
c ••************k**************************************************** c 
r . 
CAl.L NTRAN(Lll'lo !0,?21 
Nv.:O 
NNW:/l 
no 4 IF=l .~'E 
nn 4 1r.:1,ros 
THIPFI JS(Tf',j(';,l).F_n.ni GO Tn 4 
T = T f' Fl T :H IF , T 1;, ?) 
RL~Mf!F,TG1:0Uff) 
TFfIPfLTSCTE,It;,,).EO.I) GO TO 2 


































































TFfRLA~(IE,IG).GF.0.1 GO TO II 
TFfAAS(RLAM(IE,IC)1.LE.t.F-4) GO rn II 
TK:t 
TPFLTSfIF,IG,31:1 
0 RTNT 70?,NLTA,IT 
70? FUPM~Tf1HO,'LOAO INCREMENT ' 1 14,' ITERATION ',T4) 
PRTNT 701,TE,IG,RLAM(lF,TGl , 
701 FOPMAT(lH ,'FLFMENT',111,' INTFGRATIO~ POJNT',I4,' UNLOADING•, 
$1•' LAMBnA :',F11.6) 
r.o rn o 
C C?)! FOR 1.AMH~AS ASSUMED ZERO CHECK THAT SCALAR PRODUCT OF GRADIENT OF 
C YTELU FIJNCTTON AND OIRECTTON OF STRFSS INCREMENT VECTOR NON•POSTTTVE 
r. 




no o 1=1.1? 
T J= < H 1. Tf IE, T J •t ltr? nu ,b ,J: 1, 2 
L:I + 1 
1, f"IU"'l ru:nur IJ+.J> 






TFfL.EQ.<lbl GO TO 10 
PRTNT ?JO,t[,JG,L 
210 FOQMAT(' EPROR ON REAOTNG CH) MATRTX FOR ELEMENT',T4, 
$' JNlFGRATION POINT',J11,• : ERROR COOE IS',!11) 
synp 
C CALCULATE RFLATTVE MAGNTTUOFS OF COMPONFNTS OF FLASTIC STRAIN 
C INCRf"lfNT VFCTOR . 
r 
r. 
10 no 13 J:J,IS 
f)lJ"I?( l ):I). 
')() n .1:1,211 
I~ l')lJ'!?fl):t1U"l2(l)+R(J,J)•DllMt(.I) 
C C~LCUI ATE RELhTTVE MAGNITUoFS OF COMPONFNTS OF STRESS INCREMENT VECTOR 
c 
r. 
no 8 I=t .IS 
0U"ICIJ:o. 
no 1:1 J=t .Is 
11 nu"t r11:nu,.'l<IJ+O(T,J)•OIJM?<J> 




no Jfl T=l,TS 
1 A 01J"1:f)lJMtl'\lJM 1 (I) •f)IJM I (I l 
n11"=1 .IS'lRT(f'IU"'l 
nl) JQ T:l,TS 
lQ nu.•1 (I ):f\LJ"'l ( 1 )•OUM 
1 lfl r: CALf'.UI AT!· A'JD C"~rK SCALAR P1rno11cT Of GR110lf.NT OF YTELD FllNCTTUN ANO 






I ?O C 
121 OUM:O. 
1?2 no q I=1,1s 
1?3 Q OUM:nUMtA(TE,Ir.,J)•DUMl(T) 
1?4 ·Tf(Dl!M.LT .o. l r.o TO 4 
!?5 TK=t 
l?b TPFLTS(IF,JG,3l:O 
1?7 PRTNT 70?,NLTA,(T 
1?8 PRTNT 701,TE,Jr.,nuM 
1?9 701 FOQMAl(lH ,'FLFMFNT',14, 1 INTFGRATION POlNT',T4,• LOADJN~'• 
,,0 $/,' SCALAR PPonucT OF GRADIENT OF YIELD FUNCTION ANO STRFSS TNCREM 
nt !bFr·iT VErTnR .:',F!t.nl 
1,2 4 M~=~Wt~ 
n3 r. 
1,4 C IF TTFkATJON CONSTRAJNTS SATTSFTEO, CONTINUF 
IV> r 
1,6 IF'IK.E~.o) r.o 10 12 
1 ~ 7 r. 








\ llb c 
T~IIT.LT.10) Gn To 11 
PRTNT ?00 
200 FOPMftl(JH0,50('•'),/I,' STILL IN ITERATION LOOP ~FTER 10 ITERATION 
1s•,11,• ANALYSTS TERMINATfn•,11,• TOTALS AFTER PREVIOUS LOAD INCRE 
IMENT LJSTED PELoW•,//,~l('•')l 
r.1i in ?9 
1117 C IF TIFRATTO'I MHESShRY, RFAO FUSTIC AND PLASTIC MATRTlF:S FRO"! 
1ne c lEMnuQARY FJLFS 
149 r. 
1~0 11 TT:IT+t 
!~I TFfNPC.LF 0 NflW) Lll:l.U? 
\~2 TFINPC.GT 0 lllHW) Lll:LUI 
l~S CALL NTRhN(Lll,tO,t.>,NWRKE,RKf,L,22) 
1<;4 TF<L.~n.N~R~FJ Gn TO 21 
1~5 PHTNT A3n,L 





I h l 












I 7 q 
175 
176 
I 7 7 
17M 
I 7 'l 
c 
S' : EPHnH cnoF TS',TQ) 
s1np 
21 CALL NTHMHLll3, 1n,;>,NWRKP,PKP,L,;:>2) 
TFCL.EA.NWAKP) Gn TO 17 
PMTNT 1140,1. 
A4n FOPMAT(' ERNON ON READING SYSTFM Pl.ASTTC MATRIX -BTDN', 
i' : tRRnM cnoF TS',Jq) 
C:f r)f' 
17 no ;>n T:t,•!PC 
20 DJAG(l):n1AG?(J) 
C FOR PLASTIC INTFGRATJON POINTS ASSUMEO TO BF UNLOADING, 
r. SIJ8THACT CONTRl~0TION 10 PLASTir MATRTCFS c-RTON) AND (NTON+OP) 
r. 
r A IL. N T •< h N ( L II if , I n , ;:> 2 ) 
''~=fJ 
~lt,JW:ll 
no 111 TE= t , rJF 
nfl 1i1 11;:1, ins 
1Ff!Ptl1SCTE,IG,1l.FA.O) GO TO 14 
~J = t.!,,, _ ""'~J i-1 
u11:.1:t- 1 ,.; + u 








tA2 no 5 1:1,12 
IA3 l\JMR:(JFLTCTE,1)•1)*2 
1A4 ·NNF:r[-1)*? 
1A5 no 5 J:1,2 
!Ah 5 RKP(l\JMR+J,NCl:RKP(NRR+J,NC)tBTON(NRE+Jl*WT 
1A7 DIAG(Nr):OIAGCNC1-FNTDl\l•WT 
1A8 T~(OlftG(NCJ.GT.1.t-7) Go rn 14 
IA9 nll !'> T:1,l\l[)F 
lQU 15 AkP(T,NCl:O. 
)Ql nJhG(NC):t; 
\Q2 14 NW:NWtn 
1 Q s c 
IQQ C R~·SOLVF 
IQ') r: 
JQb r.o rn 16 
1n 2Q TOllT<NnUT):NLI 
IQA l\JLl:NLT•l 
1q9 nu 27 TE=J,NF 
?no no 27 TG=1,1ns 
201 TPFLTSCIF,TG,1):0 
2n2 nu 21 J:1,TS 
?03 nESTPN(IF,TG,Jl~n. 
?04 27 nsT~S(JE,!G,J):O. 
2n5 nu ?R T:1,l\JOF 
2nh nPIIl:O. 
?'17 2A norn=n. 
?Oil rHL IJllJPUT fNFP,NNf',NOFP, TflSP,ISP,NFC",NPCP,NLPP, 
2119 $<>SfR'l,STRtJ,STHS,S!GRftR,pMAX, Inlll ,NFL TPR,NfJOEPM, 




?14 r. JTERAf[f)N PROr.f.OURf H~S cnNVfRGFD: RECORD CIJRRENT LnAnJlllG .AlllD 
215 c U~LnAn]NG PLASTTC JNTFGRATJON POJlllTS 
210 r 
217 12 no 3 JF:1,ME 
218 nu 3 1~=1,TOS 
?IQ TFfJPlllS(TE,IG,~l.EO.O) GO TO 3 
?~O TPFLTS(JF,TG,1):0 
2?1 TPFLTSflF.;TG,3):n 
?'."2 '\ r.u•Jl P<llE 






COL•~PCQT ( 1) .OllTPUT 




5 COMMON 1~.tO,NN,NE,NPPTS,NnfS,NoF,NnFA,NAWS,NttW,NPC,NPCS, 
b 2NOFHWS,LP,TL,ISTnP,ICtlF(K,F,fP,fPS,RNU,SZERO,SZEAOS,THTK, 
7 5QMTN,JS,TO,,JOSM,NI J,GP(l,4),WGJ(4,4l,NWRKf,NWRKP, 
8 11~-fA ,~JIJIJT ,Litt ,Lll?,Lll~,LllQ 1 NLA"',Fflf\( 
q "11'1[>JSTOtJ P(l">FPl ,ll(NIJFPl ,FSTJ<"l(N~ P, TOSP, ISP) ,PSTRlll(N[P, TOSP, ISP} 1 
to ?SlPN(NFP,IOSP,TSPJ,SlRS(NfP,ToSP,ISP),S!~BAR(NFP,JOSP,TSP), 
ti ]PM~XfklPP,?J,1nurc1on),NFLTPA(NtP,TO~P),~OnEPR(NNP),PHTCNEP,rosP}, 
t 2 Q J i'FL Ts (NF p, I nsP, ~) , RL A"' (~I~ p, T osp) , c F (NF .... I OSP) , I Pp T ( ~11\FP, 2 l, 
t 3 51'1-'IMflFPJ ,f)ll(tJ[)l'p) ,n[Sl RN(NFP, 1nsP, TSP) ,DPSTRN(Nl:P, JOSI', ISP), 
\Q 6f'ISTR>J('l!fP, TOSP, JSPJ,flSTRS{•·IE:P, TO~>P,JSl'l,GPCt<fllNEP, TOSP,2), 
15 7NE~P<~O,?),kMJN(fNLPP) 
lb NLT=NLT+1 
1.7 Hff.i l.•~l'.lOllT(NOUT) 0 A'l0 0 IfHFCK 0 J:IJ 0 0l GO TO 7 
IR H(NI l.f'<:l.TIJUT(NOIJT)) NOIJJ:~,nuT+1 
, q r. 
?O C .f'QIMI H~AO[NGS 
?I C 
?2 PJ<T~T ?on,NLI 
?3 ?00 FO<?:~AH!Hl,'flESULTS AFTER',Jll,?X,'LUAD INCRE"IENTS 1 ,f) 
?Q Tf(JCHFCK.FY.11 r,o rn , 
?5 PMTNT ?O!,((NEWP(l,JJ,J:1,?),f:1,NNfWP) 
?6 ?01 FOfhHT(IHO, 'NE'.><l l'O!NIS To llNDFRGO PlASlIC DEFORMATION • CF.LFMEN 
?7 IT : TkTEGNATTUN POTNT)',?X,h(J~,':',T2l,Q(// 1 77X,6(1~, 1 :',J2l)} 
?H r.u rn ? 
?9 1 f:(l~lX(PMAX(LP,l))tll/2 
10 PHTNT ?02,LP,J 
31 20? FORM~T(!HO,'FNn OF L0Afl!NG 1 ,}4,?x,•: MAXiMUM LOAD REACHED AT NODE 
3? $ 1 ,Tq,/) 
33 ? PHfNT ?!R,flMTN 
~II 21q FO~MAT(tHO,'AT LnAn FACTflR',fll.h) 
~~ nu b I=t,LP 
'6 6 PN!NT ?21,T,PMTNC(T) 
37 ?21 FO~MAJflHO,'LO~D VFCTOfl•,J3,' : CUMULATIVE LOA~ FACTflR :',Ell.6) 
3R TFCICHFCK.FQ.Ol GO TO ?3 
'l:'I I !':LP+ 1 
40 TCH~CK:Q 
41 23 PflTNT ?Oh 
Q2 ?06 FOAMAT(IH ,84X, 1 CUARENT VALUFS',l,6SX,•/ 1 ,~2c•-•J,•1•,1,?4X, 1 STRAI 
,43 2N TNCNFMfNTS',.37X,'STAAINS',3RX,'STRESS',/, 1 ELEMENT,•,4x, . 
Ill! 3'GLORAl. 1 ,·s'l(, 1 / 1 ,111('-'l, 1 1•,14x, 
IJ ~ 4 Is Tiff SS I • II)(, 'I I • -;>q' , - I ) , I I. , I fl 'I(, I y TEL DI , ~;(, • c UAHFC TI ON. , I, 
4b 5' TNT. PT. 1 ,11x,•conRns•,11x, 1 ELASTIC•,4)(,•p1..11sr1c•,qx, 1 LA~t:lnA 1 ,11x, 
a7 6'l~CRE~ENT 1 ,~X,'FLASTJC 1 ,4X,'PLASTTC',SX,'TOTAL',bX,'STRESS 1 ,3X, 













C EVAl.UATF YIFLO FU~CT!ON FOR iNTFGRATJON POINTS RE~UESTEO AS OUTPUT 
r: 
nu ll IF:1,Mf 
n11 11 Ir.: 1 , T US 
ft'(IJl'l_TPR(Tf:,[r,).NF.1) en Tll /~ 














64 4 r.0~11 I NllE 
1:>5 r: 
61:> ·c PRJNT l'JTl=:GRATJON POl'H (JIJANHTTES "DR OUTPlll HEWJESTFD : 
67 r: ********************************************************* 
6H r: 
1..9 TF(lA) 9,13,10 
70 r: 
71 C PLANE STRFSS ftNALVSTS: 
72 r: . 
73 q no 12 IE=l~NF 
74 no t? TG=1,1ns 
75 Jf[NFLTPRCTE,JG) 0 NF 0 1) GO TO t? 
76 TF<IPELT~CJE,IG,1).FO.n) GO To 3 
77 r: 







































I 1 1 












GO 10 12 
r: ELASTIC TNTEGNATTON POINTS 
r: 
c 







2T~.3~.·r•,?(1X,F1~.S),5X, 1 --•,Qx,•-- 1 ,Qx,brtx,Ft0.5),5X, 
1•--•,1,1x,•xv•.12x,E1u.5,s1,•--•,1sx,5c11,fto.sJJ 
12 CIHJrtNllE 
en tn ?.o 
r: PLANE STRAIN ANALYSTS: 
c 
c 
13 no 21 TE=l,NF 
no 21 1G:1, ins 
TFfNFLTPRCTE,JGJ.NF.t) GO TO 21 
TFCIPELTSCIE,IG,t).E~.o) GO To 14 
C PL1STJC TNTEGRftTION POTNTS 
r. 
PMJNT ?12.rE,GPcRo<JE,rc,1>.nFsrRNCJF,TG,11,nPSTRNC!F,TG,11, 
2ns T Ks ( Tb Ir., I ) , Es JI.IN ( IF"' f(;' I ) 'p s TN~I (TE, I G, 1 ) , s TR 1\1 (TE, I G, 1 ) , 
3STRS(JF,TG,Jl,TG,GPCRUf!F,TG,~l,nES1PN(IF,TG,2), 
.unpsJA~(!F,TG,2),RLIM(!F,TG),nsTNA(Tt,JG,?),ESTRN(lF,TC,2), 
•; P :; TR 't C TE, Ir., ;> J , ST k •I C T f , Ir,, ;>) , ST I< S C T f , I G, ;> l , PH I ( I J:", T G) , r: F ( IF, JG) , 









1?3 21? FORMAT(IHO,ln,1x,•x•,3r1x.Ft0.5),11X,5(1X,Fl0.5),/,15,1X, 1 Y', 
t?Q 211r1x,F10.5),/,8X,'Z',llX,?(tX,fl0.5),1\X,5(tX,Eto.sl, 
1?5 51,11,•xv•,11x,?c1x,Eto.s1,t1x,5c1x,ft0.51J 
1?6 GU Tn ?I 
1?7 r:: 
1?8 r:: F"usTJc TNH.GIH PON POINTS 
P? C 








11~ ?!1 FIJl~MAJllHO,Ill,31,•x•,2r1x,F10.'i),SlC, 1 -- 1 ,1'ix,5(1X,Fl0.5},/, 
139 2 T 5 I 3 '{I t y ' , ? ( 1 x If 1 0. :>) , 5 x I I -- I , •l )(, ' -- I I If x," ( 1X,FtI}.5) , 5 )(, 
tlJO 3'--',/,HX,'Z',12X,Fl0.5,5x,•--·.15x,'i(tx,flO.':>), 
141 ll/,7X,'XY',12X,Ft0.5,5X,'••',15X,5(1Xrf I0 0 'j)) 
llJ2 21 UJ~JfTNllE 
1q3 GO rn ?O 
I 114 r. 


























I 7 I 
172 
I 7', 





l 7 'I 
r 
r. 
10 no 2? TE=t,NF 
nn 2? TG=1,1ns 
TFf~FLTPR(TE,JG).NF.1) r,n TO 22 
TF!IPEt.TS(TE,IG,1).EA.O) en To 11 












;> 11 Ff1'1M Ar ( t Ho, 111, 'x, 111 • , ·H 1 x, Ft o. 5) , J 1 x, <; r t x, Ft o. 5) , I, 15,.,. x, • l • , 
211ftX,Flll.5),/,/l'i,'U',1t'l(,;>(1X,E10.<;1,11X,5(1X,EI0.5), 
5/,1H+,7X,•-•,/,7X,•k7',111,2(1'1(,Ft0.'i),11X,5(1X,F.lll.5)l 
GU Jr) ?2 
r. ELASTIC TNTEGRATION POINTS 
r:: 
11 PRT~T ;>111,TE,1;PCRf)([f,TG,11,nESTRN(lE,TG,1>,1')$TRS(JE,rG,I), 
2FSTWM(Tt,IG,1J,PSJPNflF,TG,tl,STR~(IF,tG,l),SJQS{[f,TG,1l, 
3 T 1;, GPC PIJ r IF, T 1j, ;>' , nE s 1 'h! r 1 F, T G, 21 , f'S HI s c TE, I G, 2 > , 
QFSTk~(Tf,IG,;>J,F<;TPM(!F,JG,21,SJP~(!F,JG,~),SfQSfJF,TG,2l1 
•,n.., r c H , 1 r, i, •JF!HkN c n., 1G,11 i, De; r Ps r 1 F., r G, 11J,FS1 w..i c H., I G, n >, 
hPSTk~(TE,1G,nJ,sT~N(Tt.IG,Q),SlHS(T~.1r,,q),{JfSTHN(TE,1G,3), 
l"l s TH c; ( Tr. , Ir,, 3) I~ s 1 p N ( IF, T GI \) , PS TR'·' ( If. , Ir., .,. ) , 
I\ s T pr, ( l FI r G, 5) , <;I" s ( IF, T (;, \) 
? 1 ,, F '1" ·. ,• 1 r 1 "o , 1 ,1 • -~ -~ , • " • , 2 r 1 v , .r 1 0 • c; 1 , " x , • - - • • 1 c; .< , 'i r 1 ,. , r 1 o • r:; J , / , 







I A2 22 CONTTNIJE. 
1113 r: 
!'Ill r PRPIT Cl.HHIE"IT Pu.srrc INTFGRATJ'lN POJl\ITS 
I AS r 
tA& 2~ PNTNT ?O' 
1'\7 2o3 FOPM~T(lHO,/,' -CU~Rf_NT PlASTTC P0IN1S - <ELEMENT: INTFGRATION P 
\A8 ~O("ITl',/,57('-'J) 
IA9 TFf~PPTS.NF.Ol GO TO 1A 
lqO PNTNT ?10 
I'll ?tO l'°Ufh~H(IHO;'NJI 1 ) 
I 02 r.11 !fl \</ 
\'l3 IA PHTNT ?O~,((lPPT(l,J),J:1,?),J:l,NPPTS) 
1aq ?oq FOQMAl(IHO,t5(T3,':',I?,?Xl,//,t0(1X,l5(T1,':',I?,?X),//)) 
1 'l.5 r: 
to~ r. PPINT Hl"AO!NGS FOR ~OnE UIJANTTTTFS 
1 q l r: 
198 1<1 THIA.I T.1) PiHNT ;>(IA 
109 ?OA l'°liR...,~TftHO,/.t·n,•tfJAIJ Jl~Cqf."'Plf 1 ,1f,X,'T01AL U'A''l'.t?X,'llISPLACEME 
?00 $1\JI PJC:qt:"f-.llJT•,Ax,•TUTAL n15PlAr.t:MtNl',l,5X,ll{]ll,•/•,;>3('-'),'/'),/, 
2n1 ~· NOn1-•,1x,•npx•,11x, 1 npY 1 ,11x, 1 Px 1 ,12x, 1 py•,1?x,•nu•,12x,•ov•, 
2n2 '61.\lt,'u',l~X,'V',IJ 
203 r1-r1~.F~.11 PHTNT 21~ 
,>04 215 Fuq,..,qr11·H),/,\,X, 1 t_OA[) (NCP~M!-llJT',1&X,'TOT.~L LOAn'r1?x,•n1sPLACEME 
205 '''l JN(Pf.ME'Jf',Ax,'TOTAL ntBPLACtMENl',/,<;)(,11(~)(,'/',;>J{'-'),'/'),/, 
2nb 1• ~Ul")E',7x,•nPP•,11x,•~p7•,11x, 1 PH•,12x, 1 PZ',1?x, 1 nu•,12x,•ov•, 
207 'lil3l<,'U',l3X,'V 1 ,/} 
('OH C 
209 r. PR[Nf NODF 11Uh"4T!TIFS FOR UIJTPllT REflUFSTtl") 
210 c ******'*****.*****•••*********·-·······•**** 
21 I r. 
212 na s J:t,NN 
211 TF(NODfPR(IJ.NE.1) GO TO 5 
21q NR:(T-1)*2 
21S .l:NR+l 
21 h 1 .. ::'l>l +2 
?17 PKTNT ?OQ,f,l")P(J),nP(L),P(JJ,P(L),nucJ),nU{L),U(J),U{L) 
?lR ?OQ FON~•T(IH ,J4,R(,X 1 £1l.b)) 
219 c; fONTTNIJE 
221) c 
:?t C CHEfK FOH TERMINATING ANALYSIS 
??2 r. 
??3 7 T::lFTX(PMAlt(lPrtl) 









Since the methods of analysis are rather complex and mathematical theJ 
cannot conveniently be dealt with in lectures of this natureo Some 
of the more important methods will, however, be given in brief outline. 
{i) Re5ression : The proportion of zonal trips by each mode is 
expressed as a function of the system trip and user characteris-














= Transit riding time and (Walk and wait and transfer) 
~· Driving time and terminal time .. 
= Median family income for zone of production. 
= housing units/net residential acre .. · 
= cars/housing unit .. 
= accessibility to employment (transit I car) .. 
= 9 hro parking cost (average rate. per hour). 
= 3 hro parking cost (average rate per hour). 
= employment/gross acre .. I 
= accessibility to population (transit/car) 
= percentage trips by transit .. 
(ii) Discriminant Analysis : Develop a linear function of the form 
f = a1 x1 + a2 x2 + ...... ~ ......... +an xn . 
which will distinguish between travellers making different 
mode-choice decisions on the basis of a set-of variables x 
defining the characteristics of the travellers of the alterna-
tive choices available to them .. 
Let f = (a1 x1) + (a2 x2 ) 
be a discriminant function. · 
Where x1 = cost difference mode l versus mode 2 
x2 = time difference mode 2 versus mode 1. 
Choose values for a1 , a2 such that f is small for travellers 
using mode 1 and large for those using mode 2. 
Utility and Preference Analysis : 
Individual preference for travel modes may be estimated by subjecting 
a set of travellers to a structured series of modal alternatives, 
defined in terms of varying values of relative cost,, time, comfort, etc. 
and evaluating their "threshold" response (i.e.' the point at which a 
change in a particular modal characteristic would bring about a change 
in mode choice). Ideally,such an experiment should be ,based on actual 
changes in the transportation system; .it may be approximated by means 
of a laboratory or interview experiment. Equivalent analysis may be 
performed for route choice, ranking modal and route characteristics in 
order of importance and evaluating response to new forms of transportation,,. 
4/9 
since the water resistance had to be taken into account, it 
was necessary to use a voltage comparator (LM 319) which would 
output either 5 v or 0 v when the output from the probe itself 
was > 4,5 v or < 1 v respectively. This was compared with the 
voltage at the comparator created by either resistors Rl and 
R2 or resistors R3 and R4, depending on which probe was under 
consideration. The essential difference between the two 
circuits was that the potential at probe 1 was inverted. 









The RC oscillator was designed so that the temperature co-
efficients of Rand C cancelled each other out. 
this the following components were used: 
To achieve 
metal film resistor 
poly-carbonate capacitor 
temperature coefficient = - 50 ppm/°C 
temperature coefficient = + 50 ppm/°C 
Thus, 
1 1 
f = 2rrRC 
where 
R is resistance in ohms 
c is capacitance in far ads 
f is frequency 
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